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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
For almost all computational problems in statistics, obtaining self-validating 
results is not an easy task. What we obtain after performing computation in the 
traditional way are just approximations to the theoretically true values. Without 
special computational arrangements we do not know how close they are to the true 
values. Sometimes they are accurate enough for our applications. Other times they 
are too inaccurate to be satisfactory. But there is absolutely no indication of which 
is the case for a certain problem. Two major computational errors contribute to 
this uncertainty. The first one is rounding errors. All the computers we use employ 
finite number systems, which means many real numbers are not representable. So 
we are forced to do rounding and truncating all the time. The accumulated errors in 
some cases may be serious enough to put the computed results far away from where 
they should be. The other kind of computational error is approximation error. This 
occurs when we have no direct method to carry out our computation, and we use 
approximation in the design of the algorithm. An example is the use of a Taylor 
expansion to a finite number of terms in computing e^. Hence it is the algorithm 
itself that will not give us accurate results. For traditional computation, these two 
kinds of errors are usually both present, and we will always ask the question "how 
accurate is my result?" 
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Interval analysis is a tool to deal with the above mentioned two sources of errors. 
It is a relatively new and growing branch of applied mathematics. It is an approach 
to computing that treats an interval as a computing element. We replace a scalar 
with an interval that surely contains the scalar real number. This way we take care of 
all uncertainty of initial parameter values. In designing the algorithm we use interval 
analysis to count for both the approximation and the error. Throughout the compu­
tation we design special treatments for roundings to insure that the theoretically true 
scalar value is carried over from one interval-valued computing step to the next. The 
final result is also expressed in the form of an interval with the guarantee that the 
true value is contained in it. Hence, computations in properly implemented interval 
arithmetic, together with analysis of algorithms from interval analysis point of view, 
produce approximations to the true values as well as guaranteed error bounds. Thus, 
we have at the outset, a general mechanism for bounding the accumulation of both 
roundoff errors and approximation errors. 
The use of interval analysis in statistics has two major applications. The first 
one is to get highly accurate results in some computationally intensive problems, 
e.g., multivariate probability computation. These are usually very difficult problems 
and require extremely good computer software support to obtain satisfactory results. 
There are software packages which attempt to deal with this kind of problem, but 
they usually do not converge for high dimensional integrations, and when they do 
converge, the results are not reliable. The use of interval analysis will guarantee any 
pre-specified accuracy for a wide class of problems. Another application for interval 
analysis i.'^ global optimization, which is widely used in statistics, e.g., optimal design, 
nonlinear least squares, etc. None of the currently existing software systems can 
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guarantee convergence to a global optimum. They may very well converge to just a 
local optimum. But there is no reliable mechanism in the algorithms employed by 
these systems to tell whether a solution is a global or local optimum. However, using 
interval analysis, local optima are easily distinguished from global optima and the 
latter are normally located with relative ease within a finite starting region. Interval 
analysis takes into account the whole starting region and is guaranteed to find any 
global optima within that region. 
Since interval analysis is very time consuming because more computation is 
involved, we use a parallel machine of SIMD architecture throughout this research 
to help get good performance. Experience shows that we can get satisfactory results 
within reasonable running time. 
In this dissertation we review the basic elements of interval analysis and propose 
interval methods on the parallel machine for the above mentioned statistical appli­
cations. Chapter 2 introduces the elements of interval analysis. Chapter 3 describes 
the architecture of the parallel machine and how to do interval analysis on it. The 
usage of the machine is illustrated with an application to survey sampling analysis. 
In chapter 4 we present parallel interval methods for self-validating computation of 
multivariate Normal and multivariate t probabilities. Chapter 5 proposes parallel 
interval optimization methods, illustrated by examples from optimal design, least 
squares and time series. And finally chapter 6 contains some conclusions. 
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CHAPTER 2. ELEMENTS OF INTERVAL ANALYSIS 
Interval analysis was first introduced by Moore (1962). A useful description of 
early work in this area is given in his monograph (Moore, 1979). The basic idea is to 
extend the usual real arithmetic and employ closed bounded intervals of real numbers 
as the basic numeric elements. 
We will presently introduce arithmetic operations for interval numbers and de­
velop methods for computing more complicated functions and for integrations, on 
which our statistical applications will be based. 
From now on, real numbers will be denoted by lower case letters, intervals by 
capital letters and endpoints of an interval by the base letter accompanied by an 
under/over-score. Thus A' = denotes the interval A' having real number 
endpoints A and A'. 
2.1 Interval Arithmetic and Properties 
Suppose we have intervals A' and Y . Then for scalars x and y such that 
A < J < A and H  <  y  < Y ,  (2.1) 
we have X _  +  Y i < x - \ - y < X  +  Y .  Thus, if we define A + Y  to be all the possible 
summations of x and y satisfying 2.1, then A + Y is another interval with lower 
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endpoint X_ + Y. and upper endpoint .Y + Y. Similarly, we can define subtraction, 
multiplication, reciprocal and division, and they are summarized as follows: 
A' + F = {.r 4- (/|.T e X , y  G 
= [x + }:,j + F] 
A ' - F  =  { : c - y \ x e X , y e Y }  
=  [ x - F , x - v : ]  
X Y  -  { x y \ x e X , y e Y }  
= [min(^, Xr, AT, AF), max( AF, AF, AF, AF)] 
U Y  -  { l / y \ y e Y } ,  0  0 '  
= [1/F,1/F] 
A/F = { x / y \ x e X , y e Y } ,  0  ^ Y  
= A(1/F) 
The following algebraic properties of interval arithmetic are immediate conse­
quences of the set theoretic definitions of the interval arithmetic: 
A + (F + Z) = (A + F) + Z 
A(FZ) = (AF)Z 
A + F  =  F + A  
AF = FA 
for any intervals X,Y,Z. Specially, if we use a single real number to represent a 
degenerate interval, an interval with identical endpoints, we have 
0 + A = A + 0 = A 
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OA' = XO = 0 
LY = A'l = A' 
for any X .  
Thus, addition and multiplication are associative and commutative. However, 
the distributive law does not always hold. For example, we have 
[ 1 , 2 ] - ( 1 - 1 )  =  0 ;  
whereas 
[ 1 , 2 ] . 1 - [ 1 , 2 1 - 1  =  [ - 1 , 1 ] ^ 0 .  
Thus, A''(y' + Z) = XY + XZ is not always true. 
We do, however, always have the following algebraic property 
XiY + Z) C XY + XZ. (2.2) 
We call this property subdistributivity. As can be seen, it is really a combination of 
algebraic and set theoretic relations. 
In certain special cases, distributivity holds. Some particularly useful cases are 
x ( Y  +  Z )  =  x Y  +  x Z  for x  real; Y , Z  intervals, 
(2.3) 
A(y + Z) = XY + XZ i f  YZ > 0.  
Thus, we can distribute multiplication by a real number and we can distribute multi­
plication by any interval through sums of intervals all of the same sign. The properties 
2.2 and 2.3 follow easily from the definitions of interval arithmetic. 
Note that A' — X = 0 and X/A' = 1 only when X is a degenerate interval, 
because actually X - X = [X-X,X-X], and X/X = [X/X,X/X] for 0 < X, and 
X/X = [X/X, X/A'] for X < 0. The cancellation law holds for interval addition: 
X + Z = V + Z implies A' = 
2.2 Rounded Interval Arithmetic 
Interval arithmetic cannot be done by a digital computer because the computer 
cannot represent all real numbers. Computers employ floating-point values which 
all represent rational numbers in a particular finite range. We can, however, make 
a useful substitution for interval arithmetic by employing what is called rounded 
interval arithmetic. 
Given a real interval A' = [X, A'], an expression of this interval in the computer 
can be made as X = [fl(X),fl(X)j, where fl{X_) is the biggest floating-point number 
such that fl[X) < A. Similarly, fl{X) is the smallest floating-point number such 
that fl{X) > X. We have A' C A provided that it is indeed possible to find the 
required floating-point values. If X_ or A"" is outside the range of real numbers spanned 
by the set of floating-point numbers, then it is impossible to express ,Y. 
Rounded interval arithmetic is carried out using intervals whose endpoints are 
floating-point numbers. Directed roundings are employed, rounding toward -oo when 
computing lower endpoint, and rounding toward +00 where computing upper interval 
endpoint. The objective is to obtain, at each stage of the interval computations, an 
interval having floating-point endpoints which contains the true real interval which 
would be obtained if it were possible to do real arithmetic. This objective will be 
reached provided that no underflow or overflow occurs when the floating-point arith­
metic operations are completed. 
A numerical example will illustrate the distinction between interval arithmetic 
and rounded interval arithmetic. 
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A' = [-0.613^10-^-0.610i:l0-='] 
Y = [+0.100 £;i0+\+0.300E10+^] 
Z = .Y(l + 1/F). 
We compute Z first in exact interval arithmetic. We have 
Z = X(l + l/[l,3j) 
= X(l +[1/3,1]) 
- X[4/3,21 
= [-0.1226£;iO-\ -0.8133 • • • ^10"^]. 
Next, we compute Z using rounded interval arithmetic based on signed three decimal 
digit mantissas and floating point number representation. We have 
1 = [+o.ioo£:io+S+o.iooi;io+^], 
l / Y  c [+0.333£:i0+°,+0.100£;i0+^], 
1 + 1/r c [+o.i33i;io+S+o.2ooi:io+^], 
A'[+0.133i;i0+\+0.200f;i0+ ^ l  C  [-0.123£;i0-S-0.811£10-2]. 
Each of the four numerical intervals on the right hand sides of the above rela­
tions is the smallest (narrowest) interval representable in the chosen number form 
containing the quantity on the left. The final result contains the exact interval value 
of Z. The containing interval is slightly wider than Z because of the cumulative ef­
fect of dropping digits beyond the third one after the decimal point. Hence we are 
making the computed interval slightly wider, but all the real numbers resulted from 
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the definition of interval arithmetic are contained in it. By carrying enough digits we 
can come as close as we please to the exact interval arithmetic results. 
2.3 Interval Inclusions 
Extension of the concept of a real-valued function of one or more real variables 
to the case of an interval-valued function of one or more interval variables is not 
trivial. Here we will describe the techniques used in interval analysis to link these 
two conceptually different areas. 
The basic purpose for using interval analysis is to simultaneously obtain function 
information over a region. So what we are interested in, for any given scalar function 
/, is what is called the united extension. 
Definition 2.1: The United Extension of / is 
In some cases this may not be easy to obtain. For example, the function / 
may not be continuous, hence /(A'l, • • •, can not be expressed in the form of an 
interval. So in general, we will think in terms of an interval inclusion of /. 
Definition 2.2: An Interval Inclusion of / over the region (ATj, A'2, • • •, A'„) is an 
interval valued function F such that 
We will be interested in how to compute interval inclusions for given functions. 
We need the following definitions. 
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Definition 2.3: An interval-valued function F of the interval variables 
is Inclusion Monotonic if 
y;- C A'.- implies F{Y,, • • • ,Yr.) Q F{Xi, • • • ,  A^) .  
Definition 2.4: An Interval Extension of / is an interval-valued function F of n 
interval variables A',- with the property 
for real arguments. 
We have the following theorem due to Moore (1979) which provides a way to 
find an interval inclusion for a scalar function /. 
Theorem 2.1: If F is an inclusion monotonic interval extension of /, then F is an 
interval inclusion of /. 
2.3.1 Finite Evaluation 
The evaluation of a rational function requires only a finite number of arithmetic 
steps. This fact provides a method to obtain an interval inclusion of any given rational 
function. To see this first note that united extensions, which all have the subset 
property, are inclusion monotonic. Hence, since the interval arithmetic functions are 
united extensions of the real arithmetic functions (-f, —, x, /), we have the result that 
interval arithmetic as defined in Section 2.1 is inclusion monotonic: 
Yi C A'l and ¥2 C X2 
implies 
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i'l + n C A'l + A'2, 
i i - V 2 C  X :  -  X 2 ,  
ViFz C A'iX2, 
Fi/Fz C X,/X2. 
From the transitivity of the partial order relation, C, it follows, by finite induc­
tion, that rational interval functions are inclusion monotonic. Now, given any rational 
function /, if we replace all the variables and operations with the corresponding in­
terval elements to obtain F, obviously it is an interval extension of / by definition. 
We call an F thus obtained a Natural Interval Extension of /. Since F is rational, 
we just showed it is inclusion monotonic. Then by Theorem 2.1, F is an interval 
inclusion of /. Thus in general, for any rational function, if we replace all comput­
ing elements with the corresponding interval elements, the resulting interval-valued 
function will be an interval inclusion of the original scalar function. It is actually an 
easy and routine procedure. 
We have to notice, however, that this procedure does not imply uniqueness as 
we see from the following example. Let 
f ( x )  =: l-5a; + y. 
Consider the natural interval extension 
P { X )  =  1 - 5 X  + J x w Y w Y  
and another interval extension 
Q { X )  =  l - X ( 5 - i x - A ' ) .  
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It is readily verified that P([2,3]) = [—34/3,0] and (5([2,3]) = [-10,-3]. Each inter­
val does, of course, contain the range o{ f{x) over [2,3], but one is a tighter inclusion 
than the other. This example illustrates what is generally true for polynomial func­
tions, namely the Horner form /lo + A'(/li -fA'(i42 + ' • - -F-Y>!„)•••) is never wider than 
the natural interval extension sum of powers Aq -|- /li-Y -|- A2XX -f • • • -F .4nXA' • • • A'. 
This is due to subdistributivity of interval arithmetic. The example also illustrates 
that usually we have to pay attention to the choice of inclusion in order to obtain 
the best available interval inclusion. 
2.3.2 Irrational Evaluation 
Irrational functions require an infinite number of steps of arithmetic, and the 
above method does not apply. We must deal with irrational functions individually 
and take into consideration the special properties of each. Since we can obtain interval 
inclusions for rational functions, our general approach will be to approximate the 
irrational function by a rational function, and attempt to obtain inclusions for both 
the approximation and the remainder. 
Some methods were suggested in early years of interval analysis for monotone 
functions. For example, for e"^, it was suggested that we could compute an interval 
inclusion of it as ^e—, . Although we could not compute the required endpoint 
values exactly, we could extend the machine-computed endpoints outward by an 
amount just great enough to include the approximation error. The problem with it 
is that the method is highly hardware and software dependent. We have to analyze 
how hardware performs arithmetic and how e® is approximated in order to extend 
outward enough to accommodate all the approximation errors. Since every machine 
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is different and every software for e'^ is different, this method is incompatible and it 
requires more general methods for such functions. 
The irrational functions that will be used later in this dissertation are exponential 
and logarithm functions. We will provide methods to obtain interval inclusions for 
them as a demonstration of the general method. 
Suppose we have an interval A' and want to get an interval inclusion of e'^ . We 
can approximate by a rational function, and one way of doing this is to use the 
Taylor expansion. We will consider only positive x's because = 1/e^. For a scalar 
X > 0, we have 
x" 
e '  =  1  +  X + -  +  . - -  +  -  +  R ,  
2! n! 
= M„ + R„ 
where M„ is called the rule part and Rn is the remainder. 
M„ is rational, so we can easily get an interval inclusion of it using the method 
in Section 2.3.1. For the remainder, notice that 
^n+l x"'^^ 
(n + 1)! "^(71 + 2)! (n + 3)! 
= + l + (ln+2 + C-n+Z + " ' ' ) 
and we can find an n such that 
Qn+2 _ X ^ X ^ ^ 
TJ + 2 n + 1 
( ^ n + Z  2 -  ^ 1  
= < < 1 
Cln+2 71 + 0 Tl + 1 
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Hence, 
R„ fln + l + ln-i-2 + fln+a + 
®n + l 
^n + 1 
X / X \  ^  
i + ;rTT + (;rTT) + 
1 n+1 
Since a; > 0, we have 
0 <  R n  1 S -
n  +  l  
Note that the upper bound for i?„ is rational. If we use interval analysis to compute 
the right hand side and denote its upper endpoint by placing a A in front of it, then 
0  <  <  A :  
Yn+1 
("+!)! 
1 - JL.' n + l 
which yields an interval inclusion for R„. Together with interval inclusion for M„, 
and the fact that operation is inclusion monotonic, we have 
,'2 
e'^  C 1 + .Y + -^  + 
A'" 
+  — +  
n\ 
0, A 
^yn+l 
(n+l)! 
which is an interval inclusion for e'^. 
The logarithm function can be handled similarly. Consider l n ( Y )  for an interval 
Y. We will assume y > I because ln(y) = —ln{lly) for t/ < 1. 
For scalar y  >  I ,  transform according t o  x  =  { y  —  l ) / ( y  + 1), then 
' 1 + a: ~ in{y) = In j 0 < x < 1. 
The Taylor expansion of l n { y )  in terms of x is 
l n { y )  = 2 ^x 
=  2 ( M „  +  R „ ) ,  
x '  x ^  
3 + + 
,.2n+l 
2n + 1 
+  R n  
where 
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n 12"+^ I x2n+5 _ 
- 2;rP3 + ImT + '^2"+5 + • • •• 
Note that M„ is rational. The remainder iZ„ can be bounded as follows: 
«2n4-5 2n + 3 2 ^ 2^1 
=  - X  <  X  <  I  
(l2n + 3 2n + 5 
<l2n + ~ + 5 2 2, 1  
= < X < 1 
fl2n+5 2n 4- I 
r- R n  <  a2n+3(l + .T" + x"* + • • •) 
_ Q2n+3 
1  -  X 2  
-2n+3 
2rj+3 
1 — a:^ 
Similar as in the case of , 
« l ' ) C 2 L Y  +  Y  +  ^  +  -  +  k T T  +  0,A^^ 
is an interval inclusion for l n { Y ) .  
It is worth mentioning that the above derived interval inclusions are not unique. 
In fact, we can rather easily think of a method which yields a better inclusion. 
For example, we can take advantage of the fact that ln{y) is monotone. To obtain 
an interval inclusion for ln{Y), define two degenerate intervals [11,11] and [y,y]. 
A p p l y i n g  t h e  a b o v e  f o r m u l a  t w i c e  w i l l  g i v e  i n t e r v a l  e n c l o s u r e s  o f  l n { Y )  a n d  l n ( Y ) .  
These intervals will have very small width when n is large. The interval inclusion 
of ln(Y) is then obtained by taking the obvious lower and upper endpoints from the 
two intervals. This will result in a very tight enclosure of ln{Y). 
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2.4 Interval Integration 
Integration plays an important role in multivariate probability computation. Be­
cause in our later applications we put a lot of effort on expanding integrand functions 
in Taylor expansions, here we will derive methods for integration of interval valued 
continuous functions which are in Taylor expansion forms. 
For a continuous interval valued function F, there are two continuous real valued 
functions F and F such that, for real we have F(t) — [F(i),F(<)j. In this case, 
interval integration is defined as 
See Moore (1979). 
From this definition we can easily see that interval integration preserves inclusion, 
which means: if F{t) C G{t) for all t € [a,6], then 
Now, consider a univariate function f i x ) .  What we need is an interval inclusion 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Suppose A' = [a,b] and c is the center point of [a,b]. Then 
f ( x )  =  / ( c )  +  / ' ( c ) ( a ; - c )  +  . . .  +  / ( " - ^ ) ( c ) ^ f - 4 ^  +  / * " ' ( ^ ) ^ ^ - f ^ , ^  G X  (n — 1)! n! 
G /(c) + /'(c)(a: - c) + • • • + /'"-^'(c)^^ (n - 1)! n! 
where F'"' is an interval inclusion of the nth order derivative By 2.5, 
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n-l  
1 = 0  
e v e n  
(^• + 1)! d x ,  ( 2 . 6 )  
where C = [c,c] and H  =  [ h , h ]  where h  is the half length of A". Note that F ^ " \ X )  
is actually a constant interval. Let F^"\X) — then 
• if /? is even, for any x  G [a,6], 
j.(a)(Y)(a: c)" 
n I 
( x  -  c ) "  ( x  -  c)" 
s : , t  : 
n! n'. 
, since [x — c)" is positive. 
By 2.4, we have 
( n ) , ^ r A x - c T  
J a n! 
dx 
[ > >  ( x - c ) "  f i '  i x - c ) "  
/  S  ; d x ,  /  t  ;  d x  
J  a  n! J  a  n l  
(x - c) n+1 
( n  +  1)! 
(x -  c)"+i 
(n + 1)! 
<>1 
2s-, ~,2t-( n  + 1)! (n + I)! 
/i"+^ 
2F'"'(X)-( n  +  1)! 
f f " + i  
C 2F'"'(A')-
' ( n  +  1 ) !  
• if n is odd, 
J'F^"HX)''-^^-^dx = r[s,t]^-^^—^dx+ f\s,t]^-^-^dx. 
J  a  n \  J  a  n \  J c  n \  
For the first part. 
n: 
( i - c ) "  { x - c ) "  
t  :  , S  , since (a; — c)" is negative. 
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Hence, 
J a n! J a n\ J a 71 
^ (.T — C)" (x — C)" 
ri 
{x -  c) n + l 
(n + 1)! 
(a; - c) n + 1 
/i"+i 
- t - ,  — — 5  
' (n + 1)! 
h"+' 
(n + 1)!' (t! + 1)! 
For the second part. 
n\ 
i x - c ) "  , ( x - c ) "  
s  :  , t  :  
n :  nl 
, since (a: — c)" is positive. 
Hence, 
, ( x  —  c ) "  ,  
J c  n l  
{x — c)" (x — c)" 
I ^ i '  I ^ i Jc n] Jc n! 
(x - c) n-f 1 
(ra + 1)! 
(x -  c) n-fl 
(71 + 1)! 
/t"+' 
(n + 1)!' (n + 1)! 
So for odd n ,  
J  a  n l  
/l"+l 
- t -  -r, - 3 -(n + 1)!' (n + 1)! 
/i"+^ 
(•s - 0;—rTT7'(^ - ^); 
+ 
jn+l }^n + l 
s -  — , t -( n  +  1)! (n + 1)! 
(n + 1)! (n + 1)! 
r 1 r 1 
-  [ s , t ] -(n + 1)! ' (n + 1)! 
Un+l /)" + l 
F'">(A')73—y77 - F'"^(A')-(n + 1)! ' ( n  +  1 ) !  
fjn+l 
C F'"'('Y)77—7^ - F'"'(A')-(n + 1)! ' ( n  +  1 ) ! "  
Formally, we can combine the even and odd cases for n, write it as 
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Ja n\ (« + 1)! (n + 1)1 
Hence from 2.6 we get an interval inclusion for the whole integration: 
• b n-l fJi+\ /7" + l r — + l 
e v e n  
In later applications we will derive interval inclusions for multivariate integra­
tions in a similar way. 
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CHAPTER 3. PARALLEL COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT 
We can see from the previous chapter that interval analysis requires much more 
computation than traditional arithmetic. For rational functions it may be as much 
as four times the number of floating point operations. For irrational functions it is 
much more than that because we can not use the built-in optimized routines, instead 
we have to write our own subroutine for each one of them. So we are actually trading 
running time for accuracy. In this research parallel computers were used to achieve 
reasonable running time. We will introduce, in this chapter, the architecture of the 
machines we used and how interval analysis can be implemented in this particular 
environment. And finally, we will present an example of how to take advantage of 
the parallel machines. 
3.1 MasPar Architecture 
The computers we used are MasPar machines. The architecture is Single In­
struction Multiple Data (SIMD). We have access to two MasPar machines: MPl and 
MP2. MPl has four times the number of processors than MP2, and the architectures 
are very similar. We will focus on MPl here for simplicity. 
MPl consists of 2 major subsystems; Front End and Data Parallel Unit (DPU). 
Front End is a Unix Subsystem, actually a DEC 5000/240 workstation. It deals with 
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usual tasks like user interface, file management, and so on. DPU is the heart of MPl. 
It has two parts: ACU and PE Array. ACU is the Array Control Unit. It controls 
the PE Array, determines what data and instructions should be sent to the PE Array, 
and performs non-parallel part of the computation. The PE Array is the Processing 
Element Array. Each PE has its own processor with 40 32-bit registers and 16K 
bytes of RAM. MPl has 16384 processors, and they are arranged as a 128 x 128 grid 
with toroidal wrap. At any given time, a PE can be either active or inactive. All 
the active PEs have to execute the same instruction at that time, but they process 
different data. This is basically what SIMD means. 
On MPl, data is identified as either singular or plural. A singular variable x 
resides on ACU and does not have anything to do with the PE Array. A plural 
variable y resides on each PE node and may have different values on different PE 
nodes. 
An important aspect of a parallel machine is the communication among proces­
sors. On MPl this is done by two special constructs: XNet and Router. 
The XNet construct allows each active PE to communicate with a PE that is a 
uniform distance and direction from the active PE. The direction must be one of the 
following: N E S W NE SE SW NW. For example, 
px = xnetSl3].py, 
means that all active PEs simultaneously fetch the value of their south neighbor's py 
3 distance away and store it into their px. 
The /2ou<er construct allows each active PE to communicate with any other PE 
in an arbitrary way. For example, 
k — router[i].j; 
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means that the value of j is fetched from the ith PE and then stored into k for all the 
active PEs. Since i is plural, it can have different value on each PE, the PEs may 
be fetching different values of j. Apparently Router is more flexible than XNet, but 
it is about 8 times slower. Figure 3.1 shows part of the PE Array and the difference 
between Xnet and Router. Relative to the center PE node, all the PE nodes can be 
accessed by Router but only the shaded PE nodes can be accessed by XNet. 
NW 
W 
N 
PE PE PE ipi PE PE iini 
PE PE PE PE PE PE PE 
PE PE PE 
-f-' PE PE PE PE 
PE 
• 
PE PE PE iiii PE PE 
s'> 
PE PE 
•I PE PE PE PE 
PE PE PE PE PE PE PE 
PE PE PE ipi PE PE PE 
NE 
SW SB 
Figure 3.1: Part of the PE Array of the MasPar machine 
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3.2 Implementation of Interval Routines on MasPar 
Both MPl and MP2 are used in our research. But the ways they implement 
rounded interval arithmetic are quite different. This is because MP2 supports IEEE 
standard for rounding mode control with floating point arithmetic, while MPl does 
not. This is the only noticeable difference between our application on these two 
machines. So on MPl, we have to control the roundings in software. The ideas are 
mainly from Clemmesen (1984). We will introduce first the MPl routines, then the 
MP2 routines. 
Below are detailed descriptions on implementation of various routines for MPl. 
Note that they are all plural routines. In other words they can run simultaneously 
on all PE nodes. 
• succ : For a double precision number, it will give the next representable double 
precision floating point number in MPl's number system. In order to accom­
plish this, the interval type on MPl is defined as 
typedef union { double unf; 
unsigned long uni[2] 
} singleton; 
typedef struct { singleton I; 
si-".gleton r 
} intvl; 
Since double precision variable un/and integer variable uni[2] occupy the same 
memory space, we can add 1 to the last bit of the integer representation of 
double precision type and get the next floating point number. 
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•  p r e d :  Similar to succ, but it will subtract 1 from the last bit to give the previous 
number. 
•  a d d  :  u + i» is implemented by making use of u  -f v  = u © t' + ((u © (u © {>)) © i') 
(Knuth (1981), p221), where gives the theoretically true value, and "©" 
gives the round-to-nearest value. We know that on MPl the rounding mode 
is fixed at round-to-nearest. So we first compute ({u © (u © t')) © i'). If it is 
p o s i t i v e ,  t h e n  A ( u  4 -  v )  =  s u c c { u  ©  i ' ) .  I f  i t  i s  n e g a t i v e ,  A ( u  +  v )  =  u  ©  v .  
V(« + v) can be obtained in a similar way. 
• sub : Implemented via u  -f v  because (u - i') = u + (-i')-
• mul : No formula as for u + v  exists for u  x v .  Hence we always perform 
A(u X v) — succ(u (gi v), V(u X v) = pred(u 0 v). The result may not be the 
tightest inclusion, but it does include the true value. 
• div : same idea as in mul. 
On MP2, the above routines are simpler. We just set the rounding mode as 
desired and then perform the arithmetic. We do not need routines succ and pred, but 
we added two more function routines for square and square root. 
• squ : Computes for interval A'. It performs A' x A' first, then if the lower 
end point of it is negative, set it to zero. It is easily verified that this procedure 
will give the tightest inclusion. 
• sqt : Performs \/X for interval A'. Because there is no document to explain 
how square root is done on MP2, we can not just set the rounding mode and 
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then call the subroutine. Instead, we designed our own using interval Newton 
methods. For reference see Moore (1979). In short, for an interval inclusion of 
the root of a scalar function f(x), if A'(o) contains the theoretical scalar root of 
f{x), then we have the following iterative method : 
= X^k) n -A^(A''(fc)), A; = 0,1,2, • • • 
where 
N ( X ^ , ) )  =  m ( X ) - f { m { X ) ) / F ' { X ) ,  
and m { X )  is the midpoint of interval vY, F '  is an inclusion for the derivative 
of /. If we apply this to function — c, we will obtain an interval Newton 
method for computing •y/c : 
X { k + i )  = -Y(fc)n |"^(-^(fc)) - (A'(fc)) - /2A''(fc)|. 
To obtain an A'(o) that contains y/c, we can use the intrinsic scalar square root 
function. The iteration will continue until the length of X^k+i) is smaller than 
a pre-specified tolerance. 
3.3 Example: Survey Sampling Analysis on MasPar 
In this section we want to use an example to demonstrate how to take advantage 
of the MasPar machine. The example we use is survey sampling analysis. A tradi­
tional software package for survey sampling analysis is PC CARP, which uses serial 
algorithms. For huge data sets, which are not unusual in survey sampling, running 
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time becomes a very serious problem. Some of the analyses of PC CARP are imple­
mented on MasPar, and the potential utility of the SIMD type digital computers for 
survey analysis is thus investigated. 
In PC CARP, the subroutine to get totals and the estimated covariance matrix 
for specified variables forms the main algorithm. We will focus on the implementation 
of just this analysis. 
Let yijk = {yijkl^yijk2^•'' tyijkp} denote the vector of variables to be analyzed, 
where i = 1,2, • • •, Z; j = 1,2, • • •, ra,-; A; = 1,2, • • •, i is the stratum identifica­
tion, j is the cluster identification, and k is the element-within-cluster identification. 
yijkr is the ijk-th observation for the r-th variable. 
The estimated total for variable number r is ^ ^  ^  r = 
t = l  j  =  l  / e = : l  
l,2,---,p, where W i j k  is the weight for the ijk-th. observation. The expression is 
simple enough and does not need further work. 
The estimated covariance matrix for y = {t/ii j/a? • • • jJ/p} is 
V  {y} =  D n ,  -  l )-^n. ( l  -  f i )  E  ( d i j .  -  d , . ) '  ( d i j .  -  A . )  (3.1) 
. = 1  j = i  
n ,  
where d{j j ^ij.r — ^ ^  ^ijkVijkr^ di — 7?^- ^ ^  d{j 3.11(1 fi IS the 
k ~ l  j = l  
sampling rate for the i-th stratum. 
The inner-most summation is the variance-covariance matrix for i-th stratum 
taking cluster totals as individual values. This is a two-pass algorithm. First pass 
gets the means, second pass gets the variance-covariance matrix. For large data sets, 
two-pass methods may be too time consuming compared with one-pass methods. 
Here we consider an alternative way of computing ^ — di,J 
j=i 
This is a p X p matrix. The si-th element of it is F„, , where Vn, is computed using 
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the following one-pass accumulative method : 
Vh = Vh-i + X dih., - ^/i X dih.t -  ^ j ~ 
This result is due to Youngs and Cramer (1971). According to the authors' testing, 
3.2 is faster and only slightly less accurate than the two-pass method and is the best 
among candidate one-pass methods. 
The data is read in to MasPar in batches. For each batch, some computation is 
done to accumulate totals and the covariance matrix. Each batch of the data consists 
of 16384 observations so that each observation is distributed to a PE node. On each 
PE, Wijkyijkr is formed and the value is summed over the whole PE Array to update 
the total 7/r. 
For the covariance matrix update, because the total number of variables is un­
limited, the covariance matrix can be huge. Since the memory space on PE Array 
is very limited, the whole covariance matrix must be divided into several pieces and 
updated one by one. When we update a piece, from 3.2, we have to get cluster totals. 
With one observation on each PE, we can simultaneously determine which nodes are 
ends of clusters, then accumulate the cluster totals to those nodes. After this we can 
easily update the current piece of the covariance matrix according to 3.2. Because 
we are processing 16384 observations at a time, instead of just one at a time, the 
running time is shortened significantly. Table 3.1 is a comparison of MasPar running 
time and PC CARP running time. Note that the entry format is MasPar time/386-
25 time in seconds. Since PC CARP can deal with at most 50 variables, the entries 
corresponding to number of variables = 80, 100, 120 are just MasPar running times 
alone. 
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Table 3.1; Comparison of running times for total analysis on MPl and on PC 
Number of 
Variables 
Number of Observations 
1000 5000 10000 20000 29189 
2 0.3/4 1/19 2/37 4/73 5/106 
10 1/12 3/58 5/113 12/226 15/326 
20 3/36 6/177 10/347 22/697 28/1016 
30 6/60 11/300 16/590 .32/1173 44/1718 
40 9/85 15/422 23/829 48/1655 59/2417 
50 13/111 20/548 29/1082 58/2141 80/3100 
80 25 37 52 108 138 
100 36 50 67 141 180 
120 49 66 84 181 230 
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CHAPTER 4. MULTIVARIATE PROBABILITY COMPUTATION 
Multivariate probability computation is a very computationally intensive prob­
lem, especially when the number of dimensions of the problem is large. There are 
existing software systems to help solve this problem, e.g. the specially designed 
library named QUADPACK (Piessens et ai, 1983). Other software vendors, like 
IMSL, also provide multivariate integration routines which can be used for proba­
bility computation (IMSL, 1986). These routines use traditional numerical analysis 
methods. For low-dimensional problems they usually work well. But for higher than 
five dimensional problems they frequently fail. Even if they converge, the results are 
usually not very reliable. Basically for high-dimensional problems we do not have any 
reliable analytical methods for evaluating integrals. So people often turn to Monte 
Carlo methods (Davis and Robinowitz, 1975). By nature this method is not aiming 
at high accuracy and is very time consuming. Hence the problem we are facing is to 
achieve convergence, accuracy and quickness in a single algorithm. The use of interval 
analysis, together with the MasPar machine, will enable us to obtain highly accurate 
results within reasonable running time. In this chapter we will present parallel in­
terval integration methods for multivariate Normal and multivariate t distributions 
over finite regions. 
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4.1 Multivariate Normal Distribution 
Consider the multivariate Normal probability over a hyper-cube : 
' '  C C " C ( " § ( - " ( s  - 1 ) )  H . i )  
For this special integration, Schervish (1984) designed an algorithm for n <8, which 
used a locally adaptive numerical integration strategy based on Newton-Cotes 2,3 or 
5 point rules. In most cases it worked well for n < 5. But the running time is very 
long. There are cases with n~5 that it will not terminate within 50 hours. Also it 
was designed for only low-dimensional problems. 
Genz (1992) designed a general algorithm. After a set of transformations, the 
final form becomes : 
I  =  ( e i - d i ) f  ( e j - t / z ) - - - /  [ e m - d m ) !  d w .  (4.2) 
yo Jo Jo 
where 
d i  =  $  ^  ^ a,- -  ^  C i j ^  ( d j  -f W j i e j  -  (ij)) j /c.-,-j , and 
l-l 
e,- = $ -  Y ,  C i j ^ d j  + i v j { e j  -  d j ) ) j  /c,-,-j . 
Here $ is the standard univariate Normal CDF, c,j is the ij-th element of C where 
CC^ is the Cholesky decomposition of S. This form was then used as input for a 
Monte Carlo method and a subregion adaptive method. 4.2 may look more compli­
cated than 4.1, but the author claimed that it had some advantage over 4.1: because 
e, — di,i > 1 depends on wi\ e, — di,i > 2 depends on Wi and W2, etc, this actually 
defines a priority order for Wi,W2,-" I'^m^ and this information can be used in de­
termining how to efficiently split the current region into small pieces. Test results 
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showed some improvement over Schervish's method. For n < 10, for some special 
cases, it can produce multivariate normal probabilities accurate to two or three dec­
imal digits in two or three seconds on a DECstation 3100. But in general, there is 
no guarantee of the level of accuracy that can be achieved. 
Using interval analysis and MasPar, we can solve these multivariate integration 
problems more quickly and with much greater accuracy. 
4.1.1 Trivariate Normal Case 
Let's first look at the trivariate Normal integration. To simplify things we assume 
the inverse of S is already known, and the distribution is already centered. Hence 
we have the following problem : 
rbi fbi fbi 
I  =  k o  / / f { x i , x 2 , x 3 ) d x 3 d x 2 d x i ,  (4.3) 
ai J02 <13 
where 
ill iu ti3 
^21 ^22 ^23 ' 
^31 ^32 ^33 
f{xi,x2,x3) = and ^(xi, 0:2,2:3) = 
Note that the integration region is finite in every dimension. 
Let •mC denote all the possible partitions of m into three parts mi,m2 and 
ma, and let 
V r I, 1 flj + ~ 0,i Ai — [ai,Oj], c, — 2 » "i-i — ^ • 
ko = 
(27r)3/2|S|^/^' 
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We can expand f{''Ci,X2,X3) in a Taylor expansion at the center point c  =  (c i ,03 ,03) '  
of the integration region : 
m~l 
f u )  =  
fr=0 
E - C2)^''(.T3 - C3)'" 
JfcC 
+ E - 03)"", 
• mc 
where G Xi,i = 1,2,3, and x — (xj,^2,X 3 ) ' .  Consequently, 
m- 1 
/ ( ^ )  e  
k-0 
E  a . , ' , a . " , ) ' • ( ' =  -  -  < ^ 3 ) ' "  
• fee 
+ E ;;;TwSirTi5W^/<'Vi.-V»-.v,)(x, - c,)"'(x, - c,r(x, - c,r 
JmC 
Then by iteratively applying the same method utilized to derive 2.7 in each of the 
three dimensions, we obtain 
m-1 
*=0 mc 
«"«" k,even 
3 2 1  
mi + 1 
"^•^0 X/ (m,+l)!(m2+l)!(m3 + l)! ((( an "i ai2'"2 3x3 "*3 ' "^3 
J m C  
5'" ,111 2 
). (4.4) 
Here A'o is an interval inclusion of ko, Hi is the degenerate interval [hi, hi], partial 
derivatives on F are interval inclusions of partial derivatives on /, and parenthesis 
with numbers on top are used to avoid rewriting the content within their previous 
appearances. 
The expression on the right side of 4.4 is an easy to deal with interval expression 
in the sense that it only involves rational functions, provided that we know how to 
compute interval inclusions of high order partial derivatives. Section 2.3.1 outlined a 
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straight forward method of getting interval inclusions for rational functions. Hence, 
if we can enclose partial derivatives, we can easily obtain an interval inclusion for 
/. Now the problem becomes how to compute high order partial derivatives and get 
interval inclusions of them. 
4.1.2 Automatic DifTerentiation 
Let's focus on the computation of interval inclusions of / with 
k = ki + k2 + ks. The idea of automatic differentiation is to find a systematic way of 
computing the values of all orders of partial derivatives evaluated at the same point. 
The process is numeric and does not require the explicit algebraic expression of the 
derivatives. 
For a general function /, suppose it is analytic in some neighborhood of Jq. 
Define 
t L gl'l+- + ><n 
We want to derive methods for computing (f)kik2-k„- Although and 
only by a constant factor, we choose to deal with {f)icik2- k„ because 
the derived formula will be simpler. 
Corollary 4.1: For n-variate analytic functions u and v, we have the following 
Generalized Leibniz's Rule: 
ki kn 
= E ••• E 
jl-O jn=0 
Proof: Focusing on just one of the n variables and using the usual Leibniz's Rule 
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j=o \ J / 
it's easy to prove 
j=0 
for variable number i .  
Then for the multivariate case. 
I ^ (^i)ji0 0(v)ki-Ji0 -O j 
V \jl=0 / Ok^Q.-oJ 
( fcl \ 
X!] (('')jlO -o( -JlO -o)oic20- -O I 
U=o / 
0 Ofcn 
0 ofcn 
~ ( ' ' ' ( ^ -oi'Ofci-jifcj-jjO•• 0 I ' • ' I 
V \jl=0j2=0 / J O -Okn 
ki k„ 
= E ••• E ° 
jl=0 j„=0 
Apply these to the computation of {f)kik2k3 where / is as in 4.3. The /i-.'s can 
not be all zero. Suppose Aii > 1. We can take the derivatives in two steps : first take 
the first order partial derivative of / with respect to ri; then take all the remaining 
partial derivatives on the resulting expression. We get 
(/):oo = 
and 
i f ^ k i k i k i  ~  9 x i ) k i - l , k 2 , k 3 '  
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Applying the Generalized Leibniz's Rule, we find 
(f)k,k,k, = r E E E (4.5) 
i=0 j=0 1=0 
If fci = 0 and k2 > 1, or ki = kz — 0 and Ajs > 1, similar formulas will be obtained by 
first taking the first order partial derivative of / with respect to X2 or instead of 
Xi. So from now on we will talk about only 4.5, but the other two cases are implied. 
Equation 4.5 is actually an iterative form. We are building up a partial derivative 
based on the lower order partial derivatives. And the very basic values to start with 
are 
(/)ooo =/, { f ) \ 0 0  =  f g ' x i i  (/)oio = /gxj, (/)ooi =/Sxa- (4-6) 
They are all evaluated at the same point. 
To compute ^ we only need to find an interval inclusion of 
4.5. Here / is an exponential function, but we will have no problem obtaining its first 
few derivatives in 4.6 using the results in Section 2.3.2. fir is a polynomial, and so are 
its partial derivatives. Hence for 4.5, which is in the form of rational computation, we 
can replace everything with its interval counterpart and obtain an interval inclusion 
for (/)feifcjfcj. This is 
Note that 4.5 applies to partial derivatives all evaluated at the same point. If 
we want partial derivative values at different points, 4.5 will not be suitable. But 
this suffices for our purpose because in 4.4 we need derivatives evaluated at only two 
points.  Hence we can build two series of partial  derivatives,  one for point (C'l ,  C'2,  C ' 3 )  
and the other for point (.Yi, ,Y2, A'3). 
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4.1.3 General Case 
For the general n case the expression of I will be quite similar to 4.4, and it can 
be derived in a similar manner. Everything is still rational as in 4.4, so we can get 
an interval inclusion of /, provided that we can get interval inclusions of the partial 
derivatives of the n-variate /. The iterative form of the partial derivatives of / can 
be expressed as 
f  E  E  • • •  E  ( 4 . 7 )  
'^P (p=0 /„=0 " f " 
where p is such that ki = kz = • • • = fcp_i and kp ^ 0. We will say is from k 
family if A;i + A;2 + 1- k„ = k. The iterative computing procedure will be : first get 
fc„ ® family, which is / itself, then for 1 family, then for 2 family, and so on. 
The number of terms in 4.7 increases rapidly as k increases. But if we look at the 
special form of the function we are dealing with, things will simplify greatly. Similar 
to 4.3, we have 
and 
where t  is the column of S~^. Note that in 4.7, { g ~  ) ,  ,  ,  ,  is 
P  — l l  , • • •  , K p  —  
essentially a derivative of g'^^, so 
• If E(fci - 'i) > = (-t'pX)ki-h-k„-in = 0 because higher than 
1st order partial derivatives of a linear expression will give 0. 
• If kg - /q = 1, and other kj - Ij are all 0, = {-tpX)'^^ = -tgp, 
and 
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• If all ki — li are 0, that is just 
Hence there are at most n + 1 terms in 4.7. One is obtained by setting all the 
/,'s equal to their upper bound, which requires an (/) value from A; — 1 family. The 
other n terms are obtained by setting one of the /,'s to 1 less than its upper bound 
while keeping the other /j's at their upper bounds. This requires (/) values from k — 2 
family. All the other terms in 4.7 will vanish because they involve higher than first 
order partial derivatives of g'^^. 
As in the trivariate Normal case, we can replace everything in 4.7 by its cor­
responding interval element. The resulting interval will be an interval inclusion of 
(/)fci fc„ as is guaranteed in Section 2.3.1, because all the mathematical operations 
in 4.7 are rational. 
4.1.4 The Use of MasPar 
We used the 16384-processor MPl for this integration problem. The computation 
is basically dealing with the n-variate case of 4.4. We set an m value, use 4.7 to 
compute interval inclusions of all the partial derivatives needed, then use 4.4 to 
obtain an interval inclusion of I. We then check whether or not the length of the 
inclusion is small enough. If smaller than our pre-specified tolerance the program 
will stop, otherwise we will raise m and start again. 
The most computationally intensive part is the computation of all the partial 
derivatives up to a certain order m. Notice that for the rule part of the Taylor 
expansion 4.4 every time we increase m, we add some more terms to the previous 
expression. Hence the already computed partial derivatives of order lower than m do 
not have to be kept. Also for the remainder part in 4.4 every new m will result in a new 
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remainder which does not involve previously computed lower order partial derivatives. 
Therefore, for both derivatives evaluated at (C'l,C'2, • • •, C'n) and (A'l, A''2, • • •, A'n), 
we will focus on how to efficiently compute all the derivatives of an integer order k. 
Once this is obtained, 4.4 can be dealt with very easily. 
Our computing method is an iterative procedure. We compute k family elements 
based on A; — 1 and k — 2 family elements. Notice that the elements of the same k family 
do not depend on each other. Hence they can be assigned to different processors and 
computed simultaneously. We need the following corollary to determine how many 
elements are in a certain k family; 
Corollary 4.2: Choose k from n different elements with replacement, the total 
number of combinations is 
For a proof, see Lu (1983). 
For an n-variate function /, the fc-th order partial derivatives are in the form 
of with ki + A:2 + • • • + kn — k. All the derivatives are obtained 
by splitting k into n parts, or equivalently, choosing k from n different categories 
{xi,x2, • • • ,x„). From corollary 2, the total number of elements in k family is • 
Now we can assign the first PE on MPl to compute the 0 family element, which 
is / itself; then we can assign the next = n PE's to let each of them compute 
an element from 1 family simultaneously; after that we assign the next = 
( tj +  l ) n / 2  PE's to compute 2 family elements simultaneously, and so on. Figure 4.1 
shows the layout of partial derivatives on the PE Array in the n = 3 case. But in 
detail, how does each assigned PE know which k family element it is computing? We 
developed the following order of k family elements for easy allocation of them on the 
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/ 1 - family 2 - family 
fooo fooi folo flOO f002 foil f020 fioi fiio flOO 
3 - family 
4 - family 
5 - family 
Figure 4.1: The layout of partial derivatives on the PE Array in the n = 3 Ccise. 
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Definition 4.1: An n-tuple (A.'i, A:2, • * •, k„) is said to be before {I1J21 • • • Jn) if there 
exists a {1,2, • • •, n} such that kp < Ip and for i < p, ki = 
Definition 4.2: - • Jn) is said to be behind (^1,^2, • • •, A;„) if {ki,k2, -'' 1 kn) 
is before (Zi,/2, • • • 
For example, in the case of n = 3 and k = 4, (0 0 4) is before (1 12), which is 
again before (13 0). A complete, ordered list for n = 3 and A; = 4 is in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1: Complete ordered list of subscripts for the partial 
derivatives in the case of n = 3 and k — i. 
Order # (^'1^*2 ^ '3) 
1 (0 0 4) 
2 (0 13) 
3 (0 2 2) 
4 (0 3 1) 
5 (0 4 0) 
6 (10 3) 
7 (112) 
8 (12 1) 
9 (13 0) 
10 (2 0 2) 
11 (2 1 1) 
12 (2 2 0) 
13 (3 0 1) 
14 (3 10) 
15 (4 0 0) 
On the PE Array, for n = 3, in the PE area for computing 4 family elements we 
have = 15 PE's and each PE will be assigned a 3-tuple (A;i, A-2, ^3) according 
to its order in this PE area and the list in Table 4.1. This will give us a mapping of 
all the partial derivatives of f onto the PE Array. 
This mapping will help us in both finding the partial derivative to be computed 
on a particular PE and locating the PE that contains a needed lower family partial 
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derivative. In order to actually use the order table, we need a systematic way of 
performing the mapping. 
From the PE order number to find (ki,k2, - • • ,b„), the partial derivative to be 
computed, we use a big loop statement in the program, not an explicit expression. 
In the n = 3 case, the loop looks like 
pid = 0; 
for (ki = 0; ki <= k; ki ++) 
for (k^ = 0; k2 <= k - kii k2 ++) 
{ pid ++; 
if (pid == id) ka — k - ki - k2\ 
} 
This is run on every PE processor to create the particular 3-tuple (A'l, A:2, ^.'3). 
S i n c e  t h e  c o m p u t a t i o n  o f  p a r t i a l  d e r i v a t i v e s  r e q u i r e s  e l e m e n t s  f r o m  k - l  a n d  k  —  2  
families, and according to our previous discussion, the n-tuples for them are already 
known at this point, we need to find ways to locate them on the PE Array. This is 
e q u i v a l e n t  t o  f i n d i n g  t h e  o r d e r  n u m b e r  i n  t h e  k  f a m i l y  f r o m  n ,  k  a n d  { k i , k 2 ,  •  •  •  , k n ) .  
Let's consider an explicit form. For convenience, we will consider the number of terms 
i n  t h e  s a m e  k  f a m i l y  t h a t  a r e  b e h i n d  a n  n - t u p l e  { k i , k 2 ,  •  •  • ,  k n ) .  
Each n-tuple is corresponding to a term in the expression of (a;i +12 -f • —h ain)*-
Since 
(ix a;2 + • • • + ^ n)'' = + (2^2 + 2:3 + • • • + j]'' 
=  ^  ( a ) ^ °  ( 3 ^ 2  +  2 : 3  - f  •  •  •  - f  X n ) ' '  "  ,  
all the n-tuples corresponding to a > A:i are behind (ki,k2, - • • ,kn). The number of 
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such terms can be calculated as follows: 
,  ^  / r t - l  +  2 - l \  / n - 2  +  2  
< .  =  ^ • - 2 : 1  2  =  2  
_ , . f n  — 1 + A; — (A-'i + l) — l\ f n  —  2  k  —  ( k i  1 )  
A : - ( A ; i  +  l )  j  ~  V  k  -  ( k i  +  I )  
Fix a = k\, and consider (12 + 2:3 + • • • + Xn)''~'''^ • Similarly 
(x2 + X3 + • • • + Xn)'' ''' = [2:2 + {xz + X4 + • • • + *•"' 
— / •  ^  ^ 3 "I" X4 + • • • Xn) 
All the n-tuples corresponding to a = k i  and b  >  k i ,  in addition to those correspond­
ing to a > A:i, are also behind {ki,k2, • • • ,kn). The number of them can be calculated 
the same way as above with n and k replaced by n — 1 and k — ki, respectively, giving 
the total number 
n — 2-f-A; — ki — (A;2"t"l) 
k  —  k i  —  ( k i  1 )  
Similarly, fix a = /ci,fc = ki, and so on. Finally, when the first n — 2 elements of 
the n-tuple are all fixed, consider 
/Cn-I+Afn /l, \ L \ 
^n-l T" I c 
= E 
c=0 
Afn —I "t"^n 
I 
C  
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n-tuples corresponding to c > are all behind ( k i , k 2 ,  •  •  •  , k „ ) .  Similarly as in 4.8, 
with n and k replaces by 2 and A;„_i + k„, respectively, the total number for n-tuples 
for c > kn^i is 
1 + kn-i + kn — (kn-i + 1)\ _ / \ 
kn-l + kn — {kn-l + 1) )  \  1 /  
Summing them, we get the total number of terms that are behind {ki,k2,- • • ,k„) : 
n  k  —  k i  —  2 \  f  n  k  —  k i  —  k 2  —  3 \  / t i  k  —  k i  —  k 2  —  k ^  —  4 \  / k f i \  
k - k i - l  j V k - k , - k 2 - l  / V k - k i - k 2 - k 3 - l  / \ 1 j 
j i  -{• k  — k \  — 2\ { f i  k  — k i  — ^2 — f  T i  k  — k \  —  ^2 —  ^3 —  4 
n  —  1  / ^ \  n  —  2  / ^ \  n — 3  
(4.9) 
Here it is understood that = 0 if / < m. 
From Section 4.1.3 we know that to compute a partial derivative we need a value 
from the k — I family and n values from the k — 2 family. To actually fetch them we 
need to find their order numbers in their families. For the A; — 1 family member, we 
first get the n-tuple as described in Section 4.1.3, and then compute all the terms in 
4.9. For the k — 2 family members, since the n-tuples for them can be obtained by 
subtracting one from each of the n elements of the n-tuple for the k - 1 family value, 
we can reduce each of the fc.'s by one to modify the terms in 4.9 in order to obtain 
the orders for the k — 2 family values. Notice that reducing k to A: — 1 and A;, to A-. — 1 
for some i will not affect the last n — 1 — i terms in 4.9, and the first i terms in 4.9 
can be updated by multiplying by a factor. This will give us locations for the needed 
lower family partial derivatives quickly. 
For each k family, we already know that the total number of values to be com­
puted is As k increases, increases rapidly. If we assign one value 
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to each PE, we will soon run out of the 16384 processors. To overcome the shortage 
of processors, we introduce the Virtual PE Array (VPEA). VPEA is obtained by 
wrapping around the real PE Array 50 times. Because each processor has its own 
memory space, we can designate a 50-element array on each PE and let each of the 
element hold a partial derivative value. In addition, Since only the A: — 1 and k — 2 
family values have to be kept in order to compute k family values, those lower than 
k — 2 family values can be overwritten, making room for more partial derivatives to 
be computed. Eventually, when even the VPEA is too small, we will use a recursive 
program to compute {f)ki -k„ values. This actually uses the stack space on each PE. 
For different n this occurs at different times. Table 4.2 is a list of the biggest k family 
we can deal with before we go into the recursive part of the program. 
Table 4.2: Maximum number of terms 
n maxk 
4 116 
5 49 
6 29 
7 21 
8 17 
9 14 
10 12 
Overall, the program works like this: we try to assign each (f) k i -  to be com­
puted on a PE node. When we come to the end of the PE Array, we can wrap around 
to the top of the PE Array and check whether or not the (f)ki - kn value there belongs 
to A; — 1 or fc — 2 families. If not, then we just treat it as empty and overwrite it; 
if yes, we will use the next element of the 50-element array on that PE to hold the 
{f)ki - k„ value. This way we are using the VPEA, If even the 50-element array is 
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full, we will use the stack memory and start the recursive algorithm. In the program, 
we have to keep track of the head and tail of the VPEA, and head and tail of the 
50-element array on each PE. 
4.1.5 Performances 
The program reads in dimension n, interval lower and upper bounds on each 
dimension, and upper triangular elements of tij(i < j). Output is an 
interval inclusion of the integration over the finite region. The current program can 
deal with a single hyper-cube with length on each dimension at most 1.9, ie, 6, — a, 
has to be <1.9 for all i. The number 1.9 is chosen so that after each iteration we 
get tighter inclusion. If the length is bigger than 1.9, we observed that the first 
few iterations get wider and wider inclusions, and it will begin to shrink after a few 
steps. This is caused by the remainder in the Taylor expansion. When n is small 
the remainder is dominated by the numerator. This restriction can be avoided by 
changing the program to a subroutine and dividing the whole region into several size 
"1.9" pieces with one call to the subroutine for each piece. 
The recursive part of the program runs very slowly after we need more than 
maxk terms in Table 4.2. This is as expected. For example, 
• for n = 10, it takes 2.5 hours to compute all the 500,000 partial derivatives for 
a k family, 
• for n = 7, it takes 1.5 hours to compute all the 376,000 partial derivatives for 
a k family, 
• for n = 8, it takes 50 minutes to get results for k = 17. After 9 hours the 
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program is still on its way to the k = 20 results. 
The non-recursive part and the recursive part shrink the interval inclusion at 
about the same speed. This should be true because it is only in the way they store 
the data that they are different. 
If we restrict our attention to k  <  m a x k ,  Table 4.3 is a summary of the accuracy 
for Multivariate Normal integration. 
Table 4.3: The accuracy of multivariate Normal integration. 
n 
Integration Interval on Each Dimension 
±0.5 ±0.4 ±0.3 ±0.2 
10 2 sig, 6 dp 3 sig, 8 dp 6 sig, 12 dp 10 sig, 17 dp 
9 4 sig, 7 dp 6 sig, 10 dp 8 sig, 13 dp 11 sig, 18 dp 
8 5 sig, 8 dp 7 sig, 11 dp 9 sig, 14 dp 13 sig, 19 dp 
7 9 sig, 11 dp 12 sig, 15 dp 
6 13 sig, 15 dp 
5 13 sig, 15 dp 
sig: significant digits, 
dp: decimal places. 
We programmed the same algorithm on a DECstation 5000/240, which is a serial 
computer. Table 4.4 is a summary of the comparison of the running time between 
MPl and the workstation. 
Because the DECstation does not have as much memory as the MPl, it can deal 
with fewer terms before the recursive part starts. But we can see from Table 4.4, 
even for these fewer terms the running time is already much more than MPl. For 
example, in the n = 10 case MPl deals with 13 terms, DECstation deals with only 
9 terms. But the running time is already 50 minutes vs. 130 minutes. Note that the 
number of partial derivatives, which is approximately proportional to the running 
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Table 4.4: The comparison of the running time for multivariate Normal integration 
between MPl and the workstation. 
n  
MPl DEC 5000 
# of terms Running Time # of terms Running Time 
10 1.3 50 min 9 130 min 
9 15 60 min 10 187 min 
8 17 50 min 11 150 min 
7 22 75 min 14 309 min 
6 .31 110 min 18 360 min 
.5 18 min 28 > 10 hr 
time, increases dramatically with increasing k. If the DECstation had the memory 
space to deal with 12 terms, we could imagine the running time to be 50 or 60 hours. 
Hence, the use of MPl is really a significant speedup. 
4.2 Multivariate t Distribution 
In this section we want to develop a method to obtain interval inclusion for 
a Multivariate t probability. We choose the most commonly used definition of 
Multivariate t distribution, which can be found in Tong (1990). Suppose vector 
Z _  =  ( Z i , Z 2 , - - - , Z n ) '  N { 0 , R )  a n d  u S ^  ~  t h e n  i  =  ( < 1 , ^ 2 ,  •  •  •  , < n ) '  =  ( Z i / S ,  
Z 2 I S ,  -  •  • ,  Z n j S ) '  ~  t  with V  degrees of freedom. Under this definition, if R  is positive 
definite, the density of t is 
h ( t j R , u )  =  — - T T h N — +  \  t e n \  
Let 
r ( ^ )  
ko — 
g { t )  = 1 + -t^R and 
u 
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f ( t )  =  ( 9 ( t ) ) -  =  ,  
then 
h { t ;  R , v )  =  k o f ( t ) .  
What we want to compute is 
I  =  P ( a i  <  t i  <  b i , a 2  <  t 2  <  b 2 , - •  •  , a „  <  <  b „ )  
l*bi /»fen n02 f O n  h { t \ R , u )  d t  2 ** 
f b i  f b i  i - b n  
=  ^ " 0  /  /  • • • /  f { t ) d t .  
J a i  J a 2  J a n  
As in the case of the Multivariate Normal distribution, let 
O-i + 6; 
Ci X i  =  [ a i , b i ] ,  
and expand / (<) to its Taylor expansion at c = (ci,c2, • • • ,Cn), 
X] ki<. -k„<.dti''l - ax„>'nf (s) n ('•' " ' 
.Ufec i=l 
XI m i !  - m„!afi'"l II ('• ~ ) '' 
IlmC i=l 
where ^ — • • • ,^n) and € A';. Consequently, 
m - 1  
f i t )  =  E  
A;=0 
m - 1  
/U) e E 
k=0 ki'. -kn'. dtil'l^axn'"' •f n ' •fee i=l 
HmC i=:l 
Integrate according to the technique of Section 2.4, and we find that 
m  —  1  
t = o  • m  
kicven 1 = 1 
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n  3 2 1  
A ' . • • • ( ( (  ( ^ )  
• mC 
1  1 1  , 2  2  2  3  n  
) ^3-'+!- ( ) )...)• (4.11) 
where ft, = and H, is the corresponding interval variable. The computation is 
rational and we need to worry about only how to obtain interval inclusions of the 
partial derivatives. 
Let's use the same notations as in the Normal case. We want to compute 
(Dkih -h^- Suppose ki > 1, then from 4.10, 
,  n  +  u  _ 2 i ^ _ i  ,  /(. = ^ 9  '  - Q t r  
Hence 
9  '  I I I  — iy  / • 9 t l  
and 
k 
Apply Generalized Leibniz's rule, we obtain 
=  r £ ' E - - - E  
«1 ii=0,j=0 i„=0 " • " 
2^ fci-i fcj fc„ 
- i i . h -h . - . kn - in  
'^1 i,=0i2=0 i„=0 
k i  k i  k „  
''lil=lij=0 in=Q 
ki Aij kn 
= r 2: E •••£*'.(/) ili2 - -in {9 )k i - i i , k2 - i2 , - , kn - in  
'^1 ii=0ij=0 i„=0 
2 fci fcj 
~ { f ) k i k 2 - k „ 9 ' ^ ' ^  •••'n(5)A!l-il,fc2-'3.--.fcn-i 
1 21=0 12=0 
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^•l ^ 2 /..f^-oiT^O .-^0 V l/i,-l-,.,fc2-.2,-,fcn-.„ 
" r (~'^~) fc £ ••• £ - il)(/)ui2 -in(5)fc.-il,fc2-ij,•••>„-.•„ 
'^ '1  ^  ^ ' i,=0i'2=0 i„=0 
~  ^  ^  ^  • ' •  ^  C ^ ' l  ~  ^ l )  ( / ) " i i 2 - i r . ( 5 ) f c i - i i , * 1 2 - 1 2 ,  • • , f c „ - i „  
ii =0 12=0 i„=0 
" r (~~5~) S S ••• S (^"1 - ^l)(/)i.i2-.„(5)fc.-i,,A:2-.2, -,fc„-.„-
1 tl=0 »2=0 ln=0 
!(i; = A.,,Vj) 
If we set L H S  = R H S ^  we obtain 
{. f 
i-± i 
,1=0 .2=0 i„=o'-^ 
(/)ui2'iTi(9)fel-M,fe2-'2.".fcrj-'n' 
(4.12) 
Again, as in the Normal case, { t )  is a quadratic form. Hence higher than second 
order partial derivatives are all zero. To carry out the computation for a given n-
tuple {ki,k2, • • •, kn) in the k family, we can let one ij be kj — 1 (if this kj ^ 1) and 
all the other ij's be their corresponding fcj's. This gives us at most n elements from 
the A- — 1 family. Next let i; and be ki — 1 and km — 1 respectively (if ki ^ 1 and 
km 1) while all the other ij's take their corresponding Ajj's. This will give us at 
most (2) = n(n — l)/2 elements from the k — 2 family. Finally we let some ij be 
kj - 2 (if kj > 2) and all other ij's be the corresponding kj\. This will give us at 
most n elements from k — 1 family. Hence the total number of terms that contribute 
to the computation of {f)kik2- -k„ is at most 
n ( n  — 1) + 3n 
n H f- n = r , 
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and 4.12 is sized down greatly. 
If ki = 0 but k2 ^ 0, or the other cases, 4.12 will be similar. 
In 4.12 we can replace everything with corresponding interval elements to obtain 
an interval inclusion for {f)hik2 -k„- This can consequently be used in 4.11 to compute 
an interval inclusion for the Multivariate t integral. 
On MasPar, since for any k family the member of partial derivatives to be 
computed is exactly the same as the Normal case, the layout of the (/) values on the 
MPl PE Array can be exactly the same as what is done in the Normal case. And 
the usage of the PE Array is in the same way. Table 4.5 is a table of running time 
and accuracy for the Multivariate t distribution on MPl. The degrees of freedom is 
u = 10. 
Table 4.5: Running time and accuracy for the multivariate t distribution on MPl. 
n 
MPl Interval on Each Dimension 
# of Terms Running Time ±0.5 ±0.4 ±0.3 ±0.2 ±0.1 
10 12 80 min 
2 sig 
7 dp 
4 sig 
11 dp 
10 sig 
20 dp 
9 14 70 min 
3 sig 
8 dp 
7 sig 
13 dp 
8 17 85 min 
0 sig 
3 dp 
5 sig 
9 dp 
10 sig 
15 dp 
7 21 90 min 
3 sig 
6 dp 
8 sig 
12 dp 
6 29 110 min 
3 sig 
5 dp 
8 sig 
10 dp 
5 49 3 hr 
10 sig 
11 dp 
sig: significant digits, 
dp: decimal places. 
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Compared with Normal distribution, the running time is longer. This is because 
in the Normal case we need at most n + 1 lower family (/) values to compute the 
current (/) value, while in the t case we need at most (n^ + 3n)/2 lower family (/) 
values. Therefore more computation is involved. This is also a factor causing the 
computed interval inclusion wider than in the Normal case. 
Another thing that is worth noting is that when the integration region is near the 
origin, the interval inclusion will be better when u gets bigger; when the integration 
region is off the origin, the interval inclusion will be better when u gets smaller. 
As shown in Figure 4.2, it looks like bigger integration values tend to get tighter 
inclusions. We think this is caused by the nature of the integration itself. For 
example, for integration regions near the origin, bigger u will make the inclusion for 
(l + Z--) tighter, hence the whole integration will be tighter. A numeric example 
n-f t/ 
follows : If we set R~^ to be the identity matrix, the pdf becomes fl + ' . 
Then for the integration region with interval on each dimension [—0.5,0.5], 
i f n  =  2 , / y = l :  1  + - i ' <  -  1  + - ( 0 , 0 . 5 )  =  ( 1 , 1 . 5 ) ,  / ( i )  =  ( 0 . 5 4 4 , 1 ) ,  
u u 
if n = 2,iy = 10 ; 1 += (1,1.05), / (0 = (0.746,1). 
V 
Hence the computation for i/ 1 gives a wider interval. 
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Figure 4.2: Normal and t distribution plots. 
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CHAPTER 5. OPTIMIZATION 
In the previous chapter we used interval analysis mainly to bound computational 
errors. This is an important use of interval analysis and was the initial motivation 
for its development. But in subsequent research, other areas have been discovered 
where interval analysis can be of great help. One of them that has major importance 
for statistical analysis is global optimization. 
The following is an incomplete list of the statistical problems that make use of 
optimization techniques : 
1. Nonlinear Regression. 
The model function can be very complicated. Least squares estima­
tion is commonly used. This involves determining the value or values of ^ to 
minimize 
A popular minimization strategy approximates the nonlinear model function 
with a Taylor expansion, usually to only two terms, then minimize the residual 
sum of squares of the polynomial model using the standard method for linear 
regression. The result is used as the point at which to expand the nonlinear 
model function for the next step. We continue this process until it converges. 
i=l 
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2. Maximum Likelihood Estimation: 
As in the regression case, the likelihood function can be very complicated. Using 
MLE in factor analysis, for example, can involve many parameters. 
3. Optimal Experimental Design; 
It deals with the problem of how to choose different experimental points in 
order to estimate the model parameters with the greatest accuracy, in some 
sense. There are different criteria to define optimality, e.g., a D-optimal de­
sign minimizes lA'^Yp', where A' is the model matrix, an A-optimal design 
minimizes tr(yY'A')~\ an E-optimal design minimizes the largest eigenvalue of 
(X'X) \ and a G-optimal design minimizes the maximum prediction variance 
maxVar(y(x)). There are many other criteria. X 
4. Bayesian Theory: 
Optimization may arise in Bayesian estimation problems, e.g., the estimation 
of a parameter may require the mode of the posterior distribution. This means 
we have to maximize the posterior pdf, which is often complicated. 
In Bayesian decision theory, a Bayes rule minimizes the expected loss. This 
may be easy for certain special loss functions like squared error loss, but in 
general it is a difficult optimization problem. 
5. Image Processing: 
We want to determine the true color or grey level on each pixel, based on the 
picture data. Solving this image processing problem means we define some 
objective function, taking into account information on each pixel, and then 
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minimize a loss function. A picture usually comprises many pixels, and we 
have to optimize with respect to many variables. 
All the above problems require numerical global optimization. In Section 5.1 we 
will review commonly used optimization methods and the problems associated with 
them. In Section 5.2 we introduce, based on interval analysis, an optimization method 
on the MasPar machine that is guaranteed to find the global optimizer. Section 5.3 
contains applications of this optimization method to several statistical problems. 
5.1 Conventional Methods 
We will discuss the steepest descent method, Newton's method and modifica­
tions, and simulated annealing. We will talk about how they work and their usefulness 
and shortcomings in various cases. 
Steepest Descent Method 
This is one of the oldest methods for determining the minimum of a function. It 
is generally accepted that Cauchy first proposed this method in 1847. 
For a function f ( x ) ,  at any given point x,, the gradient vector 
i i  = 9 { ^ )  
defines the direction of maximum local increase in f { x ) .  Thus if we want to locate the 
local minimum, we should proceed most rapidly downhill and consider the direction 
opposite to g.. This defines the iteration for steepest descent method : 
¥.1+1 = Xi - aig.. 
Here ai is the step size. For the choice of step size see Kennedy and Gentle (1980). 
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The steepest descent method often tends to make good progress initially and 
then slows down as it approaches a stationary point. Also, we have to be aware that 
it can be easily trapped by local minimum. 
Newton's Method and Modifications 
Newton's method is a more widely used and more often studied method. Con­
sider the Taylor expansion of / at the point i,: 
f U )  ^  f U i )  +  i x -  X i ) ' g .  +  ^ { x  -  X i ) ' G i ( x  -  X i )  +  E  (5.1) 
where G, is the Hessian matrix and E is the remainder. When x is close to we 
expect the rule part of 5.1 to approximate f{x) with very little error. We can then 
try to find the stationary point of 5.1, which is given by the solution to 
Gi(x-xi) = -g,. 
If Gi is positive definite, the iteration becomes 
^i+l — Xi — G; g^.. 
If Gi is not positive definite, many modifications to the Newton's method have been 
introduced. Some people suggest replacing all negative eigenvalues of G, with their 
absolute values and replacing zero eigenvalues with a small positive number. This 
gives a positive definite G, which can be used for the iteration. Another modification 
is to replace G, with G, + r^/p where Ip is identity matrix and r; > 0 is chosen so 
that Gi + Tilp is positive definite. In case the Hessian matrix is difficult or impossible 
to obtain, various methods to approximate it have been suggested. The most famous 
of these are called Quasi-Newton methods. See Kennedy and Gentle (1980). 
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Newton's method and its modifications require user provided information G',, 
and in return for this inconvenience the methods may converge to a stationary point 
at a quadratic rate. It is significantly more efficient than steepest descent method. 
The major drawback is that it still can not guarantee to find the global optimizer. 
Simulated Annealing 
The general descent iteration proceeds by taking a step from to The 
change in function value is 
Simulated Annealing requires that the step from s, to be accepted with proba­
bility 
with given 7(7) > 0. Note that the method will, with nonzero probability, allow 
a step uphill when attempting to find a global minimum. Occasional acceptance of 
uphill steps is intended to avoid being trapped at a local minimum. In order that the 
sequence of iterations converges to the global minimum, the probability of accepting 
uphill moves should converge to zero as the search proceeds. This is achieved by a 
gradual increase of 7(T). However, if 7(r) is increased too fast the algorithm may 
again be trapped in a local minimum. But an increase slow enough to convergence 
to the global optimum can involve extremely long running time. We have to balance 
between these two choices. 
Simulated Annealing gives us a means to overcome the local minima problem. 
It is reassuring in theory and it works well for some applications, but for other 
A /  =  / ( ^ i + i )  -  f i x i ) .  
P =  
ea; p {-7( T )  A/} 
1 A/ < 0 
A/ > 0 
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applications it may not be practical. Since we never know what kind of 7(r) is 
appropriate, we have to set a cut-ofF run time and this will mean that the computation 
can stop before finding the global minimum. Hence in practice, simulated annealing 
can not guarantee that the global optimum will be found. 
In this section we discussed traditional optimization techniques. The common 
problem with all of them is that the algorithm may very well just give a local mini­
mum, leaving the global minimum undiscovered. Here is an example from Seber and 
Wild (1989) as an illustration of this problem. 
Example: We have the data set as in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1: Data set for the Seber and Wild (1989) example 
X i  Vi  
-2 0 
-1 1 
1 -0.9 
2 0 
We want to fit the following model by means of least squares 
Ui - + e,-. 
In other words, we want to minimize 
55(a,/3) = ^  [yi -  . 
i = \  
A contour plot of the error sum of squares within the region —0.2 < a < 0.3, -1.2 < 
/3 < 1.3 is presented in Figure 5.1. 
Mi{a — 0.087,= 0.62) is a global minimum with error sum of squares 1.69. 
A/2(q = —0.063,/3 = —0.699) is a local minimum with error sum of squares 1.73. 
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a 
0.300 
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2.5^ 
1.70 
2.0. 
t.73| 
Ml 
1.0 
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-0.075 
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2.5 
J .78' 
-1.20 -0.58 0.05 0.67 1.30 
iS 
Figure 5.1: Contour plot for the Seber and Wild (1989) example. 
Using the nonlinear regression routine in SAS, beginning at (0.3, 1.3) one obtains 
q; = 0.087,^ = 0.62 and SSE = 1.69. But if the starting point (—0.2, —1.2) is used 
one obtains a = —0.063,/? = —0.699 and SSE = 1.727. Hence when using standard 
methods, if we start from different initial points, we end up getting different results, 
sometimes the global minimum, sometimes a local minimum. We tried different 
method options in SAS proc nlin, and they all have the above problem. 
In the rest of this chapter, we will develop an optimization method based on 
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interval analysis which provides guaranteed bounds on the globally optimal value /* 
of an objective function / and on the point(s) x' where it occurs. 
5.2 Interval Optimization 
5.2.1 Method 
Interval analysis uses intervals as computing elements. From the discussion in 
Chapter 2, it has the capability of computing an inclusion for the range of a function 
over a certain region. Based on this, we develop our algorithm on a serial computer as 
follows. Because maximization problems and minimization problems are essentially 
the same, from now on we will just consider minimization. 
For a given finite starting parameter region, we want to locate the minimum func­
tion point within that region. We can first split the whole region into two pieces, and 
then use interval analysis to obtain interval inclusions for the range of the objective 
function over the two pieces. Use the deciding procedures, which will be discussed in 
Section 5.2.3, to delete one of the pieces that is determined can not contain the global 
minimum. The deciding procedures use interval analysis in such a way that, despite 
rounding errors, the point(s) of global minimum is never deleted. For the remaining 
piece we can do the similar thing: divide it further into two subregions, use interval 
analysis and the deciding procedures to throw away one of them. We will keep doing 
this until the region that is left has the size smaller than a pre-specified tolerance. 
Then since the global minimum function point x* must lie in this small region, its 
location is bounded to some pre-specified accuracy. Using interval analysis on this 
region we can get a bound for the global minimum function value. The whole process 
is illustrated in Figure 5.2, and the numbers on the figure denote the order in which 
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each piece is thrown away. 
Notice that there is actually a restriction posted on the interval optimization 
algorithm. We always assume that the global optimum is contained in the finite 
starting region. If there is another point outside the region that possesses an objective 
function value that is smaller than any point in the region, the algorithm will not be 
able to find it. But this is not a very serious restriction because we can always start 
with a big enough region. 
Figure 5.2: Interval optimization on a serial computer. 
When splitting a region into two parts, we want to follow a strategy such that 
the next step of the algorithm can most easily throw away one of them. From 
our deciding procedures, this means we want the function values on them to be 
significantly different: one is always bigger than the other. An intuitive guess is to 
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split the dimension along which, while other variables are fixed, the function value 
varies the most. But the problem with this is that it is another optimization problem 
that would have to be computed for all n dimensions. Also, fixing other dimensions 
at different values will give different results. A relatively easier choice is to just split 
the dimension that has the biggest interval. But this proves to be too crude to meet 
the above requirements. So instead we follow the procedure described in Hansen 
(1992) to find another quantity that is a good indicator of how the function varies 
along a single dimension. It works as follows. 
Suppose A'i = and define 
where g, is the ith component of the gradient of /, a:, is the midpoint of the interval 
on dimension i. Also define 
f i { i )  — + 
and 
9 i i { ^ )  —  +  •  •  ) ^ n ) »  
m; = m i n g a i t ) ,  M i  =  m ^ g u i t ) ,  
then 
max 
tex, 
and 
mm 
t i X ,  
Therefore, since 
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Mi - rui < \vidth[5,i(A', )], 
we have 
ma.xfi{t) - niip/,(0 < width[5i,(A"",)] • widthfA",]. 
t^ \ I i € A I 
If we replace each Xj by Aj in the RHS, the relation is true for any x j  € X j  ( j  —  
1 ,  •  •  • ,  n , j  ^  j )  i n  t h e  L H S .  T h a t  i s ,  f o r  a l l  s u c h  x j ,  
max/i( i )  -  m i n / , ( < )  <  w i d t h [ 5 ,i(A')] • widthfA',], i — (5.2) 
' 6 A I (^ A I 
We can not say that the i for which the LHS is large will also be the one for 
which the RHS is large. Nevertheless, we expect good correlation. Hence we compute 
the RHS and find the i that makes it largest and cut the region into half on that 
dimension. This works fine compared with just cutting the dimension that has the 
biggest interval. 
5.2.2 The Use of MasPar 
We use MP2 for the interval optimization. On the MP2, since it has 4096 
processors, we can take advantage of this and make the algorithm in Section 5.2.1 
more efficient. Instead of bisecting, we can split the region into 4096 pieces and assign 
each one of them to a different processor. They will then run through the deciding 
procedures simultaneously to throw away most of the 4096 pieces. For the remaining 
pieces we can divide them again into 4096 even smaller regions and redistribute among 
the PE Array. Repeat this procedure until the regions that are left are all very small 
in size. Figure 5.3 illustrates the repeated process. 
For the starting n-dimensional region, we need an algorithm to split it into 4096 
pieces. Since this is the beginning of the algorithm, we do not have the derivative 
Figure 5.3: The change of MP2 PE Array during interval optimization. 
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information yet that we can use in the way mentioned in Section 5.2.1 to make the 
cuttings most beneficial, we will just tend to make the interval on each dimension 
as close to each other in size as possible. Hence a dimension with shorter length is 
always cut after a dimension with bigger length. 
Every time we make the cut the interval is always cut into two pieces with equal 
length, we do this 12 times because 4096 = 2^^, and after 12 times of cutting we 
have 4096 subregions. Table 5.2 shows an example of the 12 cuttings for an initial 
3-dimensional region with length 10, 3, 2 on each dimension. 
Table 5.2: Example of the 12 cuttings for a 3-dimensional region 
with length 10, 3, 2 on each dimension. 
Cut # D1 D2 D3 
0 10 3 2 
1 5 3 2 
2 2.5 3 2 
3 2.5 1.5 2 
4 1.25 1.5 2 
5 1.25 1.5 1 
6 1.25 0.75 1 
7 0.625 0.75 1 
8 0.625 0.75 0.5 
9 0.625 0.375 0.5 
10 0.3125 0.375 0.5 
11 0.3125 0.375 0.25 
12 0.3125 0.1875 0.25 
The cuttings are done on ACU, the non-parallel part of MP2. We keep track of 
the number of cuttings on each dimension C,, i = 1,2, • • •, n and the final length of 
the pieces on each dimension P, , i = 1,2, • • •, n. After this we want to distribute the 
pieces to the PE Array. This is done in parallel and we developed an algorithm to let 
each PE actually compute out what subregion it should have. Each processor has a 
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PE number associated with it called iproc. Its range is from 0 to 4095. We perform 
the following computations on each PE: 
and use the rjth of the C\ pieces of dimension 1, the 7'2th of the C'2 pieces of dimension 
2, • • •, and rnth of the C'„ pieces of dimension n as the subregion to be processed on 
each PE. We have 4096 pieces of subregions and 4096 processors, and we will prove 
that there is a one-on-one relation between them if we use the above strategy to 
distribute the subregions. In other words, each subregion will be assigned to a PE, 
and no two subregions are assigned to the same PE. This is equivalent to prove the 
following: 
Corollary 5.1: In 5.3 let C;, i = 1, • • •, n be all fixed, then iproc uniquely determines 
the n-tuple (ri, 7'2, • • •, r„); and vise versa. 
Proof. From the division algorithm (Rosen, 1984), given iproc and qn ''n are 
uniquely determined, then given qn and c„, g„_i and rn-i are uniquely determined, 
and so on. Hence the first part is proved. 
For the second part, we can combine all the equations in 5.3 to obtain 
iproc - q^Cn + 
iproc qn^n 0 
qn " ?n—1^'n —1 "1" Ij 0 ^ ^n —1 —li 
93 — q2C2 + '*2) 
92 = qiC\ -I- Ti, 
0 < r2 < C'2; 
0 < ri < C'l; (5.3) 
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(^n —l^'n —1 
— ^n —1^'n-l^'n ~t~ ^n —1^'n 
(^n —2^'n —2 ^n —2 )^'n—1 ~f~ ^n — l^'n 
^n-2^'n —2^'n —1 ^n — 2^'n — l^'n ^n—1^'n ^n 
= giC'iC'2 • • • C'n + riC'2 • • • C'n + r203 •••€'„ + ••• + rn-iC„ + r„ 
= qi • 4096 + riC'2 • • • C'n + J'2C'3 • • • C'n + • • • + rn_iC'n + r„, 
since C'l • • • C'n = 4096. Note that 0 < iproc < 4096 and everything in 5.3 is nonneg-
ative, this forces qi to be 0 and 
iproc = riC'2 • • • C'n + rjC's •••€'„ + h r„_iC'n + r„. 
Hence given C i ,i — 1,2,-••,n, iproc is uniquely determined by the n-tuple 
( f i r - ' . ^ n ) .  a  
In the program, 5.3 is performed simultaneously on each PE to get (ri, • • •, Tn). 
Together with the already obtained Pi,i = !,•••,«, all the PEs can get the exact 
subregion assigned to them. 
The above approach is for the initial splitting. Once we have completed an 
iteration, suppose most of the regions are thrown away, we want to more efficiently 
split the remaining regions and distribute them to the PE's with thrown away regions. 
We call the PEs with thrown away regions "cleared nodes", otherwise "uncleared 
nodes". The strategy is as follows: 
We first mark all the uncleared nodes. Then all the uncleared nodes look at their 
right neighbor one-unit distance away. If it is cleared, the node will split its region 
into two pieces according to the method described in Section 5.2.1, put one of them 
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to this right neighbor and mark it uncleared; otherwise no action is taken. Then the 
nodes will look at their right neighbor two-unit distance away, repeat the above, and 
then three-unit distance away, and so on, until all the PE's are marked uncleared. 
Notice that all the uncleared nodes are working in parallel, so the splitting process 
is working very rapidly. 
In real programming, to assure those "worst" regions to be split, we first count 
the number of cleared nodes and uncleared nodes. If the number of cleared nodes is 
greater than half of the total number of PE, we just proceed with the above strategy. 
Otherwise we order the "badness" of the uncleared nodes according to the RHS of 
.5.2. Only the first few that is equal in number to the cleared nodes will be split. The 
other "not so bad" ones will be marked specially and left untouched. This helps in 
reducing the number of remaining regions after each iteration. 
Another implementation detail is that when the tolerance requirement is met, 
usually there is more than one subregion to output. Some of them may be bounding 
multiple global optima. Very often many of them are just bounding the points that 
are too close in function values to the global minimum point that they are not thrown 
away yet. Figure 5.4 shows an example of the final stage of an interval optimization 
problem. 
All the shaded regions are still remained, and the global minima are in these 
areas. From the figure it is reasonable to say that there are two global optimal 
points, one in the region [0.1,0.3] x [0,0.3] and the other in [0.9,1.1] x [0.2,0.4]. If 
we just output all the remaining regions there will be 7 scattered regions instead of 
2 informative regions each bounding a global minimum point. Hence we want to 
develop a systematic way of grouping close enough subregions and make the output 
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Figure 5.4: The regions that are left when it is ready to output. 
more meaningful. 
First we notice that all the subregions are disjoint. This is because at the begin­
ning we split the whole region into 4096 non-overlapping regions, and at later steps 
a region is split into half which will never generate overlapping subregions. Disjoint 
regions have disjoint intervals on every dimension. We define the distance between 
two disjoint intervals [a, 6] and [c, d\ to be c — 6. Then we can start grouping regions 
by dimension. On each dimension, first we sort all the intervals of the regions on 
this dimension by position. We then find the biggest interval length and multiply it 
by a pre-specified constant to get the distance criterion. If the distance between two 
intervals is smaller than this criterion they are considered to be in the same group. 
We assign this relation to be transitive, i.e., if intervals A and B are in the same 
group, B and C are in the same group, then A, B, C are all in the same group, we 
do this grouping on every dimension. After this the n-dimensional space is split into 
small pieces by the grouping on single dimensions. And we will group subregions 
R\ iR2i • • • ,Rk together if and only if they are in the same group on every dimension. 
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Suppose on dimension i  the intervals are R ^ ,  - • •, R ^i, then instead of outputting k  
regions Ri,- - •, R^, we output a single region with interval on dimension i being 
[min i^Ru, • • •, , max [Rh , • • •, Rki)]. 
For example, in Figure 5.4, instead of outputting 7 regions, we group them 
together and output only 2 regions 
[0.1,0.3] X [0,0.3] and [0.9,1.1] x [0.2,0.4]. 
5.2.3 Deciding Procedures 
As mentioned in Section 5.2.1, we use some deciding procedures to determine 
which regions can not contain the global optimum. Now we discuss them in detail. 
We have 3 criteria available, and each subregion has to pass all of them in order 
to be retained. 
1. A "function value" Criterion: Suppose the whole region is divided into smaller 
pieces, as shown in Figure 5.5. 
We then perform a random sampling on each of the subregions and compute the 
function values on the sample points. When we evaluate /(x), we use interval 
arithmetic to bound rounding errors. Thus for every sample point we obtain an 
interval result [/(x),/(x)]. Despite rounding errors, we know without question 
that /(x) is an upper bound for f{x) and hence for the global minimum function 
value /*. Let / denote the smallest such bound obtained for the sample points, 
we have 
r </• (5.4) 
Figure 5.5: Splitting the region for deciding procedure 
Now let X be one of the subregions. We can use interval analysis to compute 
an interval inclusion [f{X),f{X)] for the range of / over X. Then, it is certain 
that f{X) is a lower bound for f{x) for any x € X. Hence, if f{X) > /, then 
from 5.4, f{X) > f and f{x) > f* for every x £ X. Therefore no point in 
the subregion X can be the global minimum point, and the region X can be 
thrown away. 
2. A "derivative" Criterion: For most of the models used in statistics, the objec­
tive function is difFerentiable. Hence we incorporate derivative information into 
our algorithm. This information is also required in further splitting regions as 
shown in Section 5.2.1. We provide explicit forms of all the first order partial 
derivatives of the objective function, and use interval analysis to compute in­
terval inclusions of the range of the derivatives over all the subregions. So for 
each dimension z, we will obtain an interval [a;, 6,] as an inclusion for the first 
order partial derivative with respect to variable number i. We know that at 
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t h e  g l o b a l  m i n i m u m  p o i n t  a l l  t h e  f i r s t  o r d e r  p a r t i a l  d e r i v a t i v e s  a r e  z e r o .  H e n c e  
if for some region at least one of the inclusions for partial derivatives does not 
contain zero, the global minimum does not occur in it, so it can be thrown 
away. There is an exception to this rule : if a derivative does not contain zero 
but the region is on the original border of that dimension, it should be kept, 
because if the global minimum is on the border, the derivative need not be zero. 
3. A "linearization" Criterion: The previous two criteria are of an "all or none" 
nature, in that a whole subregion is either kept or dropped from consideration. 
Sometimes we might just want to throw away part of a subregion. A criteria 
can be fashioned to allow this. We first linearize the function /, then bound 
all but one of the variables by their corresponding intervals. For the middle 
point of the subregion, and Gi(Xi,- • •, A'n), the ith component of the interval 
inclusion for the partial derivatives of /, 
f U )  € f  (Xo) +  Z ( x i -  X i o )  G i  { X u -  •  • ,  A ' „ )  
i = l 
G  / ( x o )  +  [ x ,  -  x j o )  G j  (A'l, • •., A'„) + -  X i o ) G i  ( A \ ,  •  •  • ,  A ' „ ) .  
ii=i 
(5.5) 
The right hand side of 5.5 is an interval. If its lower endpoint is greater than 
/, then it is greater than /*, the global minimum can not occur in it and the 
whole subregion can be discarded. But if that is not the case, we let 
/ (Xo) + {Wi - a:,o) C?,- (Xi, • • •, .Y„) + ^ (.Y. - x.o) G.- [X„ • • •,X„) > / (5.6) 
and solve this interval inequality to find out which part of the region will make 
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the inequality true and throw away just that part. To solve it, define t 
Wj — XjQ. Let 
U = /(xo) + ^(X.- - Xio)Gi (A'l,• • •, A'„) - / 
and 
5.6 becomes 
+ V i > 0. (5.7; 
We want to discard the part that makes 5.7 true. In other words, we want to 
retain the part that makes 
U  +  V t < 0  (5.8) 
true. 
Let the solution set of 5.8 be T, then according to Hansen (1992), with U = 
[a,6], V = [c, J], T is given by 
T = 
— a / d ,  oo] 
— a/c, oo] 
—oo, ool 
if a < 0 and d < 0 
i f  a  >  0 , c  <  0 ,  a n d  <  0  
if a < 0 and c < 0 < d 
—oo, — a / d \ l }  [—a/c,oo] if a > 0 and c < 0 < d 
— oo, — a / c ]  if a < 0 and c > 0 
—oo,—a/d] i f  a  >  0 , c  >  0 ,  a n d  d > 0 
empty set if a > 0 and c = d = Q 
(5.9) 
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Then X j  should be replaced by X j  ( 1  { T  +  x j o ) -  If this set is empty, we delete 
all of A". When computing for dimension j + 1, we use the improved intervals 
A ' l ,  •  •  • ,  X j .  T h i s  p r o c e s s  i s  r e p e a t e d  f o r  a l l  j  =  1 , 2 ,  •  •  • ,  « .  
Note from 5.9 that T can be a union of two intervals, hence the updated interval 
Xj n (T + Xjo) can be a union of two intervals as well. Computationally this is 
i n c o n v e n i e n t .  S o  i n  c a s e  t h i s  o c c u r s ,  w e  s i m p l y  r e t a i n  t h e  w h o l e  X j .  
5.3 Applications 
In this section we give some examples to demonstrate the performance of interval 
optimization and discuss particular concerns with applications of interval optimiza­
tion in various statistical areas. 
5.3.1 Nonlinear Regression 
Different models arise in different applications of statistics, resulting in a wide 
variety of regression problems. They provide a rich set of problems for assessing the 
properties of our interval optimization algorithm. We provide several examples in 
this area. 
Example 1: Let's first look at the example we discussed in Section 5.1. We had a 
problem distinguishing local optimum from global optimum when using traditional 
methods. The data set has 2 variables and 4 observations, as in Table 5.1, and the 
objective function is 
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It is clifFerentiable and the first order partial derivatives are 
• A = -21: 
^ = 2^ (i/i - ae""*') ai, 
We incorporate these into the program and set the starting region to be [-0.2,0.3] 
x[—1.2,1.3]. When we set the tolerance for the global minimum function value 
inclusion to be 10~®, the output region, after grouping, is 
Q e [0.087190690636634816,0.087190742790698994] 
/? e [0.619906011223793070,0.619906271994113970], 
and the global optimal error sum of squares value is in 
[1.6901510372797732,1.6901515515132814]. 
Combining what we know in Section 5.1, the result bounds the global minimum point. 
The existence of the local optimal point does not bother the interval optimization 
routine. If we set the tolerance value smaller, the length of the interval inclusions 
will be even shorter. 
Example 2: This example is problem 10.15 in Kennedy and Gentle (1980). The data, 
containing more observations than in Example 1, are shown in Table 5.3. 
Here we have 3 parameters to estimate, and the model is 
V i  —  +  2  ^  ('2Vi + 
We know the least squares estimates of the parameters are 
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Table 5.3; Data set for optimization example 2 
I yi Hi Vi lUi 
1 0.14 1 15 1 
2 0.18 2 14 2 
3 0.22 3 13 3 
4 0.25 4 12 4 
5 0.29 5 11 5 
6 0.32 6 10 6 
7 0.35 7 9 7 
8 0.39 8 8 8 
9 0.37 9 7 7 
10 0.58 10 6 6 
11 0.73 11 5 5 
12 0.96 12 4 4 
13 1..34 13 3 3 
14 2.10 14 2 2 
15 4.39 15 1 1 
0 = (0.08241,1.1330,2.3437)' 
and the global minimum error sum of squares is 8.214877 x 10"^. Calling interval 
optimization routines with initial region [—10,10] x [0,10] x [0.01,10] gives us the 
area that contains the theoretically true least squares estimate: 
[0.082404613494873047,0.082415.342330932617] 
X [1.13289475440979,1.133122444152832] 
x [2.3436129951477054,2.3438335644816766] 
and the global minimum error sum of squares is guaranteed to be in the interval 
[0.0081971529628926901, 0.0082328356225581725]. 
Of course if the tolerance is set to be smaller, results will be better. The initial 
region is chosen so that $2 and 63 can not be zero at the same time. So we set the 
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initial region for 6^ to be [0.01, 10] instead of [0, 10], otherwise interval analysis will 
produce an interval containing 0 as denominator. 
Example 3: This is another example generated to demonstrate the ability of interval 
optimization to overcome local optima. 
Consider the function 
2 1 !/ = x 
which has the plot in Figure 5.6. 
O 
CM 
O 
u> 
-r 
0 2 4 
Figure 5.6: Plot of the function y = x^ -\—-. 
x^ 
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It is symmetric about x — 0. Suppose we sample at the circled places. They 
are all on the right branch of the plot. Now consider the following model to fit these 
data: 
yi = (.T; - + £;. (5.10) ( x i  -  B y  
Here ^ is a location parameter. The plot of 5.10 can actually be generated by shifting 
the plot in Figure 5.6 along the x axis. Since the data are sampled according to 
0 = 0, the best fit to the data should be ^ = 0, hence it is the global minimizer to 
the objective function 
E 
i=l 
y i  -  ( x i  -  6 f  - ( X i  -  0 ) ^  
Now let's shift the plot in Figure 5.6 to the right. Because the two branches are 
very similar, at about 6 = 2 the left branch will be moving in to almost the position 
of the original right branch. This is shown in Figure 5.7. 
Hence at around 6 = 2 the model will fit the data fairly well. Notice that when 
the plot is moved away from the position in Figure 5.7, either to the right or to the 
left, the model will be less perfectly fitted, and the error sum of squares will increase. 
Hence at around 9 = 2 there exists another local optimum. But the left branch is 
not exactly the same as the right branch, the fit will not be as perfect as the ^ = 0 
case. So it is not a global optimum. 
From the above analysis, we know that model 5.10, for the data indicated in 
Figure 5.6, has a global fit at ^ = 0 and a local fit at around 6 = 2. We ran both SAS 
proc nlin and interval optimization on this problem. The data set is in Table 5.4. 
The behavior of SAS proc nlin on this problem is strange. When starting at 
9 = 0.5, it will converge to 0 = 8 x 10~®. When starting at 9 = 1.5, it will converge 
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Figure 5.7; The plot of ?/ = (x — 0) H ^ when 0 — 2. 
[ x - O ]  
io 0 = 2.04. And when starting at 0 = 1.1 or 0.9, it will just stay there with very 
large error sum of squares. This is because at around 0 = 1, the function value is oo 
at a: = 1. And all the data points are grouped around x = 1, making the error sum 
of squares huge and the behavior of SAS proc nlin abnormal. 
Now let's look at interval optimization. We use the starting region [—100,100] 
for 0, and it produces only one global minimum point 
Table 5.4: Data set for optimization example 3. 
Xi  V i  
0.8 2.2025 
1.0 2.0 
1.2 2.1344 
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e e [0.0000080093741416931152,0.0000080792233347892761], 
and the error sum of squares at this point is in interval 
[0.0000000015152806064282,0.0000000015466913205340]. 
Hence it overcomes the presence of the local optimum very nicely. 
Example 4: This example demonstrates interval optimization's ability to find multi­
ple global optimal points at the same time. 
Consider the function 
^ (5.11) x^y^ + 1 
When we plot 5.11, on every of the 4 quadrants above the plane c = 2 it will be 
valley-shaped. The bottoms of the valleys are shown in Figure 5.8. Because 5.11 is 
an even function on both x and y, the four valleys should be identical in shape. 
Suppose we sample on the valley in the first quadrant. We obtain the data set 
as in Table 5.5. 
Consider fitting the data with model 
1 
Zi = (axi -+- I3yi) (-l3xi ay,) -f 
This is obtained from 5.11 by changing 
{axi -I- l3yif{-l3xi -f- ay,)' 
+ e;- (5.12) 
X 
to 
a X 
y  
. 
a y  
In case a^ -f= 1, we are actually doing a rotation. Note that a = 1 and 0 = 0 
give us just 5.11. Hence, since the data is sampled from the function curve of 5.11, 
a = 1,;3 = 0 should be a perfect fit and hence a global optimum. 
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Figure 5.8: The bottom of the valley of the function 2 = H— 
Note also that the four valleys for 5.11 are identical in shape. When we fit the 
model 5.12, or in other words, rotate the four identical valleys, perfect fits will occur. 
From Figure 5.8 we know that rotating 7r/2, tt or 37r/2 will give us exactly the same 
contour plots as 5.11. Hence the 3 sets of parameters shown in Table 5.6 can fit the 
data just as well as a = 1,^ = 0, and are also global optimum points. 
Table 5.5: Data set for optimization example 4. 
2i X i  V i  
2.2025 1.0 0.8 
2.0 1.0 1.0 
2.2025 0.8 1.0 
2.18 0.9 0.9 
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Table 5.6: Other global optimal points for example 4. 
Rotation Angle a 13 
7r/2 0 1 
TT -1 0 
37r/2 0 -1 
So we know that the model 5.12 for the data in Table 5.5 has four global optimal 
fits. 
Using SAS proc nlin, we get only one global point at a time. The results are 
summarized in Table 5.7. 
Table 5.7: SAS results for optimization example 4. 
Starting Point Q l3 
(0.8,0.2) 1.000022795 0.000000001 
(-0.8,0.2) -1.000022795 0.000000001 
(0.2,0.8) 0.000000001 1.000022795 
o
q
 o
 
1 
o
 0.000000001 -1.000022795 
But on MP2, using interval optimization we obtain all four global optima at the 
same time. 
ai e [0.99999973080806159000,1.00000000000000000000] 
/^i € [-0.00000667572021484375,0.00000667572021484375] 
S S E ^  e [0.0000000395922418911422,0.0000001116221677530891] 
0(2 G [-0.00000667572021484375,0.00000667572021484375] 
02 G [0.99999973080806159000,1.0000000000000000000] 
S S E 2  e [0.0000000395922418911422,0.0000001116221677530891] 
<^3 G [-1.00000000000000000000, -0.99999952316284180000] 
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4 G [-0.00000667572021484375,0.00002288818359375000] 
SSE3 e [0.0000000163179772660200,0.00000020683708942015.59] 
04 G [-0.00000667572021484375,0.00000667572021484375] 
/34 G [-1.00000000000000000000,-0.99999973080806159000] 
S S E i  e  [0.0000000395922418911422,0.0000001116221677530891] 
5.3.2 Optimal Design 
Suppose a random variable y  is measured at n design points X i , X 2 ,  - • • , x „  where 
each Xj consists of m independent variables. Suppose further that the relationship 
between y; and Xj can be described by the following linear model 
V i  -  f { X i ) § ^  + e i  (5.13) 
where ^ is a p x 1 vector of unknown parameters, and f ( x )  is a p x 1 vector function 
on X. In matrix notation, 5.13 can be written as 
where X is the design matrix; 
y = Xl3 + e 
Z'Ui) 
Z ' U n )  
and 
(5.14) 
E { e )  =  0, V a r ( e )  =  
If A' is of full column rank, then from linear model theory, we know the least 
squares estimate of /3 and its variance-covariance matrix are 
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^  =  { X ' X r ' X ' y ,  
V a r ( ^ )  =  ( X' X)-^(t\ 
The goal here is to choose the n  design points to make the estimate of j S  as precise 
as possible. Thus we want to make Var{f3) as small as possible. But there is no unique 
ranking of matrices. Hence different criteria arise as mentioned at the beginning of 
this chapter. A more complete description can be found in Pukelsheim (1993). In 
this section we will focus on the D-optimal designs, i.e., minimizing the variance of 
estimation in the sense of minimizing the generalized variance of /5, |(A''A')"'|, or 
equivalently, maximizing lA^'A']. D-optimality is used most frequently by experiment 
designers because it has a nice property of invariance to scaling. See Pukelsheim 
(1993). 
Box and Lucas (1959) extended the concept of D-optimality to the cases of 
nonlinear models. Now the model becomes 
Vi  = fi¥. i ,§)  + e,-
and the D-optimal design maximizes 1A''A| where the ijth element of X is 
, i = j = 1,(5.15) 
Here f3^ is some value for the unknown parameter fS. For nonlinear models the D-
optimal design depends upon the actual values of the p-parameters. If we are to 
suppose that effective design is possible at all, we must also assume therefore that 
something is known about the values of the parameters in advance. In practice this 
is usually not of much trouble. 
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Now our objective function in maximization becomes l-V'A'l. One may think 
that with initial regions of the z,'s we can just use interval analysis to get inclusions 
of the elements of X according to 5.14 or 5.15, then use, say, Gaussian elimination, 
to get |A".Y|. 
But this very often will get us into trouble. The reason is the data dependency 
problem. In using interval analysis to evaluate an expression, if some interval variable 
appears more than once, the result might not be as tight as we want. For example, 
if we evaluate (A' — Y)/(X + Y) using A" = [2,3],}' = [1>2], we get [0,2/3]; but the 
e x a c t  r a n g e  o f  i t  i s  [ 0 , 1 / 2 ] ,  w h i c h  c a n  b e  o b t a i n e d  b y  e v a l u a t i n g  1  —  2 / ( 1  +  X / Y ) .  
Hence we want to find the best way to perform our computation in order to minimize 
the data dependency problem. 
Now look at [AT'-Y]. When forming X ' X ,  each element is used p  times. There is 
heavy data dependency. After this, the Gaussian elimination on A'^Y again involves 
very much data dependency. Hence we want to develop more suitable algorithm to 
deal with the computation of [A^'A']. Since the formation of X'X has data depen­
dency, we consider a method that will compute ]A''A'] without forming X'X first. In 
other words, we look for a method to obtain jAT'A'] directly from A'. 
Suppose there is an orthogonal matrix P  such that P X  is an upper triangular 
matrix Q. Now 
\Q'Q\ = KP-Y/PA'! = \X'P'PX\ = \X'X\. 
Suppose 
Q 
Qi  
0 
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where Qi is an upper triangular square matrix. Then 
\Q'Q\ = [Qy'Q] =\Q[Q,\ = \Q,\' 
0 
Denote the diagonal elements of Q by ^11,^22, • • • ,9pp» then 
p 
Q\\ = n^M 
1=1 
and 
X ' X \  =  \ Q ' Q \ ^ \ Q , \ ' ^  
Therefore, we can first use an orthogonal transformation to find P and Q, and 
then just multiply the diagonal elements of Q. One of the orthogonal transformations 
is the Householder transformation. We implemented it in a subroutine. 
Other algorithms we tried are the Cholesky decomposition (Kennedy and Gentle, 
1980), direct Gaussian elimination and modified Gaussian elimination, which we call 
Hansen's method because it was mentioned in Hansen and Smith (1967). It proceeds 
by forming X'X first, then form a scalar matrix with elements being the center points 
of each interval element and perform LU factorization on it. Then multiply X'X by 
to get L~^X'X. Since the diagonal elements of L are all 1, the multiplication will 
not change the determinant value. But it is claimed that after the multiplication the 
elements below the main diagonal will have small intervals. Hence it will reduce the 
seriousness of data dependency. "Small" is in the sense of magnitudes of endpoints. 
In addition to these four algorithms to compute |A''A'|, for low dimensional -Y we 
also developed special algorithms. They compute |vY'-Y| directly by expanding l-YOY] 
first. This involves less computation hence we expect less severe data dependency 
problem. 
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We have these routines to perform the computation for |A''A'|. Experience shows 
that for high-dimensional X'X, data dependency still can not be avoided. Also, if we 
choose to form A''A' first, the resulting symmetric interval matrix will contain many 
unsymmetric scalar matrices. For example, the ijth and jith elements of X'X are the 
s a m e  i n t e r v a l ,  b u t  w e  c a n  c h o o s e  t w o  d i f f e r e n t  v a l u e s  f r o m  t h i s  i n t e r v a l  f o r  t h e  i j t h  
and jith elements of a scalar matrix that is contained in A'^Y. These unsymmetric 
matrices are making the subsequent computation results wide when symmetric matrix 
operations are performed on them (like Householder transformation). 
For the derivative information that we have to provide to the interval optimiza­
tion routine, we have to compute 
d 
dx„ 
lA'A'l, s = l,2,---,n, t = 
for each element X,t of A', then the partial derivative of lA'^Yj with respect to the 
original m variables can be obtained by chain rules. Note that the partial derivatives 
of X,t with respect to the original variables can be easily derived. 
We first compute derivatives of X ' X  with respect to the elements of X ' X .  For 
any element (.Y'A');^ of X'X^ according to Bates (1983), 
where (A''A'')r.^ is the ijth element of (A''A')~\ Then 
d p  p  
dX,t 
iMi = EE 
i=i j=i 
=  i r A i E E  
1=1 j=i 
- IA'aiE j=i 
^ i y VI . ^ i Y' y \ 
d(X'X\.' dx,r >j 
{ X ' X ) - '  ^  
dX,, 
{ X ' X U  
d 
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+ |.Y'A-| £[(-"), 
.=1 
(A"A-);'^(A"A')„ 
(A"A')-'^(A"X)„ 
- IX'A'i 
= IX'A'lt 
>=1 
(A"A)-'^(rA')„ 
"• dx.,' 
+ |A'A-|E' 
i=l 
- lA-'A"! [(A-A');' • 2A-„] 
=  i r x l  t  [ ( A - ' A ) , - ' A - . ; ]  +  1 A " A |  f  [ ( A " A ) , ; ' A - ,  
j=l i=l 
= 2|A"A|X;[(A'A),VA-.i] 
i=l 
2f:[(rA');X,.]. (5.16) 
i=l 
Here (A'A)* denotes the cofactor matrix of X ' X .  
Let X- be the ith row of X .  Then from 5.16 we have 
d  
d x  
\ x ' x \  =  2 ( a ' a : ) * x ; .  
We will use this relation to compute the partial derivative information. Note also 
that in the high dimensional cases the computation of the cofactor matrix involves 
heavy data dependency. We do not expect tight interval inclusions for the derivatives 
in those cases. 
For low dimensional X ' X  things are going well, providing us with good test 
examples for interval optimization. 
Example 5: This example comes from Haines (1987). We have a polynomial regres­
sion model of degree 2: 
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yi = /'(-ri)^ + e.-.i = l,2,---,n. 
where f (xi) = (1 x,- .r?) and .c,- G [—1,1]. 
Think about a 3-point design. The A' matrix becomes 
X = 
and i3 is 3-dimensional: 
/3 
1 Xi x\ 
1 i2 
1 xa .T^ 
I3x 
f^2 
I3z 
For the D-optimal design x — (xi, 12) ^ 3)1 if we permute the 3 points the results 
should all be D-optimal designs because there is no ordering among the 3 points. 
Therefore we can expect 6 global optimal points. Using interval optimization with 
initial regions [-1,1] x [—1,1] x [—1,1], we get them at the same time. 
G [-0.000732421875,0.000976562500] 
X2 G [-1.000000000000,-0.999511718750] 
2:3 G [0.999511718750,1.000000000000] 
r.Yi, G [3.9648558918703984,4.0234332166332392] 
G [0.999023437500,1.000000000000] 
X2 G [-0.001464843750,0.001953125000] 
2:3 G [-1.000000000000,-0.999023437500] 
rxi. e [3.9297359974545101,4.0468578993521493] 
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.ri G [-1.000000000000, -0.999511718750] 
•C2- € [-0.000488281250,0.000976562500] 
•C3 e [0.9995117187.50,1.000000000000] 
r x i 3  e [.3.9648558918717627,4.023432.5013764796] 
Xi e [0.999511718750,1.000000000000] 
^2 e [-1.000000000000,-0.999511718750] 
^3 G [-0.000976562500,0.000976562500] 
A"A'l4 G [3.9648558918690342,4.0234339318899988] 
Xi G [-1.000000000000,-0.999511718750] 
X2 G [0.999511718750,1.000000000000] 
X3 G [-0.000488281250,0.000976562.500] 
A-'A'ls G [3.9648558918717627,4.0234325013764796] 
Xi G [-0.000976562500,0.000976562500] 
Xi G [0.999511718750,1.000000000000] 
•C3 G [-1.000000000000,-0.999511718750] 
M l ,  G [3.9648558918690342,4.0234339318899988] 
Hence the D-optimal design requires 3 points : —1, 0 and 1. 
Example 6: This example is from Box and Lucas (1959). It demonstrates optimal 
design in nonlinear model cases. Suppose a consecutive chemical reaction is under 
study in which a substance A decomposes to form substance B which then in turn 
decomposes to form substance C. With the assumptions that the reactions are first 
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order and irreversible, it may be shown that, after time ^ has elapsed, the yield t ] of 
intermediate product B is given by 
— € ) (5.17: $l - 02 
where di and $2 are constants measuring the specific rates of the first and second 
decompositions, respectively. 
The problem is to choose a set of times i = 1,2, •••,??, at which to observe 
the yield so that from those observations 9i and 62 can be estimated as accurately as 
possible. According to the formation of the .Y matrix in a nonlinear model case, we 
have to find the derivatives of 5.17 with respect to 61 and 92'. 
^ d  ( e , ' ^  +  6 2 - e , e 2 ^ ) e - ' ^ ^ - 9 2 e - ' ^ i  
' ^ ^ ^ - 8 9 , " ^ -  { 9 , - 9 2 ) '  
d  +  ( 9 ,  -  9 , ' ^  +  9 x 9 2 ^ )  
~ " { 9 , - 9 2 ) '  • 
In the case of n = 2, we plug in our preliminary guesses 9[ = 0.7,9^ — 0.2, and obtain 
the A' matrix 
^ 1 ( 6 )  $ 2 ( 6 )  
^ 1 ( 6 )  ^ 2 ( 6 )  
(0.8 + 1.4^1 - 0.8e-o-«' (2.8 - 1.4^i)e-° 2«i _ 2.86"° 
(0.8 + 1.46) - 0.8e-°-2<2 (2.8 - 1.4^) - 2.8e-° 
We then proceed with interval optimization. In theory, as discussed in Box and 
Lucas (1959), there is a global maximum point at ^ = 1-23,^ = 6.86, as well as 
a local maximum point at = 7.5,^ = 15.0, This may cause some difficulty to 
traditional numerical methods. But interval optimization gets the following results: 
X 
6 = [6.85768890380859380,6.85768914222717290] 
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^2 = [1.22947135567665100,1.22947144508361820] 
|A"X|j = [0.6.5677365189005421,0.6.5677420980082812] 
= [1.2294713705778122,1.229471430182457] 
^2 - [6.8576889634132385,6.8576891422271729] 
I.Y'A']^ = [0.6.5677373856361776,0.6567741231272260.5] 
It gets two global maximum points because we can exchange and ^2. The 
local maximum is nicely thrown away. 
5.3.3 Moving Average Model 
Example 7: Let's consider the first order moving average model MA(1) of time series 
defined by 
yt = Ut + aut-i 
where ]q] < 1 and the Ut are iid A '^(0,(t^). Reparameterize according to 
(To = {l -\- a ^ )  
and 
a 
1  +  a 2 '  
then in terms of ctq and the likelihood function of a vector y  —  ( i / i ,  •  •  • ,  i / t ) '  o f  
observations is 
L{(Tq,p) = {2-Kao)~'^''^\R\~^''^exp (-yiZ"^y/(2o-o)) , (5.18) 
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where R  is the T  x T  matrix of autocorrelations. It has I's along the main diagonal, 
p's along the two diagonals adjacent to the main diagonal, and O's elsewhere. The 
goal is to maximize 5.18 with respect to ctq and p. 
We used SAS function rannor to generate iid A'^(0,1) random variables Ut,t = 
1,2, • • •, 16, as shown in Table 5.8. 
Table 5.8: Data for the iid iV(0,1) random 
variables for example 7. 
t Ut 
1 0.56707 
2 0.98383 
3 0.62149 
4 1.31212 
5 -0.18328 
6 1.32202 
7 -0.15609 
8 0.23049 
9 0.13378 
10 0.36692 
11 -0.43875 
12 1.01097 
13 -0.32892 
14 -0.71748 
15 -1.48650 
16 0.41967 
Then we used a C program with a = 0.3 to generate the t/t's, t = 1,2, • • •, 15. 
The data is shown in Table 5.9. 
We want to use these data in 5.18 to perform our optimization. The parameter 
values that the data is based on are = 1 and a = 0.3. Hence ao — 1.09 and 
p = 0.27523. But because the data is generated as a random variable, we will not be 
surprised to get MLEs other than the above mentioned values. 
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Table 5.9; Data for the random vector y for example 7. 
t yt 
1 1.153951 
2 0.916639 
3 1.498567 
4 0.2103.56 
5 1.267036 
6 0.240516 
7 0.183663 
8 0.202927 
9 0.407054 
10 -0.328674 
11 0.879345 
12 -0.025629 
13 -0.816156 
14 -1.701744 
15 -0.026280 
Because R in 5.18 has a special tridiagonal form, the computation of \R\ has an 
explicit form according to Anderson (1971): 
where a = (1 — Also in the program since we don't have a general explicit 
form for R~^, which involves p, we can not get the derivative for p. Hence we used 
only the derivative information for (Tq-
The interval optimization result, when using starting values <To € [0.1,50] and 
p € [—0.49,0.49], is shown below : 
<Ta 
P 
L { ( f o , p )  
e 
e 
G 
[0.51037812232971191,0.51182361841201773] 
[0.18019851684570312,0.18749588012695315] 
[0.00037604020886129107,0.00048138582659166553] 
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The SAS proc arima, using maximum likelihood method, gives us 
(To = 0.5476 
p = 0.18396 
p  is contained in the interval for but (T q  is outside the interval for the global 
optimizer. The reason could be either that do is just a local optimum, or that SAS 
computation is too inaccurate. The use of interval optimization takes into account 
both of them and generates a guaranteed range for the global optimizer. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this dissertation we introduced interval analysis and its applications in statis­
tics. Interval analysis is trying to use intervals, instead of scalars, as computing 
elements. At every computing step, the theoretically true real number result is guar­
anteed to be contained in the computed interval, despite the inaccuracy of the com­
puter number system and the uncertainty of rounding and approximation errors. This 
idea, with the support from interval arithmetic, provides us with a way to control the 
accuracy of the computation. The essential mechanism behind it is the capability 
of interval analysis to compute the range of a function over a certain region. We 
showed two major applications of it in this dissertation: to obtain guaranteed re­
sults for multivariate probabilities and guaranteed global optimizers in optimization 
problems. 
In multivariate Normal and multivariate t probability computation problems, we 
first expand the integrand to its Taylor expansion. Then we analyze both the rule part 
and the remainder part by means of interval analysis to get interval inclusions. With 
the help of automatic differentiation and the parallel computer MasPar, we were able 
to develop a systematic algorithm for the general n-variate Normal and t distribution 
on finite regions. In tolerable running time we obtain guaranteed interval result to 
contain the true integration value we want to compute. The length of the interval we 
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obtained ranges from 10"® in lO-dimensional cases to 10"'^ in 6-dimensional cases 
for the integration region being [—0.5,0.5] on each dimension. For lower dimensional 
integration the results will be even better. This part of the research basically answers 
the demand of highly reliable algorithms for this kind of computation. It can be used 
in two cases: in some crucial situation where we want high accuracy results, and in 
general as a comparing standard for testing the accuracy of other software packages. 
In global optimization, currently there is no software that can guarantee to find 
the global optimum. People just take whatever they obtain as a good enough result. 
The effectiveness of these results depends heavily on the initial values, as shown by 
the examples in Chapter 5. Interval optimization, on the other hand, considers every 
point in the whole feasible region instead of just isolated points at a time. This way 
we will not lose track of any point. Specifically, we split the whole feasible region 
into small pieces and use the capability of interval analysis to compute inclusions of 
the range of the objective function over these subregions. After these inclusions are 
obtained, we use three criteria to tell whether or not a region can not contain the 
global optimizer and hence throw away that region, or part of it. For the remaining 
smaller region we do the similar thing, until the regions are sufficiently small in 
size. We took advantage of the MasPar machine and made the algorithm even more 
efficient. From the examples provided in Chapter 5, we can see that the performance 
of interval optimization is much better than traditional algorithms. It will not be 
bothered by local optima. And if there exist more than one global optimum, it is 
capable of locating them all at the same time. Interval optimization can be used in 
various statistical areas, like nonlinear regression, experimental design, etc. 
Overall, interval analysis in statistical computing is proved to be a powerful 
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tool. With modern high performance computers it becomes even more feasible and 
practical to use. We studied several applications of it, and believe it can be applied 
in other areas as well. 
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APPENDIX A. INTERVAL ROUTINES ON MASPAR 
/* mytype.h (MPl) */ 
typedef union { double unf; 
unsigned long uni[2]: 
} singleton: 
typedef struct { singleton 1; 
singleton r; 
} intvl; 
/ it< * ]t<i4a :ti % If 1(1 it< iti >ti ](< :ti 4c If IfIf If <)•<)<>•<<)< It! / 
/* succ.m (MPl) */ 
/ifif4iif>fif*if:f ifif«ifififif**if>fififififif>f ifif ifififififififififififififif ififififif*if«ifififififif:flfifififififififififsfifif:fifif/ 
#include "mytype.h" 
^include <stdio.h> 
#define OVERFLOW p.printf("overflow\n"); 
plural singleton succ(x) 
plural singleton x; 
•[ plural singleton t; 
plural int i; 
plural unsigned long tag; 
t .unf=x.unf: 
if ((t.uni[l] & 0x80000000) == 0x0) 
{ tag=Oxl: 
while ((t.uni[0] & tag) != 0x0 && tag != 0x0) 
•[ t .uni C0]&='tag: 
tag«=l: 
} 
if (tag != 0x0) t.uni[0]I=tag; 
else 
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{ tag=Oxl; 
i=l: 
while ((t.uni[l] & tag) != 0x0 && i <= 31) 
{ t.uni[l]&="tag: 
tag<<=l; 
i++: 
} 
if (i <= 31) t.uniCl]l=tag; 
else OVERFLOW; 
} 
} 
else 
{ tag=Oxl: 
while ((t.uni[0] k tag) == 0x0 && tag != 0x0) 
{ t.uniCO]l=tag: 
tag<<=l: 
} 
if (tag != 0x0) t.uni[0]&=*tag; 
else 
•C tag=0xl: 
i=i: 
while ((t.uni[l] & tag) == 0x0 && i <= 31) 
{ t.uniCl]l=tag; 
tag«=l: 
i++: 
} 
if (i <= 31) t.uni[l]&=*tag; 
else t.unf=0: 
} 
} 
return t; 
} 
/* pred.n (MPl) */ 
/*********************************************,^********^,*********^,****,^,t,:t,^,/ 
#include "raytype.h" 
extern plural singleton succ(plural singleton); 
plural singleton pred(x) 
plural singleton x; 
{ plural singleton t; 
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t.unf = "(x.unf): 
t = succ(t): 
t.unf = "(t.unf); 
return t; 
} 
/* gadd.m (MPl) */ 
#include "mytype.h" 
#include <float.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#define overflow 0 
#define underflow 0 
extern plural singleton succ(plural singleton); 
extern plural singleton pred(plural singleton); 
plural intvl gadd(x,y) 
plural intvl x,y: 
{ plural intvl tl,t2: 
11. r. unf=x. r. unf+y. r. unf; 
if (overflow) return; 
if (underflow) 
{ if (tl.r.unf < 0) tl.r.unf=0: 
else tl.r.unf=DBL_MIN: 
} 
else 
{ if (p_fabs(y.r.unf) > p_fabs(x.r.unf)) 
i  t2=x: x=y: y=t2:} 
t2.r.unf=x.r.unf-tl.r.unf; 
if (overflow) 
{ if (y.r.unf < 0) tl.r=succ(tl.r); 
} 
else 
{ if (underflow) 
{ if (y.r.unf > 0) tl.r=succ(tl.r); 
} 
else 
{ t2.r.unf=t2.r.unf+y.r.unf: 
if (t2.r.unf > 0) tl.r=succ(tl.r); 
} 
} 
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} 
tl.l.unf=x.l.unf+y.l.unf: 
if (overflow) return; 
if (underflow) 
{ if (tl.l.unf < 0) tl.l.unf = -DBL.MIN; 
else tl.l.unf=0; 
} 
else 
{ if (p_fabs(y.l.unf) > p_fabs(x.l.unf)) 
{ t2=x; x=y; y=t2:} 
t2.1.unf=x.1.unf-t1.1.unf; 
if (overflow) 
{ if (y.l.unf > 0) tl.l=pred(tl.1); 
} 
else 
{ if (underflow) 
{ if (y.l.unf < 0) tl.l=pred(tl.1); 
} 
else 
•[ t2.1.unf=t2.1.unf+y.l.unf: 
if (t2.l.unf < 0) tl.l=pred(tl.1); 
} 
} 
} 
return tl; 
} 
/* gsub.m (MPl) */ 
/>•<;4lItcItiitlit<>11«It!It!>t<>•<>tll|<«!«<>•<I4lI*!***St<>••«*«>•• 41«>t>«Itctist>^^/ 
#include "mytype.h" 
extern plural intvl gadd(plural intvl,plural intvl); 
plural intvl gsub(x,y) 
plural intvl x,y; 
{ plural intvl t; 
t.l.unf = -y.r.unf; 
t.r.unf = -y.l.unf; 
return gadd(x,t): 
} 
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/ill**********})!**))!#****##*********#************************* ********* *•*•***/ 
/* gmul.m (MPl) */ 
/******#######****##******************#*******######****#****###*#*###****/ 
#include "mytype.h" 
#include <float.h> 
#define overflow 0 
ttdefine underflow 0 
extern plural singleton succ(plural singleton); 
extern plural singleton pred(plural singleton); 
plural intvl gmul(x,y) 
plural intvl x,y: 
{ plural double tll,t21,t31,t41,tlr,t2r,t3r,t4r: 
plural singleton t; 
plural intvl tm; 
t.unf=x.r.unf*y.r.unf; 
if (overflow) return; 
if (underflow) 
{ if (t.unf > 0) {tlr=DBL_MIN: tll=0:} 
else •Ctlr=0: til = -DBL.MIN;} 
} 
else {tlr=succ(t) .unf: tll='pred(t) .unf;} 
t.unf=x.r.unf *y.1.unf; 
if (overflow) return; 
if (underflow) 
{ if (t.unf > 0) {t2r=DBL_MIN; t21=0:} 
else {t2r=0; t21 = -DBL.MIN;} 
} 
else {t2r=succ(t).unf; t21=pred(t).unf;} 
t.unf=x.l.unf*y.r.unf; 
if (overflow) return; 
if (underflow) 
{ if (t.unf > 0) •Ct3r=DBL_MIN; t31=0;} 
else {t3r=0; t31 = -DBL.MIN;} 
} 
else {t3r=succ(t).unf; t31=pred(t).unf;} 
t.unf=x.1.unffy.1.unf; 
if (overflow) return; 
if (underflow) 
{ if (t.unf > 0) •(t4r=DBL.HIN; t41=0;} 
else {t4r=0; t41 = -DBL.MIN;} 
} 
else {t4r=succ(t).unf; t41=pred(t).unf;} 
I l l  
tm.r.unf=tlr: 
tm.l.unf=tll: 
if (t2r > tm.r.unf) tm.r.unf=t2r; 
if (t3r > tm.r.unf) tm.r.unf=t3r: 
if (t4r > tm.r.unf) tm.r.unf=t4r: 
if (t21 < tm.l.unf) tm.l.unf=t21; 
if (t31 < tm.l.unf) tm.l.unf=t31: 
if (t41 < tm.l.unf) tm.l.unf=t41; 
return tm; 
} 
/* gdiv.m (MPl) */ 
/••••••••••••••••••I****************************#!)!*******************##****/ 
#include "mytype.h" 
#include <float.h> 
ftdefine overflow 0 
#define underflow 0 
extern plural singleton succ(plural singleton); 
extern plural singleton pred(plural singleton); 
plural intvl gdiv(x,y) 
plural intvl x,y; 
{ plural double tll,t21,t31,t41,tlr,t2r,t3r,t4r; 
plural singleton t; 
plural intvl tm; 
if (y.1.unf*y.r.unf < 0) return; 
t.unf=x.r.unf/y.1.unf; 
if (overflow) return; 
if (underflow) 
{ if (t.unf > 0) {tlr=DBL_HIN; tll=0;} 
else {tlr=0; til = -DBL.MIN;} 
} 
else -[tlr=succ(t).unf; tll=pred(t).unf;} 
t.unf=x.r.unf/y.r.unf; 
if (overflow) return; 
if (underflow) 
{ if (t.unf > 0) {t2r=DBL_MIN; t21=0;} 
else {t2r=0; t21 = -DBL.MIN;} 
} 
else {t2r=succ(t).unf; t21=pred(t).unf;} 
t.unf=x.1.unf/y.1.unf; 
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if (overflow) return; 
if (underflow) 
{ if (t.unf > 0) {t3r=DBL.MIN: t31=0;} 
else •[t3r=0; tSl = -DBL.MIN;} 
} 
else {t3r=succ(t).unf; t31=pred(t).unf;} 
t.unf=x.l.unf/y.r.unf; 
if (overflow) return; 
if (underflow) 
{ if (t.unf > 0) •[t4r=DBL_MIN; t41=0;} 
else {t4r=0: t41 = -DBL.MIN;} 
} 
else {t4r=succ(t).unf; t41=pred(t).unf;} 
tm.r.unf=tlr; 
tra.l.unf=tll: 
if (t2r > tm.r.unf) tm.r.unf=t2r; 
if (t3r > tm.r.unf) tm.r.unf=t3r; 
if (t4r > tm.r.unf) tm.r.unf=t4r; 
if (t21 < tm.l.unf) tm.l.unf=t21; 
if (t31 < tm.l.unf) tm.l.unf=t31; 
if (t41 < tm.l.unf) tm.l.unf=t41; 
return tm; 
/ * * < ¥ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /  
/* gexp.m (MPl) •/ 
#include "mytype.h" 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <float.h> 
extern plural intvl gadd(plural intvl,plural intvl): 
extern plural intvl gsub(plural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gmuKplural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gdiv(plural intvl,plural intvl); 
plural intvl exppos(y) 
plural intvl y; 
{ plural int i,j; 
plural double length=DBL_HAX; 
plural intvl x,expx,nexterm,dr,total,pre,res,one,result; 
x.l.unf=x.r.unf=y.l.unf; 
one.l.unf=one.r.unf=l.0; 
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expx.l.unf=expx.r.unf=l.0; 
nexterin=x; 
i=0: 
while (++i) 
-( expx=gadd(0xpx .nexterm): 
dr.1.unf=dr.r.unf=i+l; 
nexterm=gdiv(nexterm,dr); 
nexterm=gmul(nexterm,x); 
if (x.l.unf < i+1) 
{ res=gdiv(x,dr): 
res=gsub(one,res); 
res=gdiv(nexterm,res); 
res.1.unf=0.0; 
total=gadd(expx,res); 
if (total.r.unf-total.1.unf >= length) break; 
else { length=total.r.unf-total.1.unf; pre=total:} 
} 
} 
if (y.l.unf == y.r.unf) return pre; 
else 
•{ result. 1,unf=pre.l.unf: 
length=DBL_MAX; 
X.1.unf=x.r.unf=y.r.unf; 
expx.l.unf=expx.r.unf=l.0; 
nexterm=x; 
i=0: 
while (++i) 
{ expx=gadd(expx,nexterm); 
dr.1.unf=dr.r.unf=i+l; 
nexterm=gdiv(nexterm,dr); 
next0rm=gmul(nexterm,x); 
if (x.l.unf < i+1) 
•[ res=gdiv(x,dr); 
res=gsub(one,res); 
res=gdiv(nexterm,res); 
res.1.unf=0.0; 
total=gadd(expx,res); 
if (total.r.unf-total.1.unf >= length) break; 
else { length=total.r.unf-total.1.unf; pre=total;} 
} 
} 
result.r.unf=pre.r.unf; 
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return result; 
} 
} 
plural intvl gexp(y) 
plural intvl y; 
{ plural intvl x,tmp,tmpl,tmp2,tmp3,one: 
if (y.l.unf >= 0 && y.r.unf >= 0) 
{ tmp3=exppos(y): 
if (y.l.unf == 0) tmp3.1.unf=1.0; 
if (y.r.unf == 0) tmp3.r.unf=1.0; 
return tmp3: 
} 
else 
{ if (y.l.unf <= 0 && y.r.unf <= 0) 
•C x.l.unf = -y.r.unf: 
x.r.unf = -y.l.unf; 
tmp=exppos(x); 
one.l.unf=one.r.unf=1.0; 
tmp3=gdiv(one,tmp); 
if (y.l.unf == 0) tmp3.1.unf=1.0; 
if (y.r.unf == 0) tmp3.r.unf=l.0; 
return tmp3: 
} 
else 
{ tmpl.l.unf=0: 
tmpl.r.unf=y.r.unf; 
tmpl=6xppos(tmpl): 
tmp2.1.unf=0; 
tmp2.r.unf= -y.l.unf; 
tmp2=exppos(trap2); 
one.l.unf=one.r.unf=1.0; 
tmp2=gdiv(one,tmp2); 
tmpS.1.unf=tmp2.1.unf; 
tmp3.r.unf=tmpl.r.unf; 
return tmp3: 
} 
} 
} 
!* gln.m (MPl) */ 
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#includG "mytype.h" 
tfinclude <stdio.h> 
#include <float.h> 
extern plural intvl gaddCplural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gsubCplural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gmuKplural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gdivCplural intvl,plural intvl); 
plural intvl Inpos(y) 
plural intvl y; 
< plural int i.j; 
plural double length=DBL_MAX; 
plural intvl x,xsq,Inx,xpower,term,dr,total,pre,con,coe,one,two,result; 
one.1.unf=one.r.unf=1.0; 
x.1.unf=x.r.unf=y.1. unf; 
x=gdiv(gsub(x,one),gadd(x,one)); 
xsq=gmul(x,x); 
lnx=x; 
xpower=graul(xsq,x); 
i=0: 
while (++i) 
{ dr.l.unf=dr.r.unf=2*i+l; 
tGrm=gdiv(xpower,dr); 
lnx=gadd(lnx,terra); 
xpowGr=gmul(xpower,xsq); 
dr.1.unf=dr.r.unf=2*i+3; 
coG=gdiv(xpower,dr); 
con=gsub(one,xsq); 
coe=gdiv(coe,con); 
COG.1.unf=0.0; 
total=gadd(lnx,coe); 
if (total.r.unf-total.l.unf >= length) break; 
else { length=total.r.unf-total.l.unf; pre=total;} 
} 
tMo.l.unf=two.r.unf=2.C; 
if (y.l.unf == y.r.unf) return gmul(two,pre); 
else 
{ result.1.unf=gmul(two,pre).l.unf; 
length=DBL_MAX; 
x.l.unf=x.r.unf=y.r.unf; 
x=gdiv(gsub(x,one),gadd(x,one)); 
xsq=gmul(x,x); 
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lnx=x; 
xpower=ginul(xsq,x); 
i=0: 
while (++i) 
{ dr.l.unf=dr.r.unf=2*i+l: 
term=gdiv(xpower,dr); 
lnx=gadd(lnx,term); 
xpower=gmul(xpower,xsq); 
dr. 1.unf=dr.r.unf=2*i+3; 
coe=gdiv(xpower,dr); 
con=gsub(one,xsq); 
coe=gdiv(coe,con); 
coe.l.unf=0.0: 
total=gadd(lnx,coe); 
if (total.r.unf-total.l.unf >= length) break; 
else { length=total.r.unf-total.l.unf: pre=total:} 
} 
result.r.unf=gmul(two,pre).r.unf; 
return result; 
} 
} 
plural intvl gln(y) 
plural intvl y; 
{ plural intvl x.tmpl,tmp2,tmp3,one,negone; 
if (y.l.unf <= 0 I 1 y.r.unf <= 0) return; 
if (y.l.unf >= 1 && y.r.unf >= 1) 
{ tmp3=lnpo6(y): 
if (y.l.unf ==1) tmp3.1.unf=0.0; 
if (y.r.unf ==1) tmp3.r.unf=0.0: 
return tmp3; 
> 
else 
{ if (y.l.unf <= 1 &k y.r.unf <= 1) 
{ one.l.unf=one.r.unf=l.0; 
x=gdiv(one,y); 
tmp3=lnpos(x); 
negone.1.unf=negone.r.unf= -1.0; 
tmp3=gmul(negone,tmp3); 
if (y.l.unf == 1) tmp3.1.unf=0.0; 
if (y.r.unf ==1) tmp3.r.uni=0.0; 
return tmp3; 
} 
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else 
{ tmpl.1.unf=l: 
tmpl.r.unf=y.r.unf; 
tmpl=lnpos(tmpl); 
one.l.unf=one.r.unf=l.0; 
tmp2.r.unf=1.0: 
tmp2.1.unf=y.1. unf; 
tmp2=gdiv(one,tmp2); 
tmp2=lnpos(tmp2); 
negone.l.unf=negone.r.unf= -1.0; 
tmp2=gmul(negone,tmp2); 
tmp3.1.unf=tmp2.1.unf; 
tmp3.r.unf=tmpl.r.unf; 
return tmpS; 
} 
} 
} 
/* feupdown.c (MPl) */ 
/* This program does the F.E. computation for mulnor.wrap.m etc. */ 
/* The front end is just a DEC 5000/240, which has IEEE rounding mode */ 
/* control. We don't have to bother using the Clemmesen algorithms. */ 
/ It, It, ******>>•/ 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include "/usr/include/mips/fpu.h" 
^define maxn 10 
#define maxintv 10 
int ffn,ffm[maxn+l]: 
double fa[maxn+l][maxintv+1]; 
struct {double l,r:> ffc[maxn+l][maxintv+1],ffh[maxn+l][maxintv+1], 
ffx[maxn+l][maxintv+1]; 
feupdownO 
{ 
int sw,mask=3.twobits,fi,fj; 
/* set rounding mode to round to plus infinity (low order bits=2) */ 
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sw=get_fpc_csr(); 
/* use mask to extract two low order bits from the status register */ 
twobits=sw & mask; /* twobits is now = 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 */ 
/* adjust the two low order bits to equal 2, then set the register */ 
switch(twobits) 
{ 
case 0: 
set_fpc_csr(sw+2); 
break; 
case 1: 
set_fpc_csr(sw+l); 
break; 
case 3: 
set_fpc_csr(sw-l); 
break; 
default: 
break; 
} 
for (fi=l;fi<=ffn;fi++) 
for (fj=l:fj<=ffm[fi];fj++) 
{ ffc[fi] [f j] .r=(fa[fi] [f j-1]+fa[fi] [f j] )/2.0: 
ffh[fi] [f j] .r=(fa[fi] [f j]-fa[fi] [fj-l])/2.0; 
ffx[fi] [fj] .r=fa[fi] [fj]; 
} 
/* set rounding mode to round to minus infinity (low order bits=3) */ 
sw=get_fpc_csr(); 
/* use mask to extract the two low order bits from the status register */ 
twobits=sw & mask; /* twobits is now = to 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 */ 
/* adjust the two low order bits to equal 3, then set the register */ 
switch(twobits) 
case 0: 
set_fpc_csr(sw+3); 
break; 
case 1: 
set_fpc_csr(sw+2); 
break; 
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case 2: 
set_lpc_csr(sw+l); 
break; 
default: 
break; 
> 
for (fi=l;fi<=ffn:fi++) 
for (fj=l;fj<=ffm[fi];fj++) 
{ ffc[fi][fj].l=(fa[fi][fj-l]+faCfi] [fj] )/2.0; 
ffh[fi][fj].l=(fa[fi][fj]-fa[fi][fj-l])/2.0; 
ffx[fi][fj].l=fa[fi][fj-1] ; 
} 
/* move back to round to nearest •/ 
sw=get_fpc_csr(); 
/* use mask to extract the two low order bits from the status register */ 
twobits=sw k mask; /* twobits is now = to 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 •/ 
/* adjust the low order bits to equal 0, then set the register */ 
switch(twobits) 
{ 
case 1: 
set_fpc_csr(sw-l); 
break; 
case 2: 
set_fpc_csr(sw-2); 
break; 
case 3; 
set_fpc_csr(sw-3); 
break; 
default: 
break; 
} 
} 
/* mytype.h (MP2) */ 
typedef struct { double 1; 
double r; 
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} intvl; 
/* gadd.m (MP2) */ 
#include "mytype.h" 
#include <lenv.h> 
#include <float.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#define INF DBL.MAX 
#define MINF -DBL.MAX 
plural intvl gadd(x,y) 
plural intvl x,y: 
{ plural intvl z; 
if ((x.r==INF a& y.r==MINF) || (x.r==MINF ft& y.r==INF)) 
{ p.printf("Invilid addition!\n"): 
return z; 
} 
else 
{ fesetroundCFE.UPWARD); 
if (x.r==INF II y.r==INF) z.r=INF; 
else 
{ if (x.r==MINF || y.r==MINF) z.r=MINF: 
else z.r=x.r+y.r; 
} 
} 
if ((x.l==INF kk y.l==MINF) II (x.l==MINF ftfc y.l==INF)) 
{ p.printf("Invilid addition!\n"); 
return z; 
} 
else 
{ fesetround(FE_DOWNWARD); 
if (x.l==INF II y.l==INF) z.l=INF; 
else 
{ if (x.l==MINF II y.l==HINF) z.l=MINF: 
else z.l=x.l+y.l: 
} 
} 
fesetround(FE.TONEAREST); 
return z; 
} 
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/* gsub.m (MP2) */ 
^include "mytype.h" 
extern plural intvl gadd(plural intvl,plural intvl); 
plural intvl gsub(x,y) 
plural intvl x.y; 
{ plural intvl t; 
t.l = -y.r; 
t.r = -y.l; 
return gadd(x,t): 
} 
/* gmul.ra (MP2) */ 
#include "mytype.h" 
#include <fenv.h> 
#include <float.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#define INF DBL.MAX 
#define HINF -DBL.MAX 
plural intvl grauKx.y) 
plural intvl x,y: 
{ plural intvl z; 
plural double pl,p2,p3,p4: 
plural double ql,q2,q3,q4; 
if (((x.l==INF II x.l==MINF) && y.l==0) || ((y.l==INF || y.l==MINF) 
&& x.l==0)) 
{ p.printf("Invalid Multiplication!\n"); 
return z; 
} 
else 
{ if ((x.l==INF &a y.l>0) II (x.l==MINF && y.KO) II 
(y.l==INF &ft x.l>0) II (y.l==HINF && x.KO)) pl=ql=INF: 
else if ((x.l==INF && y.KO) || (x.l==MINF && y.l>0) || 
(y.l==INF && x.KO) II (y.l==MINF kSc x.l>0)) pl=ql=MINF: 
else 
{ fesetround(FE.DOWNWARD); 
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pl=x.l*y.l: 
fesetround(FE_UPWARD); 
ql=x.l*y.l; 
} 
} 
if (((x.l==INF II x.l==MINF) kk y.r==0) II ((y.r==INF || y.r==MINF) 
k k  x.l==0)) 
{ p.printf("Invalid Multiplication!\n"); 
return z; 
} 
else 
{  i t  ((x.l==INF k k  y.r>0) II (x.l==MINF k k  y.r<0) || 
(y.r==INF k k  x.l>0) || (y.r==MINF k k  x.KO)) p2=q2=INF; 
else if ((x.l==INF kk y.r<0) II (x.l==MINF y.r>0) II 
(y.r==INF k k  x.KO) II (y.r==MINF k k  x.l>0)) p2=q2=MINF: 
else 
{ fesetround(FE_DOWNWARD); 
p2=x.l*y.r; 
fesetround(FE_UPWARD); 
q2=x.l*y.r; 
} 
} 
if (((x.r==INF II x.r==MINF) k k  y.l==0) II ((y.l==INF || y.l==HINF) 
k k  x.r==0)) 
{ p.printf("Invalid Multiplication!\n"); 
return z; 
} 
else 
{ if ((x.r==INF k k  y.l>0) || (x.r==MINF k k  y.KO) || 
(y.l==INF k k  x.r>0) I1 (y.l==MINF 8:8: x.r<0)) p3=q3=INF: 
else if ((x.r==INF kk y.KO) II (x.r==MINF kk y.l>0) II 
(y.l==INF k k  x.r<0) II (y.l==MINF k k  x.r>0)) p3=q3=MINF: 
else 
{ fesetround(FE_DOWNWARD); 
p3=x.r*y.1; 
fesetround(FE_UPWARD); 
q3=x.r*y.1; 
} 
} 
if (((x.r==INF II x.r==MINF) k k  y.r==0) II ((y.r==INF II y.r==MINF) 
k k  x.r==0)) 
{ p.printf("Invalid Multiplication!\n"); 
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return z ;  
} 
else 
{  i i  ((x.r==INF && y.r>0) || (x.r==MINF && y.r<0) || 
(y.r==INF && x.r>0) II (y.r==MINF && x.r<0)) p4=q4=INF: 
else if ((x.r==INF && y.r<0) II (x.r==MINF && y.r>0) || 
(y.r==INF && x.r<0) || (y.r==MINF && x.r>0)) p4=q4=MINF: 
else 
{ fesetroundCFE.DOWNWARD); 
p4=x.r*y.r; 
fesetround(FE_UPWARD); 
q4=x.r*y.r; 
} 
} 
z.l=pl: 
z.r=ql; 
if (z.l>p2) z.l=p2; 
if (z.l>p3) z.l=p3: 
if (z.l>p4) z.l=p4; 
if (z.r<q2) z.r=q2: 
if (z.r<q3) z.r=q3; 
if (z.r<q4) z.r=q4; 
fesetround(FE_TONEAREST); 
return z; 
} 
/iti* ***** ****** If*** 
/* gdiv.m (MP2) */ 
/ : f * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /  
#include "mytype.h" 
#include <fenv.h> 
#include <float.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#define INF DBL.MAX 
#dafine MINF -DBL.HAX 
extern plural intvl gmuKplural intvl,plural intvl): 
plural intvl grec(y) 
plural intvl y; 
{ plural intvl z; 
if ((y.l==MINF && y.r==MINF) I I  (y.l==INF && y.r==INF)) z.l=z.r=0: 
else if (y.l==MINF && y.r<=0) 
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{ z.r=0: 
if (y.r==0) z.l=MINF: 
else 
i fesetround(FE.DOWNWARD); 
z.l=1.0/y.r; 
} 
} 
else if (y.r==INF && y.l>=0) 
{ z.l=0: 
if (y.l==0) z.r=INF: 
else 
{ fesetround(FE_UPWARD): 
z.r=l.0/y.1; 
} 
} 
else if (y.KO && y.r>0) {z.l=MINF: z.r=INF:} 
else if (y.l==0 && y.r==0) z.l=z.r=INF: 
else if (y.l==0 && y.r>0) 
{ z.r=INF: 
fesetround(FE_DOWNWARD); 
z.1=1.0/y.r; 
} 
else if (y.KO && y.r==0) 
{ z.l=MINF: 
fesetround(FE.UPWARD); 
z.r=1.0/y.l; 
} 
else 
{ fesetround(FE_DOWNWARD); 
z.1=1.0/y.r; 
fesetround(FE_UPWARD); 
z.r=1.0/y.l; 
} 
fesetround(FE_TONEAREST); 
return z; 
plural intvl gdiv(x,y) 
plural intvl x,y: 
{ return graul(x,grec(y)); 
} 
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/* gsqu.m (MP2) */ 
^include "mytype.h" 
extern plural intvl gmuKplural intvl,plural intvl); 
plural intvl gsqu(x) 
plural intvl x; 
{ plural intvl tmp; 
tmp=gmul(x ,x); 
if (x.KO &ft x.r>0) tmp. 1=0; 
return tmp; 
} 
/* gsqt.m (MP2) */ 
#include "mytype.h" 
#include <stdio.h> 
^include <float.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#define INF DBL.MAX 
#define MINF -DBL.MAX 
#define eps 0.01 
extern plural intvl gadd(plural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gsub(plural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gmuKplural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gdiv(plural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gsquCplural intvl); 
plural intvl gsqt(x) 
plural intvl x; 
{ plural intvl sqt,endx,y,z,tl,t2,two,mid; 
plural double length; 
plural int goon; 
if (x.KO) 
{ p.printf("Square root of a negative?\n"); 
return y; 
} 
two.l=two.r=2; 
length=DBL_MAX; 
if (x.l==0) sqt.l=0; 
else if (x.l==INF) sqt.l=INF: 
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else 
{ endx.l=endx.r=x.1;; 
y.l=p_sqrt(x.1)-eps; 
y.r=y.l+2*eps; 
y.l=y.l>0?y.l:DBL_MIN: 
while (y.l*y.l>x.l) y.l-=eps: 
while (y.r*y.r<x.l) y.r+=eps; 
goon=l: 
while (goon) 
{ tl.l=tl.r=y.l: 
t2.1=t2.r=y.r: 
mid=gdiv(gadd(tl,t2),two); 
z=gsub(mid,gdiv(gsub(gsqu(mid),endx),gmul(two,y))); 
y.l=y.l>z.l?y.1:z.1; 
y. r=y.r<z.r?y.r:z.r; 
if (y.r-y.l>=length) goon=0: 
else length=y.r-y.1; 
} 
sqt.l=y.l: 
} 
length=DBL_MAX: 
if (x.r==0) sqt.r=0: 
else if (x.r==INF) sqt.r=INF: 
else 
{ endx.l=endx.r=x.r;; 
y.l=p_8qrt(x.r)-eps; 
y.r=y.l+2feps: 
y.l=y.l>0?y.l:DBL_MIN; 
while (y.l*y.l>x.r) y.l-=eps: 
while (y.r*y.r<x.r) y.r+=ep8; 
goon=l: 
while (goon) 
•C tl.l=tl.r=y.l: 
t2.1=t2.r=y.r; 
mid=gdiv(gadd(tl,t2),two); 
z=gsub(mid,gdiv(gsub(gsqu(mid),endx),gmul(two,y))); 
y.l=y.l>2.1?y.l:z.l: 
y. r=y.r<z.r?y.r:z.r; 
if (y.r-y.l>=length) goon=0; 
else length=y.r-y.l: 
} 
sqt.r=y.r; 
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} 
return sqt; 
} 
/ Illicit illiillilit lit lit ill lilt 1(^1(11 lit ilf lit 1^(7(11 lift 111 lit lit lit Ht 1^1 if m lit lie / 
/* gexp.m (MP2) */ 
/]t<>t(i*(>ti>ti:t<:tiitiitii)i:ti>tcitc!ti*it(itciti;*<;ti«:t<>t>>l>>|c>K>«<>t<«>tc>tiit(>t<>K>t<>t>>tc*it<>tc>«<:t<iti>tc>ti>|>«>|<*it<iti>t(stii|<iti*s|(«>4(!tcitcit<it>>t<>t<>l<*>t<**>K«*/ 
^include "mytype.h" 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <float.h> 
extern plural intvl gadd(plural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gsub(plural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gmuKplural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gdiv(plural intvl,plural intvl); 
plural intvl exppos(y) 
plural intvl y; 
{ plural int i,j; 
plural double length=DBL_MAX: 
plural intvl x,expx,nexterra,dr,total,pre,res,one,result; 
x,l=x.r=y.l: 
one.l=one.r=l.0; 
expx.l=expx.r=l.0; 
nexterm=x; 
i=0; 
while (++i) 
{ expx=gadd(expx,nexterm); 
dr.l=dr.r=i+l; 
nexterm=gdiv(nexterm,dr); 
nexterm=gmul(nexterra,x); 
if (x.l < i) 
{ res=gdiv(x,dr); 
res=gsub(one,res); 
res=gdiv(nexterm,res); 
res.1=0.0; 
total=gadd(6xpx,res); 
if (total.r-total.l >= length) break; 
else { length=total.r-total.l; pre=total;} 
} 
} 
if (y.l == y.r) return pre; 
else 
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{ result.l=prG.l: 
length=DBL_MAX; 
x.l=x.r=y.r; 
expx.l=expx.r=l.0; 
next6rm=x; 
i=0; 
while (++i) 
{ expx=gadd(expx.nexterm): 
dr.l=dr.r=i+l; 
nexterin=gdiv(nexterm,dr); 
nexterm=gmul(nexterm,x); 
if (x.l < i) 
{ res=gdiv(x,dr); 
res=gsub(one,res); 
res=gdiv(nexterm,res); 
res.1=0.0; 
total=gadd(expx,res); 
if (total.r-total.l >= length) break; 
else •( length=total.r-total.l; pre=total;} 
} 
} 
result.r=pre.r: 
return result; 
} 
> 
plural intvl gexp(y) 
plural intvl y; 
{ plural intvl x,tmp,tmpl,tmp2,tmp3,one; 
if (y.l >= 0 a& y.r >= 0) 
{ trap3=exppos(y); 
if (y.l == 0) tmpS.1=1.0; 
if (y.r == 0) tmp3.r=1.0; 
return tmp3; 
} 
else 
{ if (y.l <= 0 && y.r <= 0) 
{ x.l = -y.r; 
x.r = -y.l; 
tmp=exppos(x); 
one.l=one.r=1.0; 
tmp3=gdiv(one,tmp); 
if (y.l == 0) tmp3.1=1.0; 
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if (y.r == 0) tmp3.r=1.0; 
return tmpS; 
} 
else 
{ tmpl.1=0; 
tmpl.r=y.r: 
tmpl=exppos(tmpl); 
tmp2.1=0; 
tmp2.r= -y.l; 
tmp2=exppos(tmp2); 
one.l=one.r=l.0; 
tmp2=gdiv(one,tmp2); 
tmp3.1=tmp2.1: 
tmp3.r=tmpl.r; 
return tmp3; 
} 
} 
} 
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APPENDIX B. MASPAR SOURCE CODES FOR SURVEY 
SAMPLING ANALYSIS 
/* bigtotal.c */ 
/* Youngs and Cramer's algorithm. Technometrics vol 13 number 3. */ 
/* 71/8 p.657. algorithm S7. May refer to /home/ouhong/carp/total.m */ 
/* for variable settings. They are very similar. */ 
/* Can deal with einy # of variables. The program splits the problem */ 
/* and handles a maxvar^maxvar matrix at a time. */ 
/* running time is 20 sec vs. 25 min (MasPar vs. 386) */ 
/* if strata begins from 1, j=0 should be changed to */ 
/* j=l (in file ratein.m). */ 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <malloc.h> 
#define maxvar 50 
#define mpsize 16384 
#define nxproc 128 
#define nyproc 128 
extern void rateinO .ttlonlyO .covpeirtO ; 
extern int nstrt,cov,penum,nrow,ncol,actvarl[maxvar],actvar2[maxvar], 
lastid; 
extern double sneak[2],v[maxvar][maxvar] .leftover[maxvar][maxvar], 
ttl [maxvar],lastxl[maxvar].lastyl[maxvar].lastx2[maxvar], 
lasty2[maxvar],lastvar[2]; 
extern double varl[maxvar+3],var2[maxvar+3]; 
mainO 
{ FILE *fd: 
int i,il,i2.j.jl,j2,kl,k2.11,12.ml,m2,m3.fecov.fepenum,fe_num_var, 
f e_num_strt. *f eactvcir, f elastid; 
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char data[30]; 
double *varpool,*fevar[mpsize] ,*lettl,**fev,**feleftover,fesneak[2]; 
double *lelastxl,*lelastyl,*lelastx2,*felasty2,felastvar[2]; 
printf("Input data file name : "); 
scanf ("'/,s" ,data); 
printf("Input number of variables in the data file : "); 
/* including strata,cluster and weight */ 
scanf ("7,d" ,&f e.num.var); 
printf("Input number of strata (strata has to start from 0) : "); 
scanf ("7,d" ,&fe_num_strt); 
printf("Do you want the Var-Cov matrix ? (1-yes 0-no) "); 
scanf ("'/,d" ,afecov); 
feactvar=(int *)malloc(sizeof(int)*fe_num_var); 
printf("Do you want TOTAL for which variables? (1-yes 0-no)\n"); 
for (i=3;i<=fe_nuin_var-l;i++) 
{ printf ("variable #7,d : ",i+l); 
scanf ("7id" ,&feactvar [i] ); 
} 
copyOut(&fe_nuin_strt.ftnstrt.sizeof(int)); 
callRequest(ratein,0): /* get the rates */ 
fd=fopen(data,"r"); 
varpool=(double *)malloc(sizeof(double)*maxvar*mpsize); 
/* used as a buffer to put the fe variables in */ 
/* to transfer to pe or acu */ 
for (i=0:i<=mpsize-l:i++) 
fevar[i]=(double *)raalloc(sizeof(double)ffe.num.var); 
fettl=(double *)malloc(sizeof(double)ffe.num.var); 
fev=(double **)malloc(sizeof(double *)*fe.num_Veir); 
feleftover=(double **)malloc(sizeof(double *)*fe_nuin.var); 
felastxl=(double *)malloc(sizeof(double)*fe_num.var); 
felastyl=(double *)raalloc(sizeof(double)ffe.nuin.var); 
felastx2=(double •)raalloc(sizeof(double)*fe.num_var): 
felasty2=(double *)malloc(sizeof(double)*fe.num.var); 
for (i=0:i<=fe.nuin.var-l:i++) 
{ fev[i]=(double *)malloc(sizeof(double)f(i+l)); 
/* make triangle matrix since the cov matrix is symmetric */ 
feleftover[i] = (double *)malloc(sizeof(double)*(i+l)); 
} 
for (i=0:i<=fe.nuni.var-l;i++) 
{ fettl[i]=0: 
for (j=0;j<=i;j++) 
{ fev[i] [j]=0; 
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feleftover[i][j]=0: 
} 
} 
copyOut(&fecov,fecov.sizeof(int)); 
felastid=0: 
felastvar[0]=felastvar[l]= -1; 
fscanf (fd,"7,lf" ,&fesiieak[0]); 
/* sneak[0,l] are the strata and cluster on the first pe node */ 
/* of the next round. Used to detect if end of strata or */ 
/* cluster is reached */ 
fscanf (fd,'"/,If" ,&fesneakCl]); 
while (! feof(fd)) 
{ fepenum=mpsize; /* # of active pe nodes for this round */ 
for (i=0;i<=inpsize-l:i++) 
if (! feof(fd)) 
{ if (i==0) 
{ fevar[0][0]=fesneak[0] ; 
fevar[0][l]=fesneak[l] ; 
fesneak[0]=fesneak[l] = -1; 
for (j=2*,j<=fe_num_var-l;j++) 
fscanf (fd, "'/,lf " ,&fevar [0] [j] ); 
} 
else 
for (j=0;j<=fe_nuin_var-l:j++) 
f scanf (fd, "'/,lf " ,&fevar [i] [j]); 
} 
else 
{ fepenum=i-l; /* should be i logically, but the program */ 
/* always reads for one more line. Not */ 
/* sure why(the \n at the end?). */ 
breeik; 
} 
if (! feof(fd)) 
/* fesneak are next round's strata and cluster # on the first */ 
/* active pe node. By looking at fesneak we will know if this */ 
/* round at the last active pe node we are at the end of a •/ 
/* strata or a cluster. */ 
{ f scanf (fd,'"/,If ",&fesneakCO]); 
fscanf (fd,'"/,If " ,&fesneak[l]); 
} 
j=0: 
for (i=0:i<fepenum;i++) 
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{ varpool[j++]=fevar[i][0]: 
varpool[j++]=fevar[i] [1] ; 
varpool[j++]=fGvar[i][2]: 
} 
/* strata,cluster and weight are put in their positions. */ 
/* varl[0,l,2] are these info. var2[0,l,2] are not used at all. */ 
/* Whenever we want to use, say, var2[l] we just use varl[l]. */ 
/* They are always the seime. */ 
blockOut(varpool,varl,0,0,nxproc.nyproc,sizeof(double)*3); 
copyOut(fesneak,sneak,sizeof(double)*2); 
copyOut(&fepenuin,&penum,sizGof(int)); 
jl=2: 
/* il.varl etc, the "1" variables are for the rows of the cov matrix */ 
/* i2,var2 etc, the "2" variables are for the cols of the cov matrix */ 
while (jl<fe_num_var-l) 
{ il=jl+l: 
jl=il+maxvar-l; 
jl=jl>fe_num_var-l?fG_niun_var-l:jl: 
/* Deal with variables il to jl for row variables. */ 
ml=0: 
for (kl=0;kl<fepenum;kl++) 
for (ll=il:ll<=jl:ll++) 
varpool[ml++]=fevar[kl][11]; 
blockOut(varpool,&var1[3],0,0,nxproc,nyproc, 
sizeof(double)*(jl-il+l)); 
/* starts from 3 because 0,1,2 are strata,cluster and weight already */ 
copyOut(afeactvar[il].actvarl,sizeof(int)*(jl-il+l)); 
ml=jl-il+l; /* # of row variables for this round *! 
copyOut(&ml,anrow,sizeof(int)); 
copyOut(&fettl[il],ttl,sizeof(double)*ml); 
/* send the total in order to update */ 
callRequest(ttlonly,0); /* update the total */ 
copyIn(ttl,&fettl[il],sizeof(double)•ml); 
/* send the updated total back */ 
j2=2; 
while (j2<jl) 
{ i2=j2+l: 
j2=i2+maxvar-l; 
j2=j2>jl?jl:j2; 
/* Deal with variables i2 to j2 for column variables. */ 
m2=0: 
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for (k2=0;k2<fepenuin:k2++) 
for (12=i2;12<=j2:12++) 
varpool[m2++]=fGvar[k2] [12]; 
blockOut(varpool,&var2[3],0,0,nxproc,nyproc, 
sizeof(doublG)*(j2-i2+l)); 
copyOut(&feactvar[i2],actvar2,sizeof(int)•(j2-i2+l)); 
copyOut(&felastxl[il].lastxl,sizeof(double)»ml); 
copyOut(ftfelastyl[il],lastyl,sizeof(double)*ml); 
m2=j2-i2+l; 
copyOut(&m2,&ncol,sizeof(int)); 
copyOut(&felastx2[i2],lastx2,sizeof(double)*m2); 
copyOut(afelasty2[i2],lasty2,sizeof(double)*m2); 
m3=0: 
for (k2=il;k2<=il+maxvar-l:k2++) 
for (12=i2;12<=i2+maxvar-l;12++) 
if (k2>jl II 12>j2) varpool[ra3++]=0; 
else varpool[m3++]=k2>=12?fGv[k2][12] :fev[12][k2]; 
copyOut(varpool,v,sizeof(double)*maxvar*maxvar): 
/* V is the cov matrix on pe */ 
m3=0: 
for (k2=il;k2<=il+maxvar-l:k2++) 
for (12=i2;12<=i2+maxvar-l;12++) 
if (k2>jl II 12>j2) varpool[m3++]=0: 
else varpool[m3++]=k2>=12?feleftover[k2][12]: 
feleftover [12][k2]; 
copyOut(varpool,leftover.sizeof(double)*maxvar*maxvar); 
/* leftover is use by covpart subroutine */ 
copyOut(&felastid.aiastid,sizeof(int)); 
copyOut(felastvar,lastvar,sizeof(double)*2); 
callRequest(covpart,0); 
if (jl >= fG_num_var-l) 
{ copyIn(lasty2,afelasty2[i2].sizeof(double)*m2); 
copyIn(lastx2.afelastx2[i2].sizeof(double)*m2); 
} 
copyIn(leftover.varpool.sizeof(double)*raaxvar'»raaxvar); 
/* copy back the updated leftover matrix */ 
m3=0; 
for (k2=il:k2<=il+maxvar-l;k2++) 
for (12=i2;12<=i2+maxvar-l;12++) 
if (k2>jl II 12>j2 II k2<12) m3++: 
else feleftover[k2][12]=varpool[m3++]; 
copy In (V, varpool. s izeof (double) *maxvar *max veir); 
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/* copy back the updated v matrix */ 
in3=0: 
for (k2=il ;k2<=il+maxvar-l •,k2++) 
for (12=i2;12<=i2+maxvar-l:12++) 
if (k2>jl II 12>j2 II k2<12) m3++; 
else fev[k2][12]=varpool[m3++] : 
} 
copylnClastyl(ftfelastyl[il].sizeof(double)*ml); 
copylndastxl .afelastxl [il] .sizeof (double)*ml); 
} 
copylndastvar ,felastvar,sizeof (double)*2); 
copyIn(&lastid,afelastid,sizeof(int)); 
} 
printf("Total :\n"); 
for (i=0:i<=fe_niun_var-l:i++) 
if (feactvar[i]==l) printf ("variable #'/,d : '/,10.4f \n", i+1 ,fettl [i]); 
if (fecov==l) 
•{ printf("Var-Cov :\n"); 
for (i=3;i<=fe_nuin_var-l;i++) 
if (feactvar[i]==l) 
{ for (j=3:j<=fe_nuin_var-l:j++) 
if (feactvar[j]==l) 
{ if (i>=3) printf ("•/.24.4ffev[i] [j]); 
else printf ("'/,24.4f" ,fev[j] [i] ); 
} 
printf("\n"); 
} 
} 
} 
/* covpart.m */ 
>l< If It! % 4< If If  ^  ^ >*< * i4> >t< % 1*1 ||C iti ilcti / 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <mpl.h> 
#include <mp_libc.h> 
#include <ppeio.h> 
#define maxvar 50 
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extern int selectOneO; 
extern int selectFirstO ; 
extern plural int strata_flag,cluster_flag; 
extern plural double varl[maxvar+3],xl[maxvar]; 
extern int penum,nrow,actvarl[maxvar]; 
extern double *acurate; 
visible int actvar2[maxvar],ncol,lastid; 
visible double v[maxvar][maxvar].leftover[maxvar][maxvar],lastvar[2], 
lastxl[maxvar].lastyl[maxvar],lastx2[maxvar],lasty2[maxvar],sneak[2]; 
visible plural double var2[maxvar+3].x2[maxvar]; 
visible void covpartO 
{ int j,1.target,fst,substop,stophere,ind=0; 
plural int id.tag; 
plural double rate,yl[maxvar],y2[maxvar].perstrata; 
double temp[maxvar]; 
if (iproc<penum) /* only penum pe nodes are used in this round */ 
{ for (j=0;j<=ncol-l;j++) 
if (actvar2[j]==l) 
{ x2[j]=varl[2]*var2[j+3] : 
x2[j]=scanAddd(x2[j],cluster_flag); 
/* values on end of clusters, these are */ 
/* individual x's in the formula */ 
} 
if (cluster_flag==l) 
i id=l: 
if (proc[0] .varl[0] !=lastv€ur[0] ) 
/* if last round we happen to encounter the */ 
/* end of a strata at the last active pe */ 
{ for (j=0;j<=nroM-l:j++) 
if (actvarl[j]==l) yl[j]=scanAddd(xl[j],strata_flag); 
for (j=0:j<=ncol-l;3++) 
if (actvar2[j]==l) y2[j]=scanAddd(x2[j] ,strata_flag); 
} 
else 
•{ fst=selectFirst(); 
ind=l; 
if (proc[0].varl[l]==lastvar[1]) 
/* if neither strata end or cluster end was */ 
/* encountered last time */ 
{ proc[fst].id=lastid: 
for (j=0;j<=nrow-l;j++) 
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if (actvarl[j]==l) 
{ temp[j]=proc[fst].xl[j]; 
proc[fst].xl[j]+=lastyl[j]; 
yl [j] =scanA(idd(xl [j] ,strata_f lag); 
/* adjust the values because part of the •/ 
/• cluster was in last round's computation */ 
proc[fst].xl[j]=proc[fst].xl[j]-lastyl[j]+lastxl[j] 
} 
for (j=0:j<=ncol-l;j++) 
if (actvar2[j]==l) 
{ proc[fst].x2[j]+=lasty2[j]: 
y2[j]=scanAddd(x2[j],strata_flag); 
proc[fst].x2[j]=proc[fSt].x2[j]-lasty2[j]+lastx2[j] 
} 
} 
else /* if same strata but different cluster between the */ 
/* first pe this round and last pe last round */ 
{ proc[fSt].id=lastid+l: 
for (j=0:j<=nrow-l:j++) 
if (actvarl[j]==1) 
{ t0mp[j]=proc[fst].xl[j]; 
proc[fst].xl[j]+=lastyl[j]; 
yl[j]=scanAddd(xl[j],strata_flag); 
proc[fst].xl[j]-=lastyl[j]; 
/* adjust differently from above */ 
} 
for (j=0:j<=ncol-l:j++) 
if (actvar2[j]==l) 
•C proc[fst] .x2[j]+=lasty2[j] ; 
y2[j]=scanAddd(x2[j],strata_flag); 
proc[fst].x2[j]-=lasty2[j]; 
} 
} 
} 
if (strata.flag==l) tag=l: 
while (tag==l) 
{ target=selectOne(): 
proc[target].rate=acurate[(int)proc[target].varl[0]]; 
proc[target].tag=0: 
} 
id=scanAdd32(id,strata.flag); 
/* the order # of cluster in its strata */ 
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all { if (proc[nproc-l].varl[0]!=sneak[0]) stophere=nproc-l; 
else if (varl[0]==proc[nproc-l].varl[0]) 
stophGrG=selactFirst()-l; 
if (proc[nproc-l].varl[0]==sneak[0] && 
proc[nproc-l].varl[l]==sneak[l]) 
{ if (varl[O]==proc[nproc-l].varl[0] ft& 
varl[1]==proc[nproc-l].varl[1]) 
substop=selGctFirst()-l; 
} 
} 
if (penum<nproc) stophGre=penum-l; 
/* stophere is to which point we update v matrix */ 
if (id>l) 
for (j=0:j<=nrow-l;j++) 
for (l=0;l<=ncol-l;1++) 
if (actvarl[j]==l && actvar2[l]==l) 
•{ perstrata=scanAddd((id*xl [j] -yl [j] )*(idfx2[l] -y2[l] )/ 
id/(id-l),strata_flag); 
/* the cov value at the end of each strata */ 
if (strata_flag==l) 
proc[selectFirst()].perstrata+=leftover[j] [1]; 
/* update the first strata because it */ 
/* has sth to do with the last round */ 
if (iproc<=stophere && strata.flag==l) 
v[j][l]+=reduceAddd(id*(l-rate)/(id-l)*perstrata); 
/•update V matrix */ 
if (proc[nproc-l] .varl[0] !=snealc[0]) leftover [j] [1]=0; 
/* record the adjust value for next round */ 
else if (proc[nproc-l].varl[l]==sneak[l]) 
leftover[j][l]=proc[substop].perstrata; 
else leftover[j][l]=proc[nproc-l].perstrata; 
} 
} 
lastid=proc[nproc-l].id; 
lastvar[0]=proc[nproc-l].varl[0] ; 
lastvar[l]=proc[nproc-l].varl[l] ; 
for (j=0:j<=nrow-l;j++) if (actvarl[j]==l) 
{ lastyl[j]=proc[nproc-l].yl[j]: 
lastxl[j]=proc[nproc-l].xl[j]; 
} 
for (j=0:j<=ncol-l;j++) if (actvar2[j]==l) 
{ lasty2[j]=proc[nproc-l].y2[j]; 
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lastx2[j]=proc[nproc-l].x2[j]; 
} 
} 
if (ind==l) 
lor (j=0;j<=nrow-l;j++) il (actvarl[j]==l) proc[fst].xl[j]=temp[j]; 
/* ratein.m */ 
(•include <stdlib.h> 
(•include <stdio.h> 
visible int nstrt; 
double *acurate: 
visible void rateinO 
{ FILE •fr; 
char ratefile[30]: 
int j: 
printf("Input rate file name : "); 
scanf ("'/,s",ratef ile); 
fr=fopen(ratefile,"r"); 
acurate=(double *)malloc(sizeof(double)*nstrt); 
j=0: 
/* here change to j=l if strata begins from 1 »/ 
while (! feof(fr)) fscanf (fr,"*/,If",&acurate[j++] ); 
} 
/1|< * 1)1« ^  Itcitcti itc ;ti >•< *** itc >ti >t<«it<«1)1««1)1«It> * >tc 4<:t> * itciti ** * Iti * It< It!  ^ It!«>t< >t< >t< >t> >t<« / 
/* ttlonly.m */ 
/***************•***•*»•**•*••**»*•»*•*****•if*****************************/ 
#include <rapl.h> 
Odefine maxvar 50 
visible int penum,actvarl[maxvar].nrow.cov; 
visible double ttl[maxvar]; 
visible plural double varl[raaxvar+3],xl[raaxvar]; 
plural int strata_flag,cluster_flag; 
visible void ttlonlyO 
{ int j: 
if (iproc<penum) 
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{ for (j=0:j<=nrow-l;j++) if (actvarl[j]==1) 
ttl[j]+=reduceAddd(varl[2]*varl[j+3]); 
if (cov==l) 
{ if (varl[O]==router[iproc+1].varl[0]) strata.flag=0; 
else strata_flag=l; 
if (varl[l]==router[iproc+l].varl[1] && 
varl[0]==router[iproc+1].varl[0]) 
cluster_flag=0; 
else cluster_flag=l: 
if (iproc==psnum-l) strata_flag=cluster_flag=l; 
for (j=0;j<=nrow-l:j++) 
if (actvarl[j]==l) 
{ xl [j]=varl[2]*varl[j+3]; 
xl [j]=scanAddd(xl[j],cluster_flag); 
} 
> 
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APPENDIX C. MASPAR SOURCE CODES FOR MULTIVARIATE 
INTEGRATION 
We include here only the program for multivariate Normal integration. 
/ If «>)< >t< ** >t< «*««>!< i|< >t< <«< >l< *>•<« >t< «>t< itc ««Ik «Ik * itoX* >t> If >•< / 
* mulnor.wrap.recur.m */ 
**•****•**•*•***•***•• •if**********#"!"*****************!***!!'********!********/ 
* Compute multivariate normal integration over a rectangle. Required */ 
* parameters: */ 
* n : dimension (<=10) •/ 
* ai,bi i=l..n : interval on each dimension (length<=19) */ 
* t[i][j] : elements of sigma inverse. */ 
* A subregion with each dimension of length <=1.9 is computed at a •/ 
* time. There is a limit of only one subregion. (Can modify to accept */ 
* more subregions and store them on F.E., pass one to PE array at a */ 
* time. This way we can eliminate the dimentions for subregions of */ 
* arrays of plural type. Have not done this!) For each n, a */ 
* multivariate Taylor expansion of fmaxk terms is used. For each of */ 
* k=0..fmaxk-1, the result is printed out. */ 
Ik Ik Ik * Ik If If If If % If If If If If If If If If If * If If If * If If * If * f If If If If If # If If If If If If If If If If If If If If If % If Ik Ik If If If If If If If If If If * If * / 
* If k reaches beyond fmaxk, there will be too many f values to store */ 
* in the limited pe memory. We just store f values for k upto fmaxk. */ 
* For k > fmaxk, the f value is computed recursively, ie, k uses f */ 
* values in k-1 and k-2 families, the k-1 f value needs f values in */ 
* k-2 and k-3 families, the k-2 f value needs f values in k-3 and k-4 */ 
* families until what we need is f value in fmaxk family, which */ 
* is already stored in some node. For any k, there are lots of f */ 
* values to be evaluated. We are doing 16K of them at a time, one on */ 
* each node. */ 
ifikifikif>fifififif4>ififififififififififififif>fifififififififif4iifififif>fifififif>fif>fififif>fififififif>fif«4<ififif«ififif>fif>kifif/ 
* PE array can wrap around as well as overlap. A virtural pe array is */ 
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/* used in concept with length 16384*wplvl. PE array can overlap wplvl */ 
/* times(in the form of array of dimension wplvl). */ 
/* In interval routines OVERFLOW and UNDERFLOW are not implemented. */ 
/* Determinant of sigma inverse is not computed, this part should */ 
/* divide the result. */ 
#include "/home/ouhong/interval/mytype.h" 
#include "/usr/include/mips/fpu.h" 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <mpl.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#define maxn 10 
#define maxintv 10 
#define pesize 16384 
/* Warp around the pe array 50 times. Cannot do 65 times like in •/ 
/* mulnor.wrap.m, because in that case we used all the memory, */ 
/* but now we have to leave some to the stack for recursive call */ 
#define wplvl 50 
/* Virtural pe array with size 16384*50. This array can warp, but */ 
/* cannot overlap. */ 
#define wsize 819200 /* 16384»50 */ 
extern plural intvl gadd(plural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gsub(plural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gmuKplural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gdiv(plural intvl,plural intvl): 
extern plural intvl gexpCplural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gln(plural intvl); 
visible extern feupdownO; 
visible extern int ffn,ffm[maxn+l]; 
visible extern double fa[maxn+l][maxintv+1] ; 
visible extern struct {double l,r;} ffc[maxn+l][maxintv+l], 
ffh[maxn+l][maxintv+1],ffx[maxn+l][maxintv+1] ; 
/* make some variables global, because they are used »/ 
I* recursively in getfO */ 
plural intvl getfO; 
plural int maxk,n,le,ble,doneniun; 
plural intvl t[maxn+l][maxn+1],c[2][maxn+1],x[2][maxn+1],fr[50][2], 
fe[50] [2] ; 
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mainO 
{ int fn,fmaxk,fi,fj,fm[maxn+l] ,tm,si[maxn+1]: 
double a[maxn+l][maxintv+1],b[maxn+l],ft[maxn+1][maxn+1]; 
struct {double l.r;} det,fc[maxn+1][maxintv+1],fh[maxn+l][maxintv+1], 
fx[maxn+1][maxintv+1],mc[2][maxn+1],mh[2][maxn+1],mx[2][maxn+1] ; 
plural int m,i,j,k,kl,wl,wlt,wlbg,wind,lepe,blepe,head,tai1,headpe, 
tailpe, thisk,act,acthead,acttail,actpe,wrplvl,id[50], 
kx[maxn+1],ki[50] [maxn+1],pid,q,kp[50][maxn+1],l[maxn+l], 
level,pace,out,r=l,e=0; 
plural int p[50].item[maxn+1] ,dist,node,psum[maxn+l].nodepe.nodepewl, 
ti,twl: 
plural double num.den; 
plural intvl gpartr[2],gparte[2],pfr[2],pfe[2],tmp: 
/* num and den are changed to double, but they are used as int. */ 
/* Using int will sometimes cause overflow. */ 
plural intvl k0,h[2][maxn+1].neghlf,ptr[2],pte[2],tmpl,tmp2,tmp3r, 
tmp3e,tmprule,tmperr,two,rule,result,sfr[2],sfe[2],ttmprule,ttmperr; 
printf("Input n(between 1 and 10) : "); 
scanf ('"/.d" ,&fn); 
/* fmaxk is the maximum k such that the total # of pe nodes needed */ 
/* for k,k-l,k-2(for this n) fit in the 128x128 pe array. */ 
switch (fn) 
{ case 1 fmaxk=100000: break 
case 2 fmaxk=100000: break 
case 3 fmaxk=700: breeik 
case 4 fmaxk=116; break 
case 5 fmaxk=49 break 
case 6 fmaxk=29 break 
case 7 fmaxk=21 break 
case 8 fmaxk=17 break 
case 9 fmaxk=14 break 
case 10 fmaxk=12 break 
} 
printf("Input al bl a2 b2 ... etc.\n"): 
/* the total # of subregions is restricted by the limited pe memory */ 
printf("(with width on each dimention at most 1.9)\n"): 
for (f i=l ;fi<=fn:fi++) scanf ("'/,If 7,lf " ,aa[f i] [0] ,&b[fi]); 
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printf("Input upper triangular elements of sigma inverse (til tl2 
tl3 ... t22 t23 ...)\n"): 
for (fi=l;fi<=fn:fi++) 
for (fj=fi:fj<=fn:fj++) 
{ scan! ("7.11" ,&ft[fi] [fj] ); 
ft[f j] [fi]=ft[fi] [fj] ; 
} 
/* cut each dimantion to make each part with length <=1.9 */ 
/* By this we make sure each iteration we get tighter */ 
!* inclusion, instead of first wider ones then tighter ones */ 
for (fi=l:fi<=maxn:fi++) fm[fi]=l; 
for (fi=l:fi<=fn;fi++) 
{ while (b[fi]-a[fi][fm[fi]-1]>1.9) 
{ a[fi] [fm[fi]] =a[fi] [fm[fi]-1]+1.9; 
fm[fi]++: 
} 
a[fi] [fm[fi]]=b[fi] ; 
} 
/* get for each dimention the c's, h's and x's. Do this on Front End */ 
/* because it has rounding mode control. */ 
/* fe_round_down(); */ 
/•for (fi=l:fi<=fn:fi++) */ 
/* for (fj=l;fj<=fm[fi]:fj++) */ 
/» { fc[fi] [f j] .l=(a[fi3 [f j-l]+a[fi] Clj])/2.0;*/ 
/* fh[fi][fj].l=(a[fi][fj]-a[fi][fj-1])/2.0;*/ 
/• fx[fi][fj].l=a[fi][fj-1] : •/ 
/* } */ 
/* fe_round_up(): */ 
/•for (fi=l;fi<=fn:fi++) */ 
/* for (fj=l:fj<=fm[fi];fj++) */ 
/* i fc[fi] [f j] .r=(a[fi] [f j-l]+a[fi] [f j] )/2.0:*/ 
/* fh[fi] [fj] .r=(a[fi] [fj]-a[fi] [f j-1] )/2.0:*/ 
/* fx[fi] [f j] .r=a[fi] [f j] ; */ 
/* } */ 
copyOut(a,fa,8*(maxn+1)*(maxintv+1)); 
copyOut(&fn,affn,4); 
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copyOut(fm,ffm,4*(maxn+l)); 
callRequest(feupdown,0); 
copyIn(ffc,fc,2*8*(maxn+l)*(inaxintv+l)); 
copyIn(ffh,fh,2*8*(maxn+l)*(maxintv+l)); 
copyIn(ffx,fx,2*8*(maxn+l)*(maxintv+l)); 
/* get the total # of subregions (tm), and c's, */ 
/* h's and x's on each dimention for each subregion. */ 
tm=0: 
for (si[10]=l;si[10]<=fm[10]:si[10]++) 
for (si [9]=1:si[9]<=fm[9];si[9]++) 
for (si[8]=l;si[8]<=fm[8] ;si[8]++) 
for (si[7]=1;si[7]<=fm[7];si[7]++) 
for (si[6]=l;si[6]<=fm[6]:si[6]++) 
for (si[5]=l;si[5]<=fm[5]:siC5]++) 
for (si[4]=l;si[4]<=fm[4] :si[4]++) 
for (si[3]=l;si[3]<=fm[3] :si[3]++) 
for (si[2]=l:si[2]<=fm[2] :si[2]++) 
for (si[l]=l:si[l]<=fm[l] :siCl]++) 
{ tm++: 
for (fi=l;fi<=fn;fi++) 
{ mc[tm] [fi] .l=fc[fi] [si[fi]] .1; 
mc[tm] [fi] .r=fc[fi] [si[fi]] .r; 
mh[tm] [fi] .l=fh[fi] [si[fi]] .1; 
mh[tm][fi].r=fh[fi][si[fi]].r; 
mx[tm] [fi] .l=fx[fi] [si[fi]] .1; 
mx[tm] [fi] .r=fx[fi] [si[fi]] .r; 
} 
/* Copy the main parameters onto pe array */ 
m=tm: 
n=fn: 
maxk=fmaxk; 
for (i=l;i<=m:i++) 
for (j=l:j<=n:j++) 
{ c[i] [j].l.unf=mc[i][j].1; 
c[i] [j] .r.unf=mc[i] [j] .r; 
h[i] [j] .l.unf=mh[i] [j] .1; 
h[i] [j] .r.unf=mh[i] [j] .r; 
x[i] [j] .l.unf=mx[i] [j] .1; 
x[i] [j] .r.unf=mx[i] [j] .r; 
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} 
for (i=l:i<=n;i++) 
for (j=i:j<=n;j++) 
t[i] [j] .l.unf=t[i] [j] .r.unf=t[j] [i] .l.unf=t[j] [i] .r.unf=ft[i] [j] ; 
neghlf.l.unf=neghlf.r.unf= -0.5; 
/» get kO, WITHOUT sigma inverse part */ 
tmpl.1.unf=tmpl.r.unf=fn: 
tmp2.1.unf=0.3989422804014326; 
tmp2.r.unf=0.3989422804014327; 
kO=gexp(gmul(tmpl,gln(tmp2))); 
/* Calculate for k=0 on pe #0, rule is the total rule part without */ 
/» k0«2**n, fr[0][i] is f(cl,c2,...) and fe[0][i] is f(xl,x2,...) */ 
/* for subregion i at 0 position of the f array. */ 
if (iproc==0) 
{ rule.1.unf=rule.r.unf=0.0; 
for (i=l:i<=m:i++) 
{ fr[0][i].l.unf=fr[0][i].r.unf=fe[0][i].l.unf=feC0][i].r.unf=0.0; 
for (j=l:j<=n:j++) 
for (k=l:k<=n:k++) 
{ fr[0] [i]=gadd(fr[03[i],gmul(t[j][k],gmul(c[i][j],c[i][k]))); 
fe[0] [i]=gadd(fe[0][i],gmul(t[j][k],gmul(x[i][j],x[i][k]))); 
} 
fr[0][i]=gexp(gmul(neghlf,fr[0][i])); 
fe[0][i]=gexp(gmul(neghlf,fe[03[i])); 
tmp.l.unf=!fr[0] [i] .l.unf; 
tmp.r.unf=fr[0][i].r.unf; 
for (j=l:j<=n:j++) tmp=graul(trap,h[i][j]); 
rule=gadd(rule,tmp); 
} 
/» Each node can have wplvl # of f values. They can wrap but cannot •/ 
/» overlap, wlbg and wind indicate the begin and end in the f array */ 
/• for the next round of computation(ie. for next k). Within the */ 
/* round, they indicate the current to-be-computed f values. •/ 
wlbg=wlnd=l; 
} 
/* le means the ending node for k-1 group in the virtural array, •/ 
I* ble is the ending node for k-2 group in the virtural array. */ 
/* lepe and blepe are the pe node # for le and ble where they */ 
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/* physically reside, donenum is 
/* have been computed so far. 
donenum=0; 
le=0; lepe=0: 
ble= -1; blepe= -1; 
if (iproc!=0) wlbg=wlnd=0: 
the total # of f values that */ 
* /  
/* Now the main part, act is used to indicate which node should be */ 
/* active. act=l means active, otherwise not active, head and tail */ 
/* indicate the head and tail position for this k group in the */ 
/• virtural array, headpe and tailpe are their physical residence */ 
/* pe node #. thisk is the # of f values for this k group, head */ 
/* node has id # 1, tail node has id # thisk, so on. On each pe, */ 
/* start from f array position wlbg, end with position wind. */ 
for (k=l •,k<=2*maxk;k++) 
{ if (k>maxk) 
/* According to k>maxk or not, we employ different strategy. */ 
/* If k<=maxk, the program is exactly the same as */ 
/* mulnor.wrap.m. If k>maxk, use getfO recursively. */ 
{ all •[two.l.unf=two.r.unf=2.0;} 
headpe=0; 
nura=den=l.0; 
for (i=l;i<=n-l;i++) 
{ num=num*(n+k-i): 
den=den*i; 
} 
thisk=nuin/den; 
id[0]=l+iproc: 
tmprule.1.unf=tmprule.r.unf=tmperr.1.unf=traperr.r.unf=0.0; 
while (thisk>0) 
{ act=0; 
if (thisk>pesize) 
{ actpe=pesize: 
acthead=0; 
acttail=pesize-l; 
all {act=l:} 
} 
else 
{ actpe=thi8k: 
acthead=0; 
acttail=thisk-l: 
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if (iproc<=thisk-l) act=l; 
} 
if (act==l) 
{ for (i=l;i<=m;i++) 
sfr[i].l.unf=sfr[i].r.unf=sfe[i].l.unf=sfe[i].r.unf=0.0: 
pid=0; 
out=0: 
for (kx[l]=n>l?0:k:kx[l]<=k &ft out==0:kx[l]++) 
for (kx[2]=n>2?0:k-kx[l]:kx[2]<=k-kx[l] && out==0:kx[2]++) 
for (kx[3]=n>3?0:k-kx[l]-kx[2];kx[3]<=k-kx[l]-kx[2] && 
out==0;kx[3]++) 
for (kx[4] =n>4?0:k-kx[1]-kx[2] -kx[3] ; 
kx[4]<=k-kx[l]-kx[2]-kx[3] && out==0:kx[4]++) 
for (kx[5]=n>5?0:k-kx[l]-kx[2]-kx[3]-kx[4]; 
kx[5]<=k-kx[l]-kx[2]-kx[3]-kx[4] && out==0;kx[5]++) 
for (kx[6]=n>6?0:k-kx[l]-kx[2]-kx[3]-kx[4]-kx[5] ; 
kx[6]<=k-kx[l]-kx[2]-kx[3]-kx[4]-kx[53 && out==0: 
kx [6]++) 
for (kx [7]=n>7?0:k-kx[1]-kx[2]-kx[3]-kx[4]-kx[5]-
kx[6] :kx[7]<=k-kx[1]-kx[2]-kx[3]-kx [4]-kx [5]-
kx[6] && out==0;kx[7]++) 
for (kx[83 =n>8?0:k-kx[1]-kx [2]-kx[3]-kx[4]-kx[5]-
kx[6]-kx[7]:kx[8]<=k-kx[1]-kx[2]-kx[3]-kx[4] -
kx[5]-kx[6]-kx[7] && out==0:kx[8]++) 
for (kx [9] =ii>9?0;k-kx [1] -kx [2] -kx [3] -kx [4] -kx [5] -
kx[6]-kx[7]-kx[8];kx[9]<=k-kx[1]-kx[2]-kx[3]-
kx[4]-kx[5]-kx[6]-kx[7]-kx[8] && out==0:kx[9]++) 
{ pid++; 
if (pid==id[0]) 
{ kx[10]=k-kx[1]-kx[2]-kx[3]-kx[4]-kx[5]-
kx[6]-kx[7]-kx[8]-kx[9] ; 
for (i=l;i<=n:i++) ki[0] [i]=kx[i]; 
out=l: 
} 
} 
for (i=l:i<=m:i++) 
/* Here are the two function calls to get f value for ith subregion with */ 
/* sub ki[0][1],ki[0][2],..., in k family, for the rule(r) or error(e) */ 
{ sfr[i]=gadd(sfr[i],getf(ki,k,i,r)); 
sfe[i]=gadd(sfe[i],getf(ki,k,i,e)); 
} 
for (i=l:i<=m;i++) 
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{ ptr[i].l.unf=ptr[i].r.unf=pte[i].l.unf=pte[i] .r.unf=0.0; 
tmp3r.l.unf=sfrCi].l.unf; 
tmp3r.r.unf=sfr[i].r.unf; 
tmp3e.l.unf=sfe[i].l.unf; 
tmp3e.r.unf=sfe[i].r.unf; 
q=0; 
j=i: 
while (j<=n) 
{ if (ki[0] [j] ! = (ki[0] [j]/2)*2) q=l; 
} 
for (j=l;j<=n:j++) 
{ tmpl.1.unf=tmpl.r.unf=ki[0][j]+1.0; 
if (k==(k/2)*2 && q==0) tmp3r=gdiv(gmul(tmp3r, 
gexp(gmul(tmpl,gln(h[i][j])))),tmpl); 
if (ki[0][j]==(ki[0][j]/2)*2) 
tmp3e=gmul(gmul(tmp3e,two),gGxp(gmul(tmpl, 
gln(h[i][j])))); 
else 
{ tmp2=gmul(tmp3G,gexp(gmul(tmpl,gln(h[i][j])))); 
tmp3e=gsub(tmp2,tmp2); 
} 
} 
for (j=l;j<=n;j++) 
{ tmpl.1.unf=tmpl.r.unf=ki[0][j]+1.0; 
tmp3e=gdiv(tmp30,tmpl); 
if (k==(k/2)*2 && q==0) ptr[i]=gadd(ptr [i] ,tinp3r); 
pte[i]=gadd(pte[i],tmp3e); 
} 
ttmprule.1.unf=ttmprule.r.unf=ttmperr.1.unf= 
ttmperr.r.unf=0.0; 
for (i=l;i<=m:i++) ttmperr=gadd(ttmperr,pte[i]); 
if (k==(k/2)*2) 
for (i=l;i<=m;i++) ttmprule=gadd(ttmprule,ptr[i]); 
level=0; 
j=i: 
while (j<actpe) 
•£ j=j*2; 
level++; 
> 
for (i=0;i<=level-l;i++) 
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{ if (i==0) pace=l; 
else pace=pace*2; 
j=iproc+pace; 
if (j>acttail) tmp.l.unf=tmp.r.unf=0.0; 
else 
{ tmp.l.unf=router[j].ttmperr.l.unf; 
tinp.r.unf=router[j] .ttmperr.r.unf; 
> 
ttmperr=gadd(ttmperr,tmp); 
} 
tmperr=gadd(tmperr.ttraperr); 
if (iproc==0 && thisk<=pesize) 
{ rule.1.unf=result.1.unf=router[(blepe+1)<pesize? 
blepe+1:0].rule.1.unf; 
rule.r.unf=result.r.unf=router[(blepe+1)<p0size? 
blepe+1:0].rule.r.unf; 
all { blepe= -1;} 
for (i=l;i<=n:i++) result=gmul(two.result); 
result=gmul(gadd(r0sult,tmperr),kO); 
p.printf ("Result : '/.30.27f — '/,30.27f\n" .result. 1.unf, 
result.r.unf); 
} 
if (k==(k/2)*2) 
{ for (i=0;i<=level-l:i++) 
{ if (i==0) pacG=l: 
else pace=pace*2: 
j=iproc+pace: 
if (j>acttail) tmp.l.unf=tmp.r.unf=0.0: 
else 
{ trap.1.unf=router[j].ttmprule.l.unf; 
tmp.r.unf=router[j].ttmprule.r.unf; 
} 
ttmprule=gadd(ttmprule,tmp); 
} 
tmprule=gadd(tmprule,ttmprule); 
if (iproc==0 && thisk<=pesize) rule=gadd(rule,tmprule); 
} 
all 
{ thisk -= pesize; 
id[0] += pesize; 
} 
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} 
} 
else { 
act=0: 
head=(lG+l)<wsize?le+l:0: 
headpe=head-(head/pesize)fpesize; 
num=dGn=l.0; 
for (i=l;i<=n-l:i++) 
{ niiin=num*(n+k-i): 
den=den*i; 
} 
thisk=nuin/den: 
tail=(lG+thisk)<wsize?le+thisk:le+thisk-wsize; 
tailpe=tail-(tail/pesize)*pesize; 
if (thisk>=pesize) 
{ id[wlbg]=iproc>lepG?iproc-lepe:pesize+(iproc-lepe); 
j=2; 
while (thisk>=j*pesize) 
{ wlnd=(wlnd+l)<wplvl?wlnd+l:0: 
id[wind]=id [ (wind-1)>=0?wlnd-1:wplvl-1]+pGsize; 
3++: 
} 
if (headpe<=tailpe) {if (iproc>=headpG && iproc<=tailpe) act=l:} 
if (hGadpe>tailpe+l) {if ((iproc>=headpe && iproc<=peEize-l) || 
(iproc>=0 kk iproc<=tailpe)) act=l;} 
if (act==l) 
{ wlnd=(wlnd+l)<wplvl?wlnd+l:0: 
id[wind]=id[(wind-1)>=0?wlnd-1:wplvl-1]+pesize; 
} 
act=l; 
acthead=hGadpe; 
acttail=(headpe-l)>=O?headp0-l:pesize-l: 
actpe=pesize; 
} 
else 
{ if (headpG<tailpe) { if (iproc>=headpe && iproc<=tailpe) act=l: } 
else { if ((iproc>=headpe && iproc<=pesize-l) 11 (iproc>=0 && 
iproc<=tailpe)) act=l; } 
if (act==l) id[wlbg]=iproc>lepe?iproc-lepe:pesize+(iproc-lepG): 
acthead=headpe; 
acttail=tailp0; 
actpe=thisk: 
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} 
il (act==l) 
{ pid=0; 
j=wlbg; 
/* The next huge loop is used to find kl,k2 kn */ 
/* (ki[j][l] to ki[j][n]) for each active node for */ 
/* each fold j. */ 
for (kx[1]=n>1?0:k;kx[1]<=k;kx[1] ++) 
for (kx[2]=n>2?0:k-kx[l]:kx[2]<=k-kx[l]:kx[2]++) 
for (kx[3]=n>3?0:k-kx[l]-kx[2] :kx[3]<=k-kx[l]-kx[2] ;kx[3]++) 
for (kx [4]=n>4?0:k-kx[1]-kx[2]-kx[3];kx[4]<=k-kx[1]-kx[2]-
kx[3] ;kx[4]++) 
for (kx[5]=n>5?0:k-kx[l]-kx[2]-kx[3]-kx[4]ikxCS]<=k-kx[l]-
kx[2]-kx[3] -kx[4] :kx[5]++) 
for (kx[6]=n>6?0:k-kx[1]-kx[2] -kx[3]-kx[4]-kx[5];kx[6]<= 
k-kx[1]-kx [2]-kx[3]-kx[4]-kx[5];kx[6]++) 
for (kx[7]=n>7?0:k-kx[1]-kx[2]-kx[3]-kx[4]-kx[5]-kx[6]; 
kx [7]<=k-kx[1]-kx[2]-kx[3]-kx[4]-kx[5]-kx[6];kx[7]++) 
for (kx[8]=n>8?0:k-kx[1]-kx[2]-kx[3]-kx[4]-kx[5]-kx[6]-
kx[7];kx[8]<=k-kx[1]-kx[2]-kx[3]-kx[4]-kx[5]-
kx[6]-kx[7] :kx[8]++) 
for (kx[9]=n>9?0:k-kx[1]-kx[2]-kx[3]-kx[4]-kx[5]-
kx[6J-kx[7]-kx[8];kx[9]<=k-kx[1]-kx [2]-kx[3]-
kx[4]-kx[5]-kx[6]-kx[7]-kx [8];kx [9]++) 
{ pid++: 
if (pid==id[j]) 
{ kx[10]=k-kx[1]-kx[2]-kx[3]-kx[4]-kx[5]-kx[6]-
kx[7]-kx[8]-kx[9] ; 
for (i=l:i<=n:i++) ki[j][i]=kx[i]; 
j=(j+l)<wplvl?j+l:0; 
} 
/* p is the first position that kiCj][p]!=0 for fold j. */ 
for (i=wlbg;i<=(wlnd>=wlbg?wlnd:wlnd+wplvl);i++) 
{ wlt=i<wplvl?i:i-wplvl; 
p[wlt]=l; 
while (kiCwlt][p[wlt]]==0) p[Mlt]++: 
} 
/* Get k prime (kp[j] [1] to kp[j][n]) for fold j. */ 
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for (j=wlbg:j<=(Mlnd>=wlbg?wlnd:Mlnd+wplvl);j++) 
{ wlt=j<wplvl?j:j-wplvl; 
for (i=l:i<=n:i++) kp[wlt][i]=ki[wlt][i]; 
kp[wit][p[wit]]=ki[wit][p[wit]]-1: 
} 
/* Have to repeat the following procedure to get f values for position */ 
/* wlbg through wind of the f array. */ 
/* ptr[j][i] and pte[j][i] is the f value to be computed on this pe node *! 
/* (for subregion i and fold j) */ 
for (wl=wlbg:wl<=(wlnd>=wlbg?wlnd;wlnd+wplvl):wl++) 
{ wlt=wl<wplvl?wl:wl-wplvl; 
for (i=l:i<=m:i++) 
ptr[i].l.unf=ptr[i].r.unf=pte[i].l.unf=pte[i].r.unf=0.0; 
for (i=l:i<=n:i++) l[i]=kp[wlt][i]; 
/* psuin[i] is partial sum of k prime from i to n. •/ 
/• item's are used to identify the node for previous f value */ 
/* with (kp[l],..,kp[n]) in k-1 goup. They can also be used */ 
/* to find nodes for k-2 group. »/ 
psum[n]=kp[wlt] [n] ; 
for (i=n-l:i>=2;i—) psum[i] =psuin[i+l]+kp[wlt] [i] ; 
for (i=l:i<=n-l;i++) 
{ num=den=l; 
for (j=0:j<=n-(i+l):j++) 
{ nuin=num»(psum[i+l]+j): 
den=den*(j + 1); 
} 
item[i]=num/den; 
/* There are at most n+1 terms to form the f value on this pe node */ 
for (q=0;q<=n;q++) 
I* Different cases have different g values. l[i] record the subscript */ 
/* for the currently needed previous f value. »/ 
{ if (q==0) 
for (j=l:j<=m:j++) 
{ gpartr[j].1.unf=gpartr[j].r.unf=gparte[j].l.unf 
=gparte[j].r.unf=0.0; 
for (i=l:i<=n;i++) 
{ gpartr[j]=gsub(gpartr[j],gmul(t[i][p[wlt]], 
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c[j][i])): 
gparte[j]=gsub(gparte[j],gmul(t[i][p[wlt]], 
x[j] [i])); 
} 
} 
else 
{ if (l[q]==0) continue; 
else 
{ for (j=l;j<=m;j++) 
{ gpartr[j].1.unf=gparte[j].l.unf= 
-t[q][pCwlt]].r.unf: 
gpartr[j].r.unf=gparte[j].r.unf= 
-t[q][p[wlt]].l.unf: 
} 
i[q]--: 
} 
/* kl is the group » for the currently needed previous f value. */ 
kl=0: 
for (i=l;i<=n;i++) kl+=l[i]; 
/* dist is the distance between the currently needed f value */ 
/* and the last f value in their group. */ 
dist=0: 
if (kl==k-l) 
{ for (i=l;i<=n-l:i++) dist=dist+item[i]; 
node=(le-dist)>=0?le-dist:wsize+(le-dist); 
} 
else 
{ for (i=l:i<=n-l:i++) 
•{ if (i<=q-l) dist=dist+item[i]*(psum[i+l]-l) 
/(psuin[i+l] +n-(i+l)); 
else dist=dist+item[i3; 
} 
node=(ble-dist)>=0?ble-dist:wsize+(ble-dist): 
} 
/* Use donenum(the total # of f values from step 0 to step k, */ 
!* or from 0 to le) to get the residing pe # for the needed */ 
/* node in the virtural array, nodepe is the pe #, nodepewl */ 
/* is the index in the f array(or fold #). »/ 
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i=donGnuin-(lG>=nod0?le-nod6:wsize+(le-nodG)); 
j=i/pesize: 
nodepe=i-j*pesize; 
nodepeMl=j <wplvl?j:j-(j/wplvl)*wplvl; 
/* Fetch the needed f value, form ptr[i] and pte[i]. */ 
/* pfr is previous fr value, pfe is previous fe value. »/ 
for (i=l;i<=m:i++) 
{ router[nodepe].ti=i; 
router[nodepe].tul=nodepewl; 
pfr[i].l.unf=router[nodepe].fr[twl][ti].l.unf; 
pfr[i].r.unf=router[nodepe].fr[twl][ti].r.unf; 
pfe[i].l.unf=router[nodepe].fe[twl][ti] .l.unf; 
pfe[i].r.unf=rout0r[nodepe].fe[twl][ti].r.unf; 
ptr[i]=gadd(ptr[i],gmul(pfr[i],gpartr[i])); 
pte[i]=gadd(pte[i],gmul(pfe[i],gparte[i])); 
} 
if (q!=0) l[q]++: 
} 
/* They need to divide something to be what they should be. */ 
tmp.l.unf=tmp.r.unf=ki[wlt][p[wlt]]; 
for (i=l;i<=m;i++) 
{ ptr[i]=gdiv(ptr[i],tmp); 
pte[i]=gdiv(pte[i],tmp); 
/* Form the f value for this node (fr[i] and fe[i]) (for subregion i). */ 
fr[wlt][i].l.unf=ptr[i].l.unf; 
fr[Mlt][i].r.unf=ptr[i].r.unf; 
fe[wlt][i].l.unf=pte[i].l.unf; 
fe[wlt][i].r.unf=pte[i].r.unf; 
} 
} 
I* On each active node, for each subregion, form the rule */ 
/* and error part to be added. Rule part is formed only */ 
/* when k is even and all ki's are even. */ 
two.1.unf=two.r.unf=2.0; 
for (i=l;i<=m:i++) 
{ ptr[i].l.unf=ptr[i].r.unf=pte[i].l.unf=pte[i] .r.unf=0.0; 
for (wl=wlbg;wl<=(wlnd>=wlbg?wlnd:wlnd+wplvl);wl++) 
{ wlt=wl<wplvl?wl:wl-wplvl: 
tmp3r.1.unf=fr[wit][i].1.unf; 
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tmp3r.r.unf=fr[wit][i].r.unf; 
tmp3e.1.unf=fe[wit] [i].1.unf; 
tmp3e.r.unf=fe[wlt] [i].r.unf; 
q=0: 
j=i: 
while (j<=n) 
{ if (ki[wlt][j]! = (ki[wlt] [j]/2)*2) q=l: 
} 
for (j=l;j<=n;j++) 
{ tmpl.l.unf=tmpl.r.unf=ki[wit][j]+1.0; 
if (k==(k/2)*2 && q==0) tmp3r=gdiv(gmul(tmp3r, 
gexp(gmul(trapl,gln(h[i][j])))),tmpl); 
if (ki[wit][j]==(ki[wit][j]/2)*2) 
trap3e=gmul(ginul(tmp3G,two),gexp(gmul(tmpl, 
gln(h[i][j])))): 
else 
{ tmp2=gmul(tmp3e,gexp(gmul(tmpl,gln(h[i][j])))); 
tmp3e=gsub(tmp2,trap2); 
} 
} 
for (j=l:j<=n:j++) 
{ tmpl.1.unf=trapl.r.unf=ki[wlt][j]+l.0; 
tmp3e=gdiv(tmp3G,tmpl): 
} 
if (k==(k/2)*2 && q==0) ptr[i]=gadd(ptr[i],tmp3r); 
ptG[i]=gadd(ptG[i],tmp3e); 
} 
} 
/* tmperr is the summation of pte[i] over all subregions. */ 
/* tmprule is similar but is formed only when k is even. */ 
/* Not checking all the ki's are even, since the values */ 
/* are set to 0(see above) if this is the case. */ 
tmprule.1.unf=tmprule.r.unf=tmperr.1.unf=traperr.r.unf=0.0; 
for (i=l;i<=m;i++) tmperr=gadd(tmperr,pte[i]); 
if (k==(k/2)*2) 
for (i=l;i<=m:i++) tmprule=gadd(tmprule,ptr[i]); 
/* Add over all active nodes the tmperr value to */ 
/* form the total tmperr value store it on the */ 
/• head node. Algorithm is binary tree. */ 
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level=0: 
j=i: 
while (j<actpe) 
{ j=j*2: 
level++: 
} 
for (i=0:i<=level-l:i++) 
{ if (i==0) pace=l: 
else pace=pace*2; 
j=iproc+pace; 
if ((acthead<acttail && j>acttail) II (acthGad>acttail && 
((iproc>=acthead j>acttail+pesize) || 
(iproc<=acttail && j>acttail)))) 
tmp.1.unf=tmp.r.unf=0.0; 
else 
•t j=j<pesize?j; j-pesize; 
tmp.1.unf=router[j].tmperr.1.unf; 
tmp.r.unf=router[j].tmperr.r.unf; 
} 
tmperr=gadd(tmperr,tmp); 
} 
/* The head node fetches the previously accumulated rule variable, */ 
/* add the total tmperr to produce the current result. */ 
if (iproc==headpe) 
{ rule.1.unf=rGsult.1.unf=router[(blepe+1)<pesize? 
blepe+1:0].rule.1.unf; 
rule. r.unf=result.r.unf=routGr[(blepe+1)<pGsize? 
blepe+1:0].rule.r.unf; 
for (i=l:i<=n:i++) result=gmul(two,result); 
result=gmul(gadd(result.tmperr),k0); 
p.printfC"Result : '/.30.27f — '/.30.27f\n", 
result.1.unf,result.r.unf); 
} 
/* If k is even, rule variable needs to be updated on the head node. */ 
/* Algorithm similar as error part. But only add those nodes with •/ 
/* all ki[i] even, hense if this is not the case, set the value to 0. */ 
if (k==(k/2)*2) 
{ for (i=0:i<=level-l;i++) 
{ if (i==0) pace=l: 
else pace=pace'«2; 
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j=iproc+pacG: 
if ((acthead<acttail && j>acttail) I I (acthead>acttail 
kk ((iproc>=acthGad kk j>acttail+pesize) ll 
(iproc<=acttail && j>acttail)))) 
tmp.1.unf=tmp.r.unf=0.0; 
else 
^ j=j<pesize?j:j-pesize: 
tmp.1.unf=router[j].tmprule.1.unf; 
tmp.r.unf=router[j].tmprule.r.unf; 
} 
tmprule=gadd(tmprule,tmp); 
} 
if (iproc==headpe) rule=gadd(rule.tmprule); 
} 
/* Update flags */ 
wlbg=wlnd=(Mlnd+l)<wplvl?wlnd+l:0: 
all 
{ ble=le: 
blepe=lepe; 
le=tail: 
lepe=tailpe; 
donenuin+=thisk; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
plural intvl getf(ki,k,i,ch) 
plural int ki[maxn+l],k,i,ch; 
{ plural intvl getftmp,tmp,pfr[2] ,pfe[2],gpartr[2],gparte[2]; 
plural int p,kl,kp[maxn+l],l[raaxn+l],psum[maxn+l],item[maxn+l], 
dist.node,nodepe.nodepewl,ti,twl.q,j.ii; 
plural double num.den; 
P=i: 
while (ki[p]==0) p++: 
for (j=l:j<=n:j++) kp[j]=ki[j]: 
kp [p]=ki[p]-l: 
for (j=l:j<=n;j++) l[j]=kp[j]: 
psum[n]=kp[n]; 
for (j=n-l:j>=2:j —) psum[j]=psuin[j + l]+kp[j] ; 
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for (ii=l:ii<=n-l:ii++) 
{ niim=den=l: 
for (j=0;j<=n-(ii+l):j++) 
{ num=num*(psum[ii+l]+j): 
den=den*(j+l); 
} 
item[ii]=nuin/den; 
} 
getftmp.1.unf=getftmp.r.unf=0.0; 
for (q=0;q<=n:q++) 
{ if (q==0) 
{ gpartr[i].l.unf=gpartr[i].r.unf=gparte[i].l.unf 
=gpartG[i].r.unf=0.0; 
for (j=l:j<=n:j++) 
{ gpartr[i]=gsub(gpartr[i],gmul(t[j][p],c[i][j])); 
gparte[i]=gsub(gparte[i],gmul(t[j][p],x[i][j])): 
} 
} 
else 
{ if (l[q]==0) continue: 
else 
{ gpartr[i].l.unf=gpartG[i].l.unf= -t[q][p].r.unf; 
gpartr[i].r.unf=gpartG[i] .r.unf= -t[q][p].l.unf; 
i[q]--: 
} 
} 
kl=0; 
for (j=i:j<=n:j++) ki+=i[j]: 
if (kl<=maxk) 
{ dist=0; 
if (kl==k-l) 
{ for (j=l;j<=n-l:j++) di8t=dist+item[j]; 
nodG=(le-dist)>=0?le-dist:wsize+(le-dist); 
} 
else 
{ for (j=l:j<=n-l:j++) 
•{ if (j<=q-l) dist=dist+item[j]*(psum[j + l]-l)/ 
(psum[j+l]+n-(j+l)); 
else dist=dist+item[j]; 
} 
if (k==maxk+2) node=(lG-dist)>=0?le-dist:wsize+(le-dist); 
else node=(ble-dist)>=0?blG-dist:wsize+(ble-dist); 
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} 
ii=donenuin-(le>=node?le-node:wsize+(le-node)); 
j=ii/pesize: 
nodepe=ii-j*pesize; 
nodepewl=j <wplvl?j:j-(j/wplvl)fMplvl; 
if (ch==l) 
{ router[nodepe].ti=i: 
router[nodepe].twl=nodepewl; 
pfr[0].l.unf=router[nodepe].fr[twl][ti].l.unf; 
pfr[0].r.unf=router[nodepe].fr[twl] [ti].r.unf; 
getftmp=gadd(gGtftmp,gmul(pfr[0],gpartr[i])); 
} 
else 
•[ router [nodepe] .ti=i; 
router[nodepe].twl=nodepewl: 
pfe[0].l.unf=routGr[nodepe].fe[twl][ti].l.unf; 
pfe[0].r.unf=router[nodepe].fe[twl] [ti].r.unf; 
getftmp=gadd(getftmp,gmul(pfe[0],gparte[i])); 
} 
else 
{ if (ch==l) 
{ pfr[0]=getf(l,kl,i,ch); 
getftmp=gadd(getftmp,gmul(pfr[0],gpartr[i])); 
} 
else 
{ pfe[0]=getf(l,kl,i,ch); 
getftmp=gadd(getftmp,gmul(pfe[0].gparte[i])); 
} 
} 
if (q!=0) l[q]++; 
} 
trap.1.unf=tmp.r.unf=ki[p] ; 
getftmp=gdiv(getftmp,trap); 
return getftmp; 
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APPENDIX D. MASPAR SOURCE CODES FOR OPTIMIZATION 
We include here only the program for Example 2 of Section 5.3. 
/* nlinlS.g.m */ 
/* For different nonlinear regression problems, only the */ 
/* parts between the ==== lines have to be changed. Input */ 
/* is required for the dimension of the X matrix, the number */ 
/•of parameters to be estimated, and the regions in which */ 
/* the parameters should be searched. The elements of the X */ 
/* matrix can be either put in the program or input by the +/ 
/* user interactively. Output: after each step the current */ 
/• inclusion of the optimal function value is printed, */ 
/* together with the # of PE nodes that are not cleared. */ 
/* When finished, the program outputs all the regions and */ 
/• the function inclusions on those regions. Then it tries */ 
/ • t o  g r o u p  t h e  r e g i o n s  d i m e n s i o n  b y  d i m e n s i o n  a n d  o u t p u t s  * /  
/* the regions after grouping, and the function inclusions */ 
/» on those regions. */ 
#include "/home/disk2/ouhong/interval/oparith/mytype.h" 
#include <float.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
^include <stdlib.h> 
^include <mpl.h> 
#include <mp_libc.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#define mpsize 4096 
#define mpsizepow 12 
#define epsop 0.000001 
#define RANDMAX 2147483647 
/• groupow is used to group the final regions. If it is big, */ 
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/* the # of output regions will be small. Try different */ 
/* values to see whether or not we have multiple optimal */ 
/* points. Very big groupow usually indicates very clearly */ 
/* whether we have several global optima. */ 
#define groupow 3 
extern int selectOneO; 
extern plural intvl gaddCplural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gsubCplural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gmuKplural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gdiv(plural intvl,plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl grec(plural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gsquCplural intvl); 
extern plural intvl gsqt(plural intvl); 
intvl *region,**x,*y: 
plural intvl *d; 
mainO 
{ extern plural intvl getfun(plural intvl *,int,int,int); 
extern plural int drvok(plural intvl *,int,int,int); 
extern plural int linfunCplural intvl *.double,int,int,int); 
extern plural int activeCplural intvl *,int,int,int); 
int n,p,m,i,j,*k,fgnum,start,go ing,where,* cutnum,aim,goon=1,left; 
double *piece,awidth,oplow= -DBL.MAX,ophigh=DBL_MAX,oplowtp,tmp; 
plural intvl *box,*center,range; 
plural int quot,flag,rk,*group,tflag,dist,dest,pwhere,derivok; 
plural double maxwidth; 
printf("Input # of rows k columns for the X matrix : "); 
scanf("'/,d '/,d",&n,&p); 
printf("Input # of variables in the Nonlinear Regression problem 
scanf ("'/.d" ,am); 
region=(intvl *)malloc(m*sizeof(intvl)); 
k=(int *)malloc(m*sizeof(int)); 
gnum=(int *)malloc(mfsizeof(int)); 
cutnum=(int *)malloc(m#sizeof(int)); 
piece=(double *)raalloc(m*sizeof(double)); 
box=(plural intvl *)p_malloc(m*sizeof(intvl)); 
center=(plural intvl *)p_malloc(m»sizeof(intvl)); 
group=(plural int *)p_malloc(m*sizeof(int)); 
y=(intvl •)malloc(n*sizeof(intvl)); 
x=(intvl **)malloc(n*sizeof(intvl *)); 
for (i=0:i<=n-l:i++) x[i]=(intvl *)malloc(p»sizeof(intvl)); 
d=(plural intvl *)p_malloc(m*sizeof(plural intvl)); 
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I* The following assignments need to be changed for »/ 
/* different problems(the part between the === lines).*/ 
/*== 
y[o] .l=y[o] .r=0 14 
y[i] .i=y[i] . r=0 18 
y[2] .i=y[2] .r=0 22 
yC3] .l=yC3] .r=0 25 
y[4] .i=y[4] .r=0 29 
y[5] • l=y [5] .r=0 32 
y [6] .i=y[6] .r=0 35 
yC7] .i=y[7] .r=0 39 
<
<
 
I
—
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00
 
.i=y[8] .r=0 37 
y[9] .i=y[9] .r=0 58 
y[10].l=y[10] .r=0.73: 
y[ii].I=y[ii] .r=0.96: 
y[12].l=y[12] .r=1.34: 
y[13].l=y[13] .r=2.10: 
y[14].l=y[l4].r=4.39: 
for (i=0;i<=14:i++) 
•C x[i] [0] .l=x[i] [0] .r=i+l: 
x[i] [1] .l=x[i][1].r=15-i: 
if(i<=7) x[i][2].l=x[i][2].r=i+l: 
else x[i][2].l=x[i][2].r=15-i: 
} 
/*====================================================*/ 
/* printf("Input the Y and X matrices, like y, xl,x2,...,xn :\n"):*/ 
/* for (i=0:i<=n-l;i++)*/ 
/* { scanf("'/,lf 7.1f",&(y[i] .1) ,&(y[i] .r)) :*/ 
/* for (j=0; j<=p-l: j++) scanf("'/,lf '/.lf",&(x[i] [j] .1) ,&(x[i] [j] .r)) 
/* }*/ 
printf("Input the starting regions for the variables :\n"); 
for (i=0:i<=m-l:i++) 
{ scanf("'/,lf '/,lf",4(region[i] .1) ,&(region[i] .r)); 
piece [i]=region[i] .r-region[i] .1; 
cutnumCi]=1; 
} 
/* Decide where to cut the 12 cuts to make 4096 small pieces. */ 
/'*• We want to make the length on each dimension as close as *! 
/» possible to each other. */ 
for (i=l;i<=mpsizepow;i++) 
{ where=0; 
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awidth=piece[0]; 
for (j=l:j<=m-l:j++) if (piece[j]>awidth) 
{ where=j; 
awidth=piece[j]; 
} 
piece[where]/=2; 
cutnum[where]*=2; 
} 
/* Put one of the 4096 pieces on each pe node. */ 
quot=iproc; 
for (i=m-l:i>=0:i—) 
{ box[i] .l=region[i] .l+(quot'/,cutnuin[i])*piece[i] ; 
if (quot'/,cutnum[i] ! =cutnum[i]-1) 
box[i] .r=region[i] .l+(quot'/,cutnuin[i]+l)*piece[i] ; 
else box[i].r=region[i].r: 
quot=quot/cutnuin[i]; 
} 
/* Later points chosen to evaluate the function are random. */ 
p_srandom(iproc); 
while (goon) 
{ flag=0: 
rk=mpsize; 
if (active(box,n,p,m)!=0) 
{ for (i=0;i<=m-l:i++) center[i].l=center[i].r= 
box[i].l+(box[i].r-box[i].l)*(p_random()*1.0/RANDMAX) 
/* Update the upper bound of our minimum. */ 
if (active(center,n,p,m)==2) 
{ range=getfun(center,n,p,m): 
trap=reduceMind(rEmge.r); 
ophigh=ophigh>trap?tmp:ophigh; 
} 
range=getfun(box,n,p,m); 
derivok=drvok(box,n,p,m); 
oplowtp= -DBL.MAX; 
if (range.Kophigh && derivok==l) 
{ oplowtp=reduceMind(range.1): 
oplow=oplow<oplowtp?oplowtp:oplow; 
} 
/* If result is good enough, or no more free pe nodes, output. »/ 
if (reduceMaxd(range.r)-reduceMind(range.1)<=epsop 
II reduceAdd32(range.Kophigh && derivok==l)==mpsize) 
{ if (range.Kophigh && derivok==l) 
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{ flag=l: 
printf("optimal value is between '/.25.22f and 7,25.22f\n", 
oplow.ophigh): 
printfC'The following region(s) have function values 
between (at most) : \n '/,25.22f --
'/,25.22f\n" ,reduceMind(range. 1) ,reduceMaxd(range.r)); 
while (flag==l) 
{ aim=sel0CtOne(): 
for (i=0:i<=m-l:i++) printf("7,25.22f — 7.25.22f\n", 
procCaim].box[i].l,proc[aim].box[i].r); 
printfC'f value : '/.25.22f -- y.25.22f\n", 
proc[aim].range.l.proc[aim].range.r); 
printf (" \n"); 
proc[aim].flag=0; 
} 
/» Group the regions to form just a few and output. */ 
for (i=0:i<=m-l;i++) 
{ group[i]= -1; 
gnum[i]=0: 
awidth=reduceMaxd(box[i].r-box[i].1); 
while (group[i] == -1) 
{ if (box[i].l==reduceMind(box[i].1)) 
start=selectOne(); 
/* If the distance between two intervals is smaller than •/ 
/* (groupow * length of largest interval), they are •/ 
/* considered in the same group. */ 
/* For the active PE set control of the plural while •/ 
/* statement refer to the MasPar manual. •/ 
going=l: 
while (going==l) 
{ going=0; 
if (group[i]== -1 && boxCi].l<= 
proc[start].box[i].r+groupow*awidth) 
{ group[i]=gnum[i]: 
if (box[i] .r==reduceMaxd(box[i].r)) 
start=selectOne(); 
going=l: 
} 
} 
gnum[i]++: 
} 
} 
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printf 
all { flag=0:} 
/************************************************* ****»*******>(< ****1(1 ****»/ 
/* The following # of for loops needs to be changed according to the •/ 
/* actual m. The conditions in the if statement also has to be changed */ 
/* according to different problems. (The part between the === lines) */ 
for (k[0]=0:k[0] <=gnum[0] -1 :k[0] ++) 
for (k[l]=0 ;k[l] <=gnum[l] -1 :k[l]++) 
for (k[2]=0;k[2]<=gnum[2]-1;k[2]++) 
if (group[0]==k[0]a&group[1]==k[1]&&group[2]==k[2]) 
/*======================================================================*/ 
{ aim=selectOne(): 
proc[aim].flag=l; 
for (i=0:i<=m-l;i++) 
{ proc[aim].box[i].l=reduceMind(box[i].1); 
proc[aim].box[i].r=reduceMaxd(box[i].r); 
} 
} 
if (flag==l) range=getfun(box,n,p,m): 
while (flag==l) 
{ aim=selectOne(): 
for (i=0;i<=m-l;i++) printf (•"/.25.22f — '/.25.22f \n" , 
procCaim].boxCi].l,proc[aim].box[i].r): 
printf("f value : '/,25.22f — '/,25.22f\n", 
procCaim].range.l.proc[aim].range.r); 
printf (" \n"); 
procCaim].flag=0; 
} 
} 
goon=0: 
} 
else 
/* Remaining nodes have flag=l. Cleeired nodes have flag=0: */ 
/* Split the remaining regions to the cleaured nodes. Idea */ 
/• is : If the # of remained nodes is fewer than cleared *! 
/* nodes, then each remaining node look at its next node. */ 
/* If it's cleared, split onto it and mark both. If it's */ 
/• not, look at its 2nd neighbor. If not again, look at 3rd */ 
/* neighbor, and so on, until there is no more cleared */ 
/* nodes. If the # of remained nodes is larger than cleared */ 
/* nodes, we want to split those worst nodes and keep the *! 
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/* other nodes unchanged(this is done by setting flag=2). */ 
/* Worse means if the upper bound of the function value on */ 
/* this node is bigger. When this is done, every node will •/ 
/* have something to compute. */ 
/* When splitting, the strategy is in Hansen's book 9.13. */ 
/* Compared with just splitting the biggest dimension, the */ 
/* performance is improved dramatically. */ 
{ if (range.Kophigh && derivok==l) flag=l: 
if (flag==l) flag=linfun(box,ophigh,n,p,m); 
/* linfun is the method described in Hansen 9.5(the second */ 
/* refinement). It express f in Taylor expansion and solve */ 
/* a linear inequality to throw away part of the current */ 
/* region. Its use improved the performance greatly. */ 
left=reduceAdd32(flag); 
if (left>mpsize/2) 
if (flag==l) 
{ rk=rankd(-range.r): 
if (rk>=mpsize-left) flag=2; 
} 
printfC'f value is between '/,25.22f and '/,25.22f\n", 
oplow.ophigh): 
printfC# of nodes left='/,d\n",left); 
all { while (reduceMin32(flag)==0) 
if (flag==l) 
{ tflag=l; 
dist=l; 
while (tflag==l && dist<mpsize) 
{ if (router[(iproc+dist)'/,mpsize] .flag==0) 
•{ dest=(iproc+dist)'/,mpsize; 
pwhere=0; 
if (d[0].l!= -DBL.MAX && d[0].1!=DBL_HAX 
a& d[0].r!= -DBL.MAX kk d[0].r!=DBL_MAX) 
{ maxwidth=(box[0].r-box[0].1)* 
(d[0].r-d[0].1): 
for (i=l:i<=m-l:i++) 
if ((box[i].r-box[i].l)*(d[i].r-
d[i].l)>maxwidth) 
{ pwhere=i; 
maxwidth=(box[i].r-boxCi].1)* 
(d[i].r-d[i].1); 
} 
} 
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else 
{ maxwidth=box[0].r-box[0].1; 
for (i=l:i<=m-l:i++) 
if (box[i].r-box[i].l>maxwidth) 
{ pMhere=i: 
maxwidth=box[i].r-box[i].1; 
} 
} 
for (i=0:i<=m-l:i++) 
{ if (i==pwhere) 
{ router[dest].boxti].1= 
(box[i].l+box[i].r)/2; 
router[dest].box[i].r=box[i].r; 
} 
else 
{ router[dest].box[i] .l=box[i] .1; 
router[dest].box[i].r=box[i].r; 
} 
} 
box[pwhere].r=(box[pwhere].1+ 
box[pwhere].r)/2: 
tflag=0; 
router[dest].flag=l; 
} 
else dist++*, 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
> 
plural intvl getfun(theta,n,p,m) 
plural intvl *theta; 
int n,p,ra: 
{ int i; 
plural intvl fun; 
fun.l=fun.r=0: 
for (i=0:i<=n-l;i++) 
/* The expression of the sum of squares has to be */ 
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/* changed according to different problems. */ 
/*=================================================«/ 
fun=gadd(fun,gsqu(gsub(y[i] ,gadd(theta[0] ,gdiv(x[i][0], 
gadd(gmul(theta[l],x[i][1]),gmul(theta[2],x[i] [2]))))))); 
/*=================================================*/ 
return fun; 
} 
plural int drvok(theta,n,p,m) 
plural intvl *theta; 
int n,p,m: 
/* Use the derivative info to help us throw away some nodes. */ 
{ plural int tag=l; 
plural intvl neg.tmpl,tmp2; 
int i; 
neg.l=neg.r= -1; 
for (i=0:i<=m-l;i++) d[i].l=d[i].r=0: 
for (i=0:i<=n-l:i++) 
/* The derivatives have to be re-programmed for */ 
/* different problems.(The part between === lines) •/ 
/*====================================:=============•/ 
{ tmpl=gsub(y[i],gadd(theta[0],gdiv(x[i] [0] ,gadd(gmul(theta[l], 
x[i][1]),gmul(theta[2],x[i][2]))))); 
tmp2=gsqu(gadd(gmul(theta[l],x[i][1]),gmul(theta[2],xCi3[2]))); 
d[0]=gadd(d[0],gmul(tmpl,neg)); 
d[l]=gadd(d[l],gdiv(gmul(gmul(tmpl,x[i] [0] ),x[i][1]),tmp2)); 
d[2]=gadd(d[2],gdiv(gmul(gmul(tmpl,x[i][0]),x[i][2]),tmp2)); 
} 
/*========================:=========================•/ 
for (i=0:i<=m-l:i++) 
if ((d[i].l>0 && theta[i].1!=region[i].1) II (dCi].r<0 && 
theta[i].r!=region[i] .r)) tag=0; 
return tag; 
} 
/* See Hansen's book 9.5 method 2 for the function linfun. */ 
/• It doesn't have to be changed for different problems. */ 
plural int linfun(box,ophigh,n,p,m) 
plural intvl »box; 
double ophigh; 
int n,p,m; 
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•[ plural intvl *middlQ,tmp,tmpop,u,t,tmpa,tmpd,tmpc; 
int i,j : 
raiddle=(plural intvl *)p_malloc(m*sizeof(intvl)); 
for (i=0;i<=m-l;i++) middle[i].l=middle[i].r=(box[i].l+box[i].r)/2.0; 
tmpop.l=tmpop.r=ophigh; 
for (j=0:j<=m-l:j++) 
{ u.l=u.r=0; 
tmp=gsub(getfun(middle,n,p,m),tmpop); 
for (i=0:i<=m-l:i++) 
if (i!=j) u=gadd(u,gmul(gsub(box[i],middle[i]),d[i])): 
u=gadd(u,tmp); 
if (u.l>0 && d[j].l==0 && d[j].r==0) return 0; 
else 
{ t.l= -DBL.MAX; 
t.r=DBL_MAX: 
tmpa.l=tmpa.r= -u.l; 
if (d[j].l!=0) 
{ tmpC.l=tmpc.r=d[j].1; 
tmpc=gdiv(tmpa,tmpc); 
} 
if (d[j].r!=0) 
{ tmpd.l=tmpd.r=d[j].r; 
tmpd=gdiv(tmpa,tmpd); 
} 
if (u.l>0 && d[j].l<0 && d[j].r>0) 
•{ tmpd.l= -DBL.MAX; 
tmpd=gadd(tmpd,middle[j]); 
tmpc.r=DBL_MAX: 
tmpc=gadd(tmpc.middle[j] ); 
if (box[j].l<=tmpd.r) 
{ if (box[j].r<tmpc.l) box[j].r=box[j].r<tmpd.r? 
box[j].r:tmpd.r: 
} 
else if (box[j].r<tmpc.l) return 0; 
else box[j].l=box[j].l>tmpc.l?box[j].l:tmpc.l; 
} 
else 
{ if (u.l<=0 d[j].r<0) t.l=tmpd.l; 
else if (u.l>0 && d[j].l<0 && d[j].r<=0) t.l=tmpc.l; 
else if (u.l<=0 && d[j].l>0) t.r=tmpc.r; 
else if (u.l>0 && d[j].1>=0 && d[j].r>0) t.r=tmpd.r 
t=gadd(t,middle[j]); 
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box[j].l=box[j].l>t.l?box[j] 
box[j].r=box[j].r<t.r?box[j].r:t.r: 
if (box[j].l>box[j].r) return 0; 
} 
} 
middle[j].l=middle[j] .r=(box[j] .l+box[j].r)/2.0; 
} 
return 1; 
} 
plural int active(box,n,p,m) 
plural intvl •box; 
XH't 
/» This function reflects the restrictions required by */ 
I* each particular problem. It has to be changed for each */ 
/* problem. tag=0 means certainly infeasible. tag=2 means •/ 
/• certainly feasible. tag=l otherwise. •/ 
{ plural int tag=l; 
tag=2: 
return tag; 
} 
